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V.

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

DErmiim ENT or Tim INTEnion,
OF EDUCATION',

Ilwillington,)Septcm her 21, MO.
Silt: On May 14-15 1 field in Washington a Conferene on Educa-

tion for Highway Engineering. and Highway Transport. This was
attended by about 75 highway engineers, deans and supervikrs. ofr
engineering in colleges, universities, and technical schools, National,
state. -and COunty highway commissioners, and men-interested in
highway find automotive transportafion. Out of this conference
there gr6v a committee which will continue the consideration of this
subject until the desired results in more adequate preparation for
these phases of education have been obtained. The proceedings of
the conference have been edited for publication as a bulletin of,the
Burt an of Education. I am herewith transmitting the ihknusdipt.

This bulletin contains niuch material of immediate and practical
valise to those Ivho are directly, interested in the problems of educa-
tion for highway engineering and highway transport. I am, there-
fore asking that it. Re printed as early as possible.

1{espeit fully submitted.
P. P. CLAXTON,

Commissioner.
SLCRETAIN



EDUCATION FOR HIGHWAY ENGINEERING
AND HIGHWAY TRANSPORT.

INTI10111

'P ns mreliminary.investigatioade by the Bureau of Education.
tirith the cooperation of the Bureau. of Public Roads, National
Automobile rhatioibor of Commerce. the State highway I lepartnients.
and other agencies national in scop. ha ve'Ssvealcd the necessity Of
relatively large number of eollege.trained men able teLcope with the
79: illy problems of highway and bighway transportation engineering.

In order to determine more accurately these needs the Commis.
-!111l`r of Education called :I meet ing of.a committee on January 2S.
i92. in the Bureau ok Edniat ion. The committee, in addition to
Commissioner Claxton, included the following: Mr.. T. Warren '
Allen. general inspector, Bureau of Public Roads; Mr. A. T. gold-
heck. engineer of tests. Bureau of Public hoadOilt. Charles R. ,

Mann, chairman, Advisory Board, War Plans Division, War' De-
_

oartment; Dr. Samuel P. Capen, and Dr. Walton C. John, Bureau of
Education.

The committee studied in a general way the nature of some of the
proWents facing the colleges of engineering; first, with respect to
the improvement of highway engineering curricula; second, with
respect to the number of college-trained highway engineers probably
required in the near future; third, with respect to increased r rch
in highway construction problems.

It was recommended that further inquiry should be Ma e into
the problems presented, on account of the lack of data.

Althost at the same time the leaders in the automotive and tire
industries beimmezaware of a need of a large number of college-
trained men to further the many, interests of highway transportatiOn.
Consequently, repretentatieci; of highway tranmmrt interests were_
called into conference on February 13, 1920, bYtir:Roy D. Chapin.
>resident of the Hudson Motor Car Co. The conference group in-

eroded Mr. R. C. llargreaves, vice president of the National Highway
Trailic. Association, and district 'manager of the Goodrich The' &
Rubber Co., of Detroit, who acted chairman of the-meeting;
Mr. Tyke Johnson, secretary of the highways committee of the
National Automobile Chamber of Commerce, WashingLn, D, C..;
Mr. C. W,,,Reid, chief of the transportati4 bureau of the federal.
ilizhway Council,' Washington, D. C.; Mr. E. T. Herbig, secretary
-mit treasurer of tial liational Association of Motor Truck Sales,
, L



8 EDUCATION FOR HIGHWAY ENGINEERING.

giinagers, Wabash Ind.; Mr. C. S. Pike, Paige Motor Co., Detroit.Mich.; 0. T. Ilillschafe; Chandler Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio:Mr. John S. Pearson. repre,enting Dr. Hollis Godfrey, president ofDarexel Institute. Philadelphia; and Dr. Walton C. John, of theMire Int of Education.
An attempt was made at this flouting to ascertain in a generalway the extent of the tleioMiil for auto-truckoperators, fleet mans-gers, transportation madiugers. and transportation salesmen. It wasagreed that each one the.iverests represented_ at tie meetingshould endeavor to .deline more clearly the problems which werebeing raised in order that at a future tunic setitable recommendationsmight be prepared for the use of colliges and schools of engineeringIts well as for the industries.
With this i.n.mind a conference was called under the auspices ofthe National Highway Traffic Association at Ann Arbor., Jlicll., atthe Michigan Union, on April 15, l920. This meeting was attendedby representAtives of the automotive and tire industries, the MichiganStatellighway Commission, American Association of state HighwayOfficials, colleges of engineering, and the Bureau of Education.The following delegates were present :

C. at. Alden, head of the engineering ilpartment, Detroit lin:MatelotTechnology.
A. H. Blanchard, professor of highwuy engineering and highway transport,

University of.Michigan. nml president Notional HigIT,:ty.Trittlic Association.Roy D. Chapin, president Hudson Motor Car Co.. Detroit, Mich., vice presidentNational Automobile Chamber of Comtnerce.
H. It. Cobleigh, National Automobile Chamber of Commerce:New York. N. y.Frank Cushman. Federal &mill for Vocational Educittion,. Indianapolis, Ind.F. W. Davis, consulting twiner, Pierce-Arrow Motor tar Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.George C. Diehl, chairman Good Roads Board, American Automobile _Associa.Gip, Buffalo, N. Y.
R. C. Hargreaves, vice president National Highway Traffic Association anddistrict manager Goodrich Rubber Co.. Detroit, Mich.
W. K. Hatt, head of the school of civil engineering, Purdue University,layette, Ind.
E. T. Herbig, secretary and -treasurer National As.sociation of Motor TruckSales Managers, Wabash, Iitd. .
0. T. Hillgitafer, Chandler Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

' Charles S. Howe, president Case School of Applied Science, Cleveland, Ohio.Walton C. John, United States Bureau of Education. Washington, D. C.Pyke Johnson, secretary of Highways Committee; National Automobile Chamberof Commerce, New York, N. Y.
George,E.11iyersprofei:sor of industrial education, University of Michigan, andsupervisor o ucation for State board for vocational education, AnnArbor, Mich.
Frank F. Rogers; chairman State highway commission, Lansing, Mich.H. M. R4, director of technical instruction, Y. M. C.A. schools, New York,K Y. 4
H. G. Shirley, secretary Federal Highway Council, Washington, D. (111. E. Riggs, profermor of civil engineering, University of Michigan, .



CONDENSED REPORT OF THE PRELIMINARY CONFERENCE ON
HIGHWAY AND HIGHW..A.Y TRANSPORT ENGINEERING %DUCA- '
TION, ANN ARBOR, MICH., APR. 15, 1920,.

1-,41;he preliminary conference on highways and highway transport
,:iigitiOering education was held in the Mielkigan Union. April 15,1920.

The temporary chairman. Mr. Hoy .1). ('hapin, called the meeting
to ociler at 11 a. m. Before introducing the chairman of the day, Mr.
('hatpin called attention to the important hanges in the mode of
hwig in this country .Nvhich have t;esultod from the use of the motor_
-d. The automobile and motor trnck have become vital tactoro in
n;:tintvining our economic equilibrium. .

1)nring the latter part of the nineteenth century this country wit-
ncssed n gpegt period of railroad construction. However, in recent
years relatiVUly little railroad construction has been undertaken, but
there has been a great increase in the use of highways fosthe shorter
hauls. The war made it clear that the roads had become very im-
porta iht commercial arteries; and, on account of the -increasing de-
mand fur highway transport. unusual problems have developed in
high Way construction and maintenance in addition to'those of
way transport. .

Among those problems isthai of the education of men capable of
meet ing the issues of the new era of gas.

. The automobile industries doubtless employ more trades than any
other industry. and each of these must have men who understand the
problems connected with auto transportation:

It is the purpose of this meeting to study the means by which
colleges and universities Ilani be helped in developing the right
courses of study and in bbthining those men which are urgently
needed in the development of highways and highway transport in
this country.

Mr. Chapin then introduced the chairman of the .day. Mr. R. C.
Hargreaves. of Detroit.

Mr. Ilargreaves emphasized the importance of this new era in
tronspodation. Attention was called to the value of the work done
up to the present by highway engineers in building roads for this
new type of transport.

Nevertheless, the time has some for the preparation of fundamen-
tal data concerning the many. phases of highway transport, similar
in scope and importance to the notable work by Wellington .entitled
4Thi Economic Theory of the Location of Railroads." t,

9
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Mr. Frank F. Rogers, chairman of the Michigan State Highway
Commission.' was introduced at this time. ,

Ile stated that out of the 2k0 employees now working for'the State
highway department about 80 or 90. are -graduated civil engineers:
the rest are men who have had more 'or less engineering education.
with the exception of the clerical and auditing,forces. Mr. Rogels's
preference is for college graduates who have been raised on the farm
or in a small. country village, for men who understand the psychol-
ogy of the farmer.

It was also brought out that the time had come when there should
be a clear understanding between the manuflteturers and igiers of
motor vehiclesparticularly trucksthat these vehicles should not
be built, nor 010111(1 they be loaded. beyond certain limits. in order
that the expense of road building might not reach, a proliihitive
figure.

The chairmonnext introduced Mr. George C. Diehl, county engi.
neer. Buffalo, N. Y.

Mr. Diehl discussed the highway engineering and highway trans.
port professions from the standpoint of the Awerican boy. lie

. called attention to the necessity of btiilding the boy's character by
means of a work or a profession which will be of utility :mil service.
Such vocations are found in modern highway construction and in

industrieg.which center about auto transportation.
Furthermore, boys and girls should ktulethe value of the high-

way. The study of the road problems should not be limited to the
college, but should be a part of elementary and high school programs.

Students should know the Pules of the road and of traffic.
kis also cjesirable tha,t highwa o iers of all types should have a

far greater acquaintance with t e economics of road construction and
of traffic regulations.

Mr. H. G. Shirley, secretary of the Federal Highway -Conned.
stated that road builders could put the crust of.the road together.
They could assemble the materials, they c d mix them, and they
could spread them for the slab; but up to.the present nothing Was
definitely known of the -construction or the contents of the ,:!round
on which the slab is 'to rest. Few superficial tests have been made.
Nothing is known concerning the attraction or the gravitation of the
soil; nothing about its bearing power.

Not until the problem of the soil is solved will roads be built sub.
stantialh or economically..

The next on the piogram was Mr.- E. T. Herbig secretary and
treasurer of the National Association of Motor Truck Salesmen, who
said, in brief:

Mr. Rogers was sten delegated to 'represent Mr. Paul D. largest prealdent of the
Americas Asilselation ot.ditate liar Officials. .
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There are 700,000 motor trucks in the country to-day, reVesenting
an investment of nearly $2,000,000,0oo, This does not include upkeep
and maintenance. xvhich reach a very, much higher figure. Yet it is
mid that the motor-truck industry is still in its infancy.

Motor-truck ft4.ts are being operated to an increasing extent by
individual towners. Mention may be made of the American Railway
ExpressCo., that now operates approximately 2.00P motor trucks.
The Armodr, Swift. (7nd:thy. Morris, and Wilson packing companies
awn and opeiate very large fleets of motor trucks.

The truck manttfaetures are ,coking men competent to take over
the handling and supervision of these large investments in motor-
truk equipment. These 11101 are hard to find.

It should also be borne in mini/ that to-day the motor-truck Manu-
facturers are not selling 'nerdy motor trucks: they are selling
transportationthat is, fitting- the particularly well-adapted trans-
portation unit to the pa rtienlar job.

In view of the opportunities opening up for trained motor-truck
engineers. transportation experts, etc.. special courses, collegiate in
charaeter, should be offered for the training of these men. _The
training of motor-bus and motor-truck drivers deserves special atten-
tion in view of the important investments involved.

Mr. F. W. Davis, of the Pierce -Arrow Co.,- followed and spoke of
his effort to train men to take charge .of motor-q.uck fleets. In pre-
-paring for his lectures he found a great deal of information avail-
able but in poorly. organized form. .There was, indeed, a greht need
of a handbook on highwentransport, just as tlfe chairman had re-
marked.

At- Society (if Automotive Engineers has planned to gather data
concerning the rudiments of the science of transport engineering. .

THE AITNNOON SESsION.

After adjournment for lunch the Afternoon session as called to
ordtr by Chairman Hargreaves at .2 p. m. Mr. klolpin at thistime
spoke of greatly increased use of the passengeroutomobile. This
adds materially tt\the problems now wider discussion.' Neverkiteless,
education for the automotive industries goes far beyond that of
training skilled engineers or mechanics. It Meting the preparation
of men for such varied set:vices as are found in advertising, service.
and executive departments. 'The educational problem is indeed a
general one.

President C.'S. Howe, of Case School of Applied Science, was next .

introduced,
His viewpoint was that of the college executive. He -agreed with

the speaker. mho had said" We did not know very much about high-
way construction "; he would go further and say " We don't know

.
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anything about it." .'When the best road an engineer can build is
put down and goes all to piece in one season, and the° bottom also
drops out, it is evident the engineer did not know the principles of
highway constrution.

A. special study of the highway should be made, preferably by a
Government organization with adequate authority and plenty of
money. This organization should experiment with all kinds of soils
and all kinds of roads.

A$ to the colleges, they are vilry desirous of helping in the soh]
tion of these problems, but they are limited in many ways and es.
pecially'in the matter of money. A large number of college faculty
members are leaving because Mallilfacturers offer higher salaries
than the colleges can pay. I f the colleges are to expand and give
the industries the'men they want. college faculties must be greatly
enlarged, but the increased amounts needed to pay the new profes-
sors can not at present be obtained. The situation is also further
complicated by the great increase in college enrollments.

As to specialization in engineering, it was felt that there, was a
danger of overspecialization on account of the demands of the many
and varied industries for specialized courses or curricula. Tile col-
lege should not specialize too much. Perhaps the additional special

.training now needed in highway and highway transport engineering
could be successfully-carried on in a practical way during the fresh-
man, sophomore, and junior vacation periods. This experience would
make the students more useful to the industries immediately after
graduation.

It should he borne in mind that most of these students must take
up something that will pay them, so that they can lay up money'to
live on the following year while they continue their college work.

Dr. W. K. Hatt, of Purdue University, was the next speaker.
He called attention to the unexpected load under which the engineer-
ing schools are staggering. He suggested that the automotive inter-
ests should endow chairs in highway transport and should come to
the campus as other organizations are doing and recruit students for
their own needs, and at the same time there should be established
organic cooperative relations in the colleges for reciprocal service in
training men for these industries. '

In introducing the next sppaker, Prof. A. II. Blanchard. of the
University of Michigan, Chairman- Hargreaves spoke of the leader.
ship of the university in developing comprehensive. courses in high-
way engineering and highway, transport .and in offering special
facilities for study and research to engineers in active service.

Prof. Blanchard, in the opening of-his remarks, stated that th't
men to be trained, by the universities for positions in the field of
highway engineering fall into three classes: First,_ the men 'a ho
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are to enter the highway departments of our States, counties, and
municipalities; second, the men who are to be engineers for highway
contractors; and, third, the men who are to occupy the positions of
tales engineers for companies manufacturing highway machinery
,,11.1 materials. As has already been outlined, the demand for those

Allen far exceeds the supply. How is the demand being met to-day?
I I ighway engineering in the majority of the institutions through-.

out the United States is looked upon as a side issue. In many
the course in' highway engineering consists of descriptions

of methods' of constructing various types of roads and pavements.
Naturally the result has been that only two or possibly three hours
per week for a half year of the entire four years have been devoted
to this subject. and in the majority of institutions the work has
keen given by men who have had no training in highway engineering
:did have no interest in it. Due to the fact that the great majority
of institutions only give a two or three hours' course, the presidents,
trustees, or boards of regents do Rot consider it practicable to secure
the services of a man who is especially trained in that field.

The situation is complicated in those institutions which feel that
mot, attention should be given to highway engineering, because many

hl teachers of highway engineering are leaving educational insti-
tutions on account of the low salaries paid and the readiness with
which they can secure professional or commercial positions in high-
way work to which is attached satisfactory financial remuneration.
lf it is desired that highway engineering be taught in the near future
ity properly trained men, it will be necessary to select, institutions
well distributed throughout the United States and to create chairs of
highway engineering which shall be independent of the financial
budgets owe ,institutions concerned.

Following this Prof. Blanchard iutlined various courses in high -

%r-ay engineering and highway transport. In order to avoid dupli-
cation the outlines are given on pages 87-91 in connection with the
recommendations of the committee on highway transport education
at the Washington conference.

By special invitation of the chairman, Prof. H. E. Riggs, of the
department of civil engineering of the University of Michigan, gave
a historical ri%sturne of the dtwelopment of highway engineering edu-
cation at the University of Michigan.

Prior to October, 1912, the work in the department of civil We-.
veering at' the University of Michigan did not include any separate
course in highway engineering. The only attention devoted to the
subject was a small part of the time oft course on general municipal
engineering problems.

In the spring of 1912 the dep'rtment was recognized and the chair
civil engineering was divided, new chairs being created in
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structural engineering, sanitary engineering, hydraulic engineering,
and highway engineering. This latter chair was not filled at the
time that it was created, but new men were called to the university
to the other three new full professorships.

A course in highway engineering, two hours a week during the
senior year, was inaugurated at this time and was required of all
students in civil engineering.

In the fall of 1914 it became evident to the staff that highway
engineering was a subject of vital importance in the State of Michi
gan, and that it would he necessary, in order to meet the demands
of the State highway department and the county, to devote more
attention to the subject than had been done in the past.

Consequently. Mr. John H. ('ox was asked to devote his whole time
to the subject of highway engineering. Courses in roads and pave.
meats, design of highway structures, highway laboratory, and high-
way and municipal surveys were inaugurated in the fall of 1914.
During this year it was felt that the work of the highway laboratory
could be very greatly extended and its usefulness to the State em-
phasized if it were placed at the service ()Utile people of the Stp.e.
A program was fantail:AN' and perfected by the board of resents
under which the highway laboratory was placed at the disposal of
officials throughout the State and all tests of highway niaterials such
as cement, rock, sand and gravel, concrete, asphalt, asphalt mixtures,
asphalt block, brick, and culvert pipe were made by the laboratory
free of charge. One permanent assistant was placed in the labora-
tory. and during the year a considerable number of tests were made.

During the next four years the work. of the department grew
rapidly and interest in the work developed very largely among the
students. A most cordial relation has always existed between the
departments in the university and the State highway department. the
university being unreservedly back of every move which has been
made bylithe State highway commissioner to better conditions and
methods in all parts of the State.

11'ith the resignation of Mr. Cox to accept the county engineership
of Washtenaw roads in the fall of 1919, Prof. Arthur H. Blanchard
was appointed professor of highway engineering in charge of the
university work.

Prof. Blanchard recommended th0 adoption of the short period
mid-winter cotirses which were perfected the regents and put into
effect in -a small way during the year 1919-20. The amount of work
in highway engineering was somewhat increased and the courses en-
riched, so that at the present time it is probable that the Michigan
work is unexcelled in any university in the general character of the
course that is required of graduates taking this liane.of Activity. At
the same time that Prof. Blanchard was appointed, Mr. John
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Bateman, engineer for the State highway commis4ion, was appointed
assistant professor of highway engineering and director of the labora-
tory. The laboratory work has been systematized and very greatly
increased. In the fall of 1919 the laboratory was recognized as the
official State laboratory of the State highway department. At the
present time the work of'the laboratory has grown to such an extent
that five assistants are employed, and during the month of June, 1920,
the laboratory completed 198 tests for the State highway department.
'.1 for municipalities of the Starte, 10 for the University of Michigan.

,.ind 1 for the United Stlites Bureau of Public Roads, a total' of 218
tests.

In the spring of 1919 Mr. Roy D. Chapin, president of the Hudson
Motor Car Co., of Detroit, an alumnus of the university, urged on
the ei'il engineering staff and on the authoritie; of the university the
importance of devoting some attention to the subject of highway
transportation and the relation of the highways and the traffic to take
rare of it, suggesting that courses in hiqiway economics and high-
ay transport he established. During the'past year much attention

has been given to this subject. One course was offered and given
among the short-period courses, and courses were outlined for regu-
lar university work in this subject..

Plans are on foot for a closer correlation of the work of the depart-
ment of mechanical engineering, under which he:1d the suhdepartment
of automobile engineering is thoroughly established at Michigan, and
the work of civil engineering.

It. seems to be clear that the present time, during the period of large
expenditures in e building of roads and in view of the greatly in-
creasing intere in that subject...is the time for the colleges to devote
their best energies to a thorough study of all phases of the economics
and engineering of the subject. The president and hoard of regents
of the University of Michigan have been prompt in their recognition
of the timeliness of. this work and have been liberal in the extreme in
their support of it, in line with their general policy of devoting all
available funds to the particular line of work which is of present' im-
portance and value to the people of the State. ..-

In this manner the work in highway engineering and highway .
transport has grown at the University of Michigan from a very-small
leginning six years ago to the work of importance. and efignityde
from the educational standpoint and of .merit as an adjunct and
auxiliary of the State highway department.

From the outset it has been entirely free from politics and free
from jealousies. The work is distinct. The university has nothing
to do with the.builclirtwofrodas in the State other than in a purely
advisory capacity in the matter of passing upon the quality of ma-
terials and Ile general subject of standards of specifications for
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materials. The majority of work is clearly the training and prepara-
tion of men for service in the field of highway engineering and in
the new field of transportation which is developing and will develop
in our modern highways. .

At the chairman's request a brief summary of the discussions ofthe committee were made 1)y Dr. WatIton C. John. of the Bureau of
Edlication: who called attention also to the fundamental. work car-
ried on by Mr. Chapin and Mr. Hargreaves and their associates in
Washington at the time of the war.

The'results of the national crisis in transportation have led almost
directly to this Meeting in Ann Arbor and to the proposed confer-
ence soon to be held in Washington.

A clear outline of sonic of the larger problems now before the corn-mittee is found in the book entitled "Democracy in Reconstruc-
tion."' In his chapter on " Motorized highways the basis of a

national transflOrt system," Mr. Hargreaves has shown concisely therelation of an adequately planned and managed, motor transport
system to the economic deyelopment of the country in time of peace.Ile has also pointed out its determining character as an agency in
the successful prosecution of war. .

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS.

zThe following resolutions were proposed by the resolutions corn
mittee and, on being put to a vote by the chairman, were passed:

Whereas .American science and industry have forged a new unit of highway
transportation which Is destined to bring about farreaching changes in.life
and In thought, not only in this country but in the world.; and

Whereas as a vital necessity 16 the econonle development of rhos* prob-
lems not alone in the economic locathat, construction, and maintenance of our
highways, but In the preparation of skilled men to undertake both the admin.
Istration and operation of these highways and of the industries devoted to the
production of these units of Inmstotrtation. and

Whereas the American pitople have seen fit to meet the need for better high.

ways with appropriations for hundreds of millions of dollars for roadbeds
which) can only be expended efficiently and Intelligently as we compmhend
In the fullest extent the relationship.existing between the highway and high
way transportation, while Industry has eremite() giant organizations to supply
the transportation units; and '

Whereas these problems. calling as they do for men of the.highest collegiate
and vocational preparation, can best be solved through the development of
collegiate and vocational education in highway engineering and highway
transportation: Now, therefore,. be it

lecaolved, That we, the representatives of education, Industry. and Govern
meat, assembled in conference at Ann Arbor to discuss the problems before us,
do call upon the Hon. P. P. Claxton, Commissioner of Education of the United
States, to bring this subject to the attention of the feipte tot the United Slates-------l4moerne) In 'lleconatruelluiC ethiud t, Frederick A. Cleveland sod dnsph Schafer.1910,
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through a conference to be held.in Washington and consisting of the leaders
in thought and in action on this subject ; and be it further

Resolver) 'flint in order to assist' and advise with the United States Com-
missioner of Education in au manlier- which he may deem fitting, the chairman
of this conference is directed to name a committee of three members, repre-
senting education, industry, and Government.

The chairman accordingly appointed the following gentlemen:
Dr. Walton C. John, of the Bureau of Education; Mr. Thos. H.
MacDonald, Chief of the Bureau of Public Roads, United States
Department of Agriculture; and Mr. Pyke Johnson, secretary of the
highways committee, National Automobile Chamber .of Commerce.

At this conference the question of a four-year curriculum in high-
ay isport and cognate subjects will be carefully studied. We

may 1) assured that the results of the investigations of this confer-
ence, h in behalf of highway- transport education rind highway
engineering education, will be studied Carefully by engineering
educators at large.



PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCE ON HIGHWAY EN.
GINEERING AND HIGHWAY TRANSPORT EDUCATION,
HELD IN WASHINGTON, D. C., MAY 14 AND 15, 1920.

PROGRAM th."illE CONFERENCE.

Chairmen: P. P. Claxion, United States Commtssioner of Education.
Brecutire secretary: Walton C. John, specialist in charge of land-grant col-

lege statistics, Bureau of Education.
Educational semi:tory: F. I.. tusitop, dean of the school of eitgine..ring. Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh, secretary of the Society for the Promotion of Engineering
Education.

FRIDAY, MAY 147 ForNooN SESSION.

10.00 a. in.

(a) Address of welcome by the chairman, P. P. Claxton, Commissioner of
Education,

(b) "The Widening Field for Engineers In Highway Development," by
1 Thomas H. MacDonald, thief of the Bureau of Public Roads, United

States Department of Agriculture,
(c) "1The Need for Better Trained Men in Highway Engineering and High-

way Transport Engineering," by Roy D. Chapin, president of the
Budson Motor Car Co. .

(d) "What Attitude should Technic:11 Schools take toward the 'Demand
for Training in a, New Professional Specialty," by Samuel P. Capen,
director of the American Commit, on Education.

(e) "The Curricula in tIlighway Engineering and Transportntion," by
Walton C. John, specialist in cho-ge of lund-grunt college statistics,
United States Bureau of Education.

12.30 p. tn. Itt:cEss.

AFTENNIMN SFSSIOrt

,(hour NI Fa:ruins.
2.15 p m.

(a) Conference committee on high lc y engineering education.
'Mums 11. MacDo titl, Chief of the Bureau of Public

Roads.
Educational subcommittee: Secretary, W. K. Hatt, hen of the school of

civil engineering, Purdue University: Hector J. Hughes, professor of
civil engineering, Varvard University: 0.4. Tilden, professor of engineer-
ing mechanics, Yale University.

(b) Conference committee on highway frnnaportotion education.
Chairman.: George C. Neill, chairman good roads board, American

Automobile AssfciatiOn,
18,
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^15 p. m.Continued.
Educational subcommittee: Secretary, A. H. Blanchard, professor of high-

way engineering and highway transport, University of Michigan; Emory
It. Johnson, dean, Whttron School of Finance and Commerce, University
of Pennsylvania: John \Veber, associate professor of atechttsificlengineer-
ing, University of Pittsburgh.

(c) Conference committee on business eduration and highway and technical
research.

Chairman: Dr. A. F. Woods, president of the State University of
Maryland.

Educational subcommittee: Secretary, George F. Zook, specialist in higher
education, United States Bureau of Education: A. T. Goldbeck, engineer

P of tests. Bureau of Public Roads: uharles S. Howe, president Case School
t of Applied Science, Clevelioul, ithio.

3.45 p. m
Resolutions committee.

Chairman, Roy D. Chapin, prestiletit-Hudson Motor Car Co; secretary,
l'yke Johnson, secretary highways committee, National Automobile
Chamber of Commerce.

7.30 p. m. BANQUET.

. Mr. Roy D. Chapin. presiding.

Guests of honor.

Bon. John Barton Payne, Secretary of the Interior.
lion. Charles E. Tomiscial, United States Senator from Michigan.

.SATURDAY. MAY 15, FOREVON SESSION.
10.00 a. tn.

Grnrral meeting.
(a) Reading of the reports and resolutions of the edticational aubcont

mittees,
(h) Report of the committee on resolutions.
(c) Appointment of the permanent conunIttee.
(d)t enerni discussion.

Adjournment. .

LIST OF THINE WHO ATrENDED uoNtmot.xce. ON BIGITWAY AND HTOTTWAY
TRANSPOICIATIoN ENDINEEIZING EDUCATION.

Representatircs of Schools of knginecrittg, etc.

1. A. H. Blanchard, professor of highway 'engineering and highway transport,
University ofldichigait,'Ann Arbor, Mich., and president National High-
Way Traffic Association. .

C. W. K. Holt, head of the school of civil engineering, Purdue University,
Infoyetio, Ind.

3. Emory R..dohnsott, dean of the Wharton School of Finance and Commerce,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
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4. Hector J. Hughes:, professor of highway engineering, Harvard Engineering
School. Ilaniird University, Cambridge, Mass.

5. C. J. Tilden professor of engineering meeliatiles, Sheffield Scientific School,
Vale Univrrsitr, New Haven. Oin.

.4rC. C. E. Ferris, dean of the school of engineerit University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, Tenn.tss.

7. T. IC Tulinferro, clean of the school of engineering, State Uhl versity of
Maryland, College Park, Md.
11. P. Begg, professor of civil engineering, Virginia Polytechnic Institute,
ItInekstturg Va. '

9. John' Weber, associate professor of mechanical engineering. gehool of en-
gineering, University of I'Ittsburgh, Pittsburgh, l'a.

10. John R. Lupham, assistant professor civil engineering, college of engin. IT.
ing.44;1.orge Washington UnIV'ersity, Washington, l). C.

11. S. S. Steinloerg, assistont professor of civil Inetring, school of engineering,
State University of Maryland, Collegeya , NUL

12. Harold D. Hatfield, director of the school of applied science. Howard Uni-
versity, NVitshington, D. C.

13. A. 3. Simnel', department of civil engineering, Catholic University of
America, Washington, D. C.

Statiantl Ctyytty Ilintisray Offletm

1. Paul D. Sargent, chief highway engineer of Maine, tied president of American
Association of State Highway Officials, Augusta. Me.

2. George II. Diehl, county engineer. IMITalo, N. V., chairman, of ti co;uod Roads
Board, A. A. A.

3. W. W. Mack, iDelaware Highway Department, Dover. Del.
4. G. P. Coleman, State highway commission, Richmond, \'a.

Executive and Matioitrial RepreNenlatires of tht Automotive and Tire
Industries.

1. Roy D. Chapin, president Hudson Motor Cnr Co., Detroit, Mich., and vice
president of the Notional Arnioblie-Chottiber of Commerce.

2. II. S. Firestone, president Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio,
representing Rubber Association of America.

3. NI. I.. 114.1111nwny. matimer Motor and Accestory Mantifocturers' Association,
New York. N.

4. E. T. Ilerbig, National Assoc. of Motor Truck Sales Managers, Wabash, Ind.
5. F. W. Davis, consulting engineer, Pierce-ArroW Motor Car Co., Buffalo. N. V.
0. W. V. Logan, manager ofpnenmatic truck tire soles. United Stateis Tire Co.,

New York: N. Y.
7. R. E. Macduff, Packard Motor Car Co., Washita:ton, D. C.
S. ('. S. Pike. Paige Motor Co., Detrbit, Mich.
9. C. M. McCreery, Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.. Akron, Ohio,

10. Raymond Beek, Goodrich Tire alai Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.
11. David Thomas, general manager Motor Truck Manufacturers' As;f;ociatilon;'

33 West Forty-second Street, New York, V. Y.
12. Ernest Farr. director Ship by Truck Bureau, Akron. Ohio.
18. F. O. Whipple. Service Motor Truck Co., Wnlinsli,
14. A. 0.1Iorrocks, Goodyear Tire actd Rubber Co.4Akron, Ohio.
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Representatirs of Automobile and Transportation Associations.
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pyke Johnsn. seivtary highways committee, National Automobile Chamber
of Colianeret \\*a 4nngton, D. C.

2. H. R. Cobleigh, secretary Service National Automobile Chamber of
C.oniterce, New York City:

3. M. 0. Eldridge, (Broom of roads, American Alitomobile Association, Wash-
ington. D. C..

1. S. M. Williams, president Petrol Highway Council, %Vashington, D. C.
5. II. G. Shirley, secretary. Fedcrol llighway Council, NVaslifirigton, U. C.

W. Reid, manager transportation bureau, Federal Mgt Nay Council,
WashingtOn, f.). C.

Representatives of Private Firms and of the,Automobile Press.

1. A. N. Johnson, consulting highway engineer, Portland Cement Association,
Moto,

2. Prevost Hubbard. chemical engineer, Asphalt Association. New York, N. Y.'
3. Clyde Jennings. managing editor Automotive Industries, New York, N. Y.
4. Paul Wooton, representative of Engineering News Record of New York. N. V.,

CIO Colorado Building, Wusbingtou, D. C.
5. George A. Ricker, representative portlnd Cement Association, Union Trust

Washingtlin, D. C.
G. J. F. Witt, care or WItt;,Nagle & Rollins Co., Dallas, Tex.

Representatives of Higher

1. S. ,P. Coped, director of the American Council on Education, Washington,
D. C. . .

2. A. F. Woods, president of State University of Maryland, College Park,
3. ('buries S. IloweApresitlent of Case School of Applied. Science, Cleveland,

s, Ohio.

4. II M..Rugg, director of technical Instruction, Y. M. C. A. schoop, New York,
N. ik

Representatives of the Federal Government.

War Department.

I. C. It. Mann, chairman. Advisory Blvd; War Plans Division, War Depart-
moot, Washington, D. C. ,

2. Lieut. Col. J. M. Ritchie, Motor.Transport Corps, United States Army, War
I ieparttuent.

3. ('apt. It. A. Om n, Motor TrAisport Corps, United States ArmY, War
Department, W shington, D.. C.

4. E. It. Jackson, 0 Mance Department, United States Army, War Department,
Washington, C.

Council 0 National Defense. PI(

5. L. L. Robinson, Council of National Defense, Washington, D. C.

Federal Board for VocatiOnal Rducation.
der

8. Capt. Frederick 0. Staith, Federal Board for Vocational Education, Washing-.
Ion. D. Cr

7. Itoy,f)iminitt, Fetleral Board, for Vocational Education, Atlanta, Ga.
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Deportment of Aprionituro.

1. Thomas H. MacDonald, Chief of the Bureau of Public Roads, Department of
Agriculture, 'Washington, D. C.

2. T. Warren Allen, general inspector, Bureau of Pub lie Roads. Detainment of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

3. P. St. John Wilson, chief engineer, Bureau of Public Roads, Washington, D.C.
4. E. J. James, assistant chief engineer, Bureau of Public Roads, Washington.

D. C.
5. L. J. Hewes, Inspector of public roads, Portland, Crag.
6. A. T. Goldbeck, engineer of tests, Bureau of Public Roads, Washington, D. C.

Department of the Interior.

1. P. P. Claxton, United States Commissioner of Education, Bureau of Educa-
tion, Washington, D. C.

2. W. T. Bawden, assistant to the Commissioner, specialist in vocational educe-
don, Bureau of Education, Washington, D. C.

3. George F.'Zook, specialist in.higher education. Bureau of Education, Wash-
ington, D. C.

4. Chester D. Jarvis, specialist in agricultural education,- Bureau of Education,
Washington, D. C.

5. Walton C. John, specialist in charge of land-grant college statistics, Bureau
of Education, Washington. D. C.

6. John C. Hoyt, assistant chief, water resources branch, Geological Survey,
Washington, D. C._

7. Alex Summers, United States Bureau of Education.

Special guests.

1. Hon. .Tobn Barton Payne. Secretary of the Interior, Washington. D. C.
2 Hon. Charles E. Townsend, Senator from Michigan, CnItcd States Senate,

Washington. D. C.
3. Judge J. H. Lowe, N. 0. T. II Association: Knnsns City, Mo.
4. A. G. Batchelder, executive chairman. American Automobile AssQuiation,

Washington, D. 0.



THE COMMISSIONER'S ADDRESS OF WELCOME.

CNTLEM EN : This conference has ligelL called at the request of ,
the committee on resolutions of the preliminary conference on high-
ly:1y an highway transport education, held under the auspices of the
National Highway Traffic Association at Ann Arbor, Mich., April
15. 1920.

I heartily welcome this large delegation this morning and at the
same time I desire to express for the Secretary of the Interior his
pleasure in having you meet here to confer on a question which is of
great interest to him. I1 regrets that he-can not attend the morning
se-sion, but he expects to be present this evening.

This conference is significant because there are brought together
at one time the representatives of the various agencies concerned-with
highway construct ion'and highway transport. Other modes of trans-
portation are also represented at this gathering.

The united States has just entered a new era of highway building,
which, if properlyilicouraged and rightfully managed, will be of
the greatest impo ance in developing the manifold resourees of the
country. The demand for more and better highways is to a large
degree caused by the fact that growing business and agricultural
,interests are determined to have the best and, in the long run, the
cheapest means of trans porting goods as well as persons.

States, counties, and townships, for years and decades in the
"slough of despond,".are awakening, both as the result of their own
initiative and because of Feiltral encouragement to see that the good
and permanent highway is one of the first essentials of a sound and
progressive policy of economic development.

It has been found that a tax for a well-prepared highway is less
of a burden than the age -long and discou ging mud tax which has
been one of thegreatest drawbacks'in-rumrdevelopment everywhere.

Thk) rapidly increasing use of the automobile and the autotruck
is an important index of both business and social development. Per-
haps the most serious educational question facing the country is
that of the rural school. Succesgful rural education, as exemplified
in the modern consolidated school, can not be conducted with a real
measure of success unless from each school, there radiate from 30 to
50 miles of good roads, over which autobuses rapidly course thi t.
way with their loads of children and youth, back and forward from
school and home.

23
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The betterment of our roads means the widening of the radius oftravel. Those who have been suffering the effects of isolation will
receive the vision and education which increased travel and intercom-
municarion Always have given.

The more we stthly our civilization,-the more we find it dependent
upon the de% elopment of transportation in its different forms. and
in no small degree upon highway transportation.

Tdhe growing demand for well-trained men to carry out scientifi-
cally the great highway program ahead of us and for men able to
properly develop our highway 'transport facilities has created a
double opportunity for our etklleges to serve the country in a melt
helpful manner by educiiting broadly and thoroughly the men nec-
essary to do the work. .

The conference is charged, therefore, with the responsibility ofdetermining and stating as clearly as possible the needs and the
qualifications for trained men. The conference will also assist the
college by giving such information as may prove helpful in making
the necessary readjustments in the courses of study, and in further-
ing research in the problems of highways and highway transport,

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS OF F. L. BISHOP
DEAN Of THE S( }( )L 0 ENGINEERING, UNIVERE.ITY 4 PITTSBURGH.

The object of this con ference is to present dearly to the public. and
primarily to the engineering schools, the economic and engineering
problems involved in the training of a larger number of highway
and transport engineers and some suggestions to the faculties of our
engineering schools in regard to the development of courses for the
training of these men, such courses to emphasize not only the
engineering features. but the economics of highivaylransport.

The personnel of the conference is such as to command the atten-
tion of those interested in the development of our highways and illus-
trates the modern method of Solving educational problems, namely,
to bring together the men who are to _use the youbg men trained in
our colleges with those to whom is intrusted their education. This
results in a clear statement of the type 1,f training required. and at
the same time the educator can state,the limits which of necessity
must always be placed on the training;

Traffic in new countries always follows the waterways. When the
pioneers begin to branch from these lines of portage, then begins the
developnient of the highways. There is no more fascinating and in-
teresting subject in the history of civilization than the development
and use of highways. The framers of the Constitution of the United
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States recognized that transportation and communication were of
primary and fundamental importance, if the Union which they were
creating was to continue, and made provision for the building of
highways known us post wads.

Up to the time of the advent of the railroads there was in this
country a notable development of the highways and there still 're-
main some of these. sue! as the post road connecting Boston and New
fork, the National Pike from Baltimore to the Ohio River, the Phila-
delphia-Pittsburgh 'Pike. etc. Over these highways there flowed
from the :east over the Allegheny Mountains an .enormous amount
of traffic. and those sections of the country which were reached by
these highways were naturally the earliest to develop.

Railroads were looked upon as substitutes for these highways and
for several generations the country lost interest in the development
of a national highway system, but the advent of the automobile pro-
vided a new means of transportation for passengers and freight, and
there immediately arose an insistent demand for better iciads. This
demand has been constantly increasing and reached a maximum dur-
in, the war, when our waterways and railroads were inadequate to
traosimrt the enormous volume of freight which was necessary in
'inler that our troops might be maintained upon European soil. This
traffic, composed largely of motor trucks, destroyed to a considerable
extent our existing highviays.

The problem than that lies before us is twofold:
First, the economic question involved in highways. It is to this

economic study of highways that I would particularly- call your at-
tention. The cost of tiesportation in different countries in 1902
was us follows (3 %

cost of transportation.
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Second. the engineering questions involved in. the construction of
modern highways.

The ever-increasing size of the automobile trueksvith their grow-
ing use in wintertime. requires a type of construction for roads not

Walker, Guy Morrison. "The Measure of Civilisation," p. 110.
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heretofori. used. In addition is i,ke necessity for reducing grades,
eliminating curves, etc. That 06 funds which are annually appro-
priated by the National. State, county, and municipal government;
may be properly e%pended. it is necessary that they 17e expended
under proper engineering supervision. The men for this work
must be trained in our engineering schools. Some extraordinary
effort trust he made to graduate a suflicienhiumber of trained high.
way engineers front our_edticational institutions to meet this need.

Education always reacts to thi, neAis of the Cluntry, and as a result
w may look to t he engineering schools to modify their courses in
the manner suggested by the conference. This will be much easier
for the engineering limp for the economic phases of tto question.

There is an immense number of definite research problems in high.
way transport quite apart from what are usually considered engineer.
ing problems. 'Most of these problems must be solved by engineers
trained in the economics of highway transport.

THE WIDENING FIELD FOR ENGINEERS IN HIGHWAT IMPROVE-
MENT AND THEIR TRAINING FOR THE FIEM.

By T MUMS H. klAcDoNAt.o. Chief of the Bureau of Public Roads, United States
Department of Agriculture.

Any criticnl.period in which production, inclusive of the problems '

of distribution and transportftion, becomes the paramount 'issue,
awakens the public to the importance of the engineer's work. and
directs its attention to the necessity for a greater supply of men
trained in the various phases of the engineering profession. dust
now the interest of the public must extend further. It must examine
into the condition in which the educationnl institutions now find
themselves, for the purpose of providing proper support, funds. and
enlarged facilities. There must be a recognition of the fact that in
the past these institutions have exerted profound influence to advance
engineering. know let lire, 111141 that there is now it demand for a greater.,
number of technically trained men each year than these institution,
can possibly prepare. must l.e furthe, recopition of the fact
that a much closer correlation of the interests of those responsible
for the instruction or engineers in the planning of . engineering
courses and of those who demand and will absorb the services of the
men as they leave the institutions is not only desirable but highly
necessary. In this conni%ction it is enlightening to follow the devel-
opNent of engineering epurses in American colleges and universi-
ties: So many of our experiences occur in cycles that such n study
may be regarded as forecasting the immediate fUture of engineering
education. and from this viewpoint the history of thi,4. development
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rightfully lends encouragement and forms a stable foundation for
an optimistic spirit in this conference in its consideration of the
problem of supplying trained men to till the demand for the field of
highway development.

Undoubtedly sonic of the conditions which engineering educators
are now fOling are the gravest within tha period of their connec-
tion with educational institutions. True, also, is. the lack of a suffi-
cient numer of triried men in all of theiiifferent branches of the
profession and in all of its different gradMir Still, these are public
questions. and in the past it has alivays seemed to require grave
issues to direct the attention of the. American people toward the
causes and to stimulate their activity in removing these causes and
providing the proper relief. So we may Wive faith that satisfac-
tory progress will be made in .overcoming the adverse conditions
which exist to-day, if proper attention is given these matters by
tho!.ae in a position to give'Gie public correct information.

The first technical schoolRens!,elaer Polytechnic InstituteWas
templed in 1524. This was the only school of its kind for nearly a
quarter of a century, until ISti. when lIarvard 'established the
Lawrence' Scientific School and Yale the Sheffield Scientific Schsool.

he University of Michigan also established the same Year a course
in civil engineering. Until the Civil War there were o other
01(.4,1s of this character. In 1562, however, Congress e cted the
Morrill. Land Grant Act praiding, through grants of put is lands,
for the endowment of schools to teach( agriculture and the mechanic
arts. This act immediately stimulated the 6)blishment of techni-
cal.,hools, and from a total of 4 in 1S60 the number increased. to

by 11/47 and to s5 by 1SR(1. There are now 12l institutions pro-
viding engineering courses, 46 of which are land-grant colleges
operating under the provisions of the Morrill Land Grant Act.
In addition to these. there are 43 other institutions that give some
engineering instruction.

In the 5 years, 1911 to 1915. it is estimated that 17,900 engineers
graduated, an average rate of 3,41)() per year. During the prey ions' de-
en de the average nnmber graduated per year was approximately 2.100.
The increase in the number of graduates per year during the present
period will not be so apparent until the graduation, of the classes
which-are in their freshman year now. Just what this increase will
lie is extremely difficult to estimate'because of the high percentage of
students who dropped out of college between their -freshman and
senior years. Based on past experience of some of the leading engi-
neering Schools. this total is estimated at not more _tharr00. It
must he remembered that even this number of engineering graduates.

4
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will not be available until 1923, that the number is likely to be mucl
smaller for this year and the two years following. and that these men
will he claimed by all phases of engineering and particularly by the
industries.

The four general branches of engineeringcivil. Mechanical, min-
ing, and electrical have devekiped a lar,_,e number of specialized
phases, training in which is offered the ATlent at the different col-
leges. As illustrative of this tendency, instruction is given in the
folloWing, as well as many other fields.of engineering: Chemical,
sanitary, metallurgical. .railroad, marine, cement, electro-chemical,
textile, automobile, aeronautical, ceramic, highway, agricultural, and
engineering administration. One of the best-known schools offers
at least 15 specialized courses.

It will be noted that the greater number of these specialized courses
have a direct relationship to the industries, and in this fact apparently
lies the crux of the present situation as far as the future supply of
highway engineers for t'he public service is concerned.

As was true after the Civil War, so now a great demand has come
suddenly for line numbers of technically trained men, and it must
be remembered that the high-school graduate is, under the plan of
education generally followed, four years distant from his availability
to meet the demands. Industry of all classes has been so tremen-
dously stimulated by the demand kit' increased industrial produc-
tion and so well supported by increased prices that the possibilities
for advancement in the industrial engineering fields offered the
young. man when choosing his college course are alluring. Every
organization is naturally selfish in its desire to secure the best men,
md the industries should not be accused of a greater degree of selfish-
ness than other organizations who require men technically trained,
but industry has been more alert in oaring a tempiting field than
the public and semipublic organization such as the railroads; Fed-
eral and State governmental engineering departments,' and like or-
ganizations.

-It seems well within the province of this conference; therefore,
which is interested in the relationship of the engineer to the high-
way program and the supplying of technically trained men to meet
the present and increasing demands in this field. to take account of

, the Of ring field of opportunity offered the man, who intends to
follow some engineering profession to plm the proper methods by

a just and sufficient proportion of young rneVay be con-
stantly drawn into the highway field, and to consider modification, of
present methods or adoption of new methods to make the engineering
student or graduate more quickly useful and more immediately avail-
able for responsible positions.
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ENLAMENI ENT OF HIGHWAY PROGRAM.
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It isliot necessary to analyze the causes for the enlargement of the-,
highway program. It is sufficient for the purposes of this conference
to point out that the-present sentiment for highway improvement
is founded upon the sure basis of a direct interest in highway im-
provement on the part of ii very considerable percentage of our
entire population, and that percentage is rapidly increasing. This
has been brought about, as is well known, by the rapid increase in
the use of the passenger car and the more recent freight-carrying
motor truck. The expenditures for highway improvement are in-
creasing emarkable rate, as shown by the following schedule.

Total expenditures for 'oaf's, be ucarn, in the United Stales.

Year. Total.
1916 $'272.634, 413
1917 279, 915,-332
1918 286, 098,192
1919 (estimated) 303, 670, 105
1920 (estimated avail: Ode for expendit tire) 783. OK 000

The tremendous increase from the total estimated expenditure in
1919 of approximately 303 millions of dollars to the estimated
amount available for the present year of nio! than MO millions is
iu itself indicative of the widening field of opportunity for the
technically trained engineer or the yOung, it who is seeking to
chOa,e a 'profession offering wide opportunity. is of course, cer-
tain that the expenditures this year will fall under the. estimated
funds available, due to the economic handicaps which have been
placed upon production- of highways through the lack of railway
transportation, material supplies, contractors: organizations, and
labor, as well as the developing limitations. of credit., This expendi-
ture. because of these handicaps, may equal-no more than 50 per cent
of the amounts appropriated of authorized by the public; yet, even
mi. the supply of engineers necessary to carry out this program aver-
ages this yeity(from estimates furnished by the State highway de7
partments of 30 States, 23 percent le&s, than the State requirements,
which, undoubtedly, means that the more local subdivieeions, such as
counties, towns, and cities, will show a considerably gAwiter per cent-
age of deficiency in the engineering forces reasonablyiequired, be-
muse the larger engineerjAig organizations,, including the' industries,
have recruited many tti& 'from these sources.

EXTENSION OF ENGINEERING CONTROL OF:EXIIENDITURES.

Wiiile.the greatly increased sums for highway unproiement are.in-
die.tt ire of the greater field for engineers, the increasing importance
of tj1e engineer in relation to the highway improvement program
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perhaps, best illustrated by the progress which has been made re-

cently in bringing highway expenditures under engineering control.
The following article shOws the rapid progress which is being made
in this direction:

Highway czpenditarlfb.

Year.

. .

19le.
1917.
1919
1919
1920

Under con-
trol of State
highwty de-
partments.

Lastly but
not under
State high-
w

eci
ay d r-
m

r an;
under ,

121chiny
dep./I-
mo:1U

control

871,495, 551
99,179,332

117,255,264
133,070,105
833.000, ono

8198,138,559
181,736,000
188,912,925
180,000,000
150,000,000

11

11

r

E,timated a .1113ble.

If through the economic limitations before noted the expenditures
for 1920 are limited to-no more than 50 percent of the funds avail-
able through State and Federal sources, and the local exj'nditures
are maintained at the estimated figure, the proportion of funds.spent
undtir engineering control will still be more than 60 per cent-of the
total funds. The tendency of the times/to place all expenditures
under engineering control is, however, much More correctly shown
by the 81 per cent than by any smaller percentage. This tendency
is keeping puce with. the growth 1 lie demand for improved high-

Ways and the financial support this purpose. The fact of .the
growth of engineering control is further emphasized by thetarge
mileage of highways built each year, even during the past three
years while highway construction has been, so seriously curtailed,
The. estimates for highways of all types built under engineering
control are shown in the following schedule:

Tdfi mil, tors tZ"rtir State h bib d, part nientir under ,liyinerritig

i..r
Mlles. 'fotol to

dale. mi.ageri
11411:0(1.

1916 18,180 ag, 937 28
1017 11,916 90,1613 12
1918 11,944 92.977 17

There is a total of approximately '214.000 inHes of highways on
the State systems which have been chOsen for improvement under
State direction, or approxiinately per cent of the total mileage of
the Nation: The State systems vary from 1 to per cent. of the
total mileage of the several States. Perhqps the Most indicative
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figure as pointing the way to the future imiortance of the State and'
Federal departments is shown hy the increase in the -mileage of high-
ways maintained under engineering control. as shown by the follow-
ing schedule:

7'9stal miles maintained by State highway departments.

Year. Mileage.
Per cent
of tai al

mileage of
nation.

1015 75,311
1417 181,391
1918 1 2W, S56

3.0
7.3
&I

Prom this evidence it is apparent, then, that the field for engineers
in highway improt.ement is rapidly widening, b: cause of the demands
for highway improveThent followed by the appropriation of large
sums for this purpose, and that the prevailing tendency of the times
is ter bring the construction and maintenance of highwayimproye-
ments under engineering jurisdiction. Already some of the State
highway departments are planning for the definite assumption of
engineering control of roads -which are of no more than local im-
portance in the state. In other words, we are progressing rapidly
from a highly decentralized control of highways to definitely or-'
ganized systems of engineering control of all.the highways, from the
most importint to those serving only communities. From this fact
follows this question: Whose responsibility shall it be to direct the
attention of young men toward thifileld and induce them to follow
highway engineering as a profession when so many other splendid
oi,portunities are open?

SUPPLY Of° THE DEMAND FOR TRAINED MEN.

Up to the present time little or no'attention has been 'given by the
public or seniPpublic organizations which need large numbers of
engineers toward directing rung men into their respective fields.
Apparently the supply his been equal to the demand, and little con-
cern has liCen felt. This fact is now changed. The best illustra-
tion is the status of railroad engineering,,,from which students and
graduates have turned with decision. It is reported that one well-
known special railway engineering course has a total of four students,
all foreigners.

But consider the case .of the educational institutions which 'we are
calling upon to.train engineers. Under war conditions the teaching
staffs were badly disorganized. Last year there was a tremendous in-
flux of new students, and the appropriations have in general been far
less than the enlarged needs. Salary. budgets4ave not been revised to
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meet the competition of industrial engineering organizations, with
the consequent loss of very many of the best qualified professoiland
instructors.

The instructor who, during prewar time. has taught a specialized
course in some particular phase of engineering. such as highway
engineering. is called upon to go into general teaching or to spread
his activities over a far greater number of students than he can
possibly give proper attention to. Educational institutions have
necessarily given up their building programs in order to hold their
teaching staff together while the additional room is so seriously
needed. -Our institutions- are suffering from an unforeseen expan-
sion which they can not capitalize-to provide funds, as in the ease
of the industrjes-and a condition has resulted which the public must
understand and provide for. That our educational institutions car
not be neglected is a fundamental creed with the greater part of our
citizenship, but the present conditions must be understood and given
the proper publicity. It may be reffarked in passing that this gen-
eral condition is not peculiar to the institutions of higher education,
but extends all down through the whole educational system.

It has been noted that inroads have been made upon the supply of
engineers by industries, but it should be added that the State highway
departments have responded much more quickly than has the Federal
Government or the management of the educational institutions or the
railroads, to the necessity of increased compensation to the engineers.
The Reclassification Commission. which was appointed to make a,
study of conditions within the Federal Government and make salary
recommendations for all Federal employees. has claSsified the engi-
neering service of the.Government into seven divisions, five of pro-
fessional and two of lover grades. The following schedule shows the
comparison of salaries in the Bureau of Public Roads in 1919 as com-
pared with those in various states and those recommended by the Re-
classification Commission, grouped under these several divisions.

con, ea 'boa, ot 4010ries in the Pnginee ring gm rice,

Rank.

Ritenti
Roods,
....t
of lows.

61lni:
mum.

of Public
both office

0.(1, excimirr

. .

Cumprn.llna
ruin
'i1, Itun

Mini-
mum.

viat,..)
ha+.

Aver-
age.

by ye-
redo.

Maxi-
mum.

Reeommencled
avi.iineation
inbe-ion

Aver- '

age. mum.
Mini. Aviv.
mum. I age.

nlor $411110 34,500 14,500 35,000 $7,150 $10,000
F.ngineer 2,,300 3,641 4,000 2,820 4,300 5,000 $. %000 34,140Ate 2,260 2.650 3.24D 2,200 4,100 6,000 3,240 3,310Maistant ...... 1,360 2,141 3,030 2,100 2,675 8, E4) 2,400 2,710Junior 950 1, 617 2,100 Onn 3,060 1,300 1,960
Civil engineer aid 720 MO 1,080 SOO 2,060 1,200 1,560
Junior engineer aid 460 767 1,080 400 1,300 640 Lop
Copyist., 640 760 I 1,080 1.2oo 1,030 1,170

by Re
Core

Maxi-
mum

.35,00
3.810
3,000
2,100
W00:13

1,7e0

I Masrachnietts, Wirenn,in, New York, Relaware, Marylm 1, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Pafford..Texas, Iowa ,1111no14,.1ridiorra, New krsty. Ohio-14 glans:
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..Vrom these it will' be noted that in the 14 typical States having
well-organized highway departments the salaries are higher than
those recommended by the reclassification commission, and very
inuell higher than those now paid by the Bureau of Public Roads.
But even this schedule is lower than the recommendations -of the
American Association. of Engineers or the Engineering Council.
The recommendations of this association are shown in the following
schedule:

Rfilarit 8 recommended.

.
Minimum. Moximilm.

Fagot
Engineer
Assodate
Assistant..
Junior
Encloser aid tiniit,mou
Joint engine r :11.1 4..
COO Lt

55,000
4,0p00
3,001)
2,400
1.500
1,5451
1, 200
1,540

515,000
io,noo

,N,000
4,000
2,400
.2,400
,1 503
1100

From this evidence it clear that in order to interest young men
in highway engineering'aml i. order to secure and retain the engi-
neering stks necessary to provide proper training in the educational
institutions in thi' profes,i9n, the salaries now paid to engineers
must be very materially incri.a-ed.

As indic)rting the number of engineers that. are now engaged in
highway work, theq is 'a total of 312 employci.d by the Bureau of
Public Roads at 'the -Washiirgton headquarters and in the' field.
Thirty-six States report the following totals:

Number employed by State highaly departments. 3.939
Number with county highway organizations_ 1, 909
Number with city organizations 1, '200
Highway engineers outside of above elwes 519

Tlier,e; totals are divided into classes, as folldws:

Those above ("vision engideer, or similar grade' 35t
Division engineers or similar grade 903
ftesident engineers or similar-grade 1.995
Grade below resident (With 3. 952
Unclassified

it is not presumed that these figures are absOlutely correct,tait they
are indicative of the. large number of engineers that are needed in
the highway field.. The addition's, which will be required for the
neat decade ace estimated ,to average from 9 to 12 per cent per year,
but it is more than probable that 'this percentage is far short of, the
actual percentage that' will lie required.
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RESPONSIBILITY OF ENGINEERING ORGANIZATIONS.
4:

It can hardly be expected that young men in sufficient numbers
will enter the field of higkway engineering unless they lave Mow'.
edge of the field ahead, Igor is it fair to leave the colleges unaided
to 'develop these men asjast as they will be required. . 'five is alarge duty in both these respects which must be assumed" by the
engineering organizations who wish to use these men. Reference
is made particularly tp the Federal Bureau of Ptilic Roads, the
State highway departments, and similar organizatils. Further-
more, our ideals of engineering education were brought into this
country from abroad, and the teaching of applied science has in
general been founded upon the theory that the student should first
learn, the theory arid later the application. Undoubtedly a canvass
of the exeutive in charge of the highway organizations of to-day
will bring out the fact that the:v have fewer problems of theory
and detegn to meet than of production, organization, and supervision.

It is the duty of these executives to hty before the heads of the
educational institutions the necessity for broader training of high-
way e gingers aldng the lines of the economics of highway engi-
neerin as' well as in some of the humanities.' Every ,highway de-
liartme conies closely in contact with the public and has need of
men who not only understand the problems underlying the adminis-
yation of highway organizations and of highway, development, but
who.can present 'these matters convincingly to the public, without
whose favorable support the work cad the highway organization can
not be successful. The lackg, of engineers who possess this training
has been one of the `most 'serious handicaps to the highway organi-
*zation.

Fortunately, many highway departments have already played an
active part in the development of highway engineering as a profes-
sion. To Dean Shafer; of the Lawrence 'Scientific School of Har-
vard University, may be credited a very large share in the early
teaching and stimulation of real engineering as applied to highway
construction and maintenance-. The influence of-the Massalthusetts
Highway Commission, of which he was one of the first mem'beis, has
had a very considerable infl uence in the development of highway
engineering to the position which it occupies to -day.. This fact
seems indicative of the responsibilities, which dgvolve upon the high-
way departments of other Staies in the futurt

highway
must be a

close coordination and cooperation between the highway eorganiz4-
Cons and the educational institutions, much clos& thanlas prOailed
in the past. AS concrete, examples of the possiilities for adance-
Ment which are inherent in such a relationship are the 'following
suggestions:

f.
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First, if the college semesters can be so arranged ..that students in
the various year of the college courses can be placed in appropriate
positions for the summer work with the highway organizatiohs. By
advancement, from. year .to year, to po;-iti.n of greater responsibility,
they not only are prepared to meet the problems which are now
paramount with highway executives because of theii knowledge of
the organization in all of the different classes, but they will more
surely connect up their theory with its practical jtpplications. Thus,
both the highway departments and the educational institutions will
function better in-producing (nal*. engineers.

'Second,- such a relationship will awaken* from the start an interest
fin. the student in highway engineering which will prevent his drop-
ping ow. in his undergraduate years or turning to other courses.

Thirds, a close' contact of the teaching staff with the highway organi-
zations will prove of 1,ireat.muttial:

Fourth, the ,engineering organizations should assume, kesponsi-
.bilities for lectures and otlier services. in the classroom that the "stu-
dents may be constantly brought in connection With the active work:

Fifth, the reoarch work which is of the utmost importarice awl
necessary to eiery engiOeering organization, should . lie .closely
coulled with the work along similar lines of the -educational

.Finally, in the production of highway engineers, there is nothing
more valullble than, the short courses conducted annually which
shotild,be a .product of the educational institutions and the.highway
organizatims. It is impossible to cram into.four years of _a student's
life all of the technical information that he will.need. It is prob-
able there is tooninch of an attempt toward this end, now, and that
the more highly specialized subje.cts ghould be left for postgraduate
study... The.,short course's should by me;I:ns be developed, and
could well be' mad6 a part of the year's w:ork for the highway
vering organizations' to attend for at least a short period of instrue.
tion annually.

These short course$ folionkt be of two general- classes; first,- those
for the ins,iiuction.Of graduate engineers for the purpose of keeping

ei).fistantly in touch with the rapid developments in the .Geld.'
of highway .engineering and for the purpose of preparing them for

specialized technical work,', especially along research lin4
and second,, those. for the instruction. along more poptilitr lines for
the benefit of .public offipials' or- those (fitupying positions of lesser
technical importance- in the organization.' Practically all 4igliway
organizations work throtigh or with public oflliiali:--)vho are 'not
teedinically trained, and who ma;st'be impatient of t.eChnioal-limita-
tions and theoretical niceties. The short course along more popular

.1t
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lines offers' the surest way to connect in a harmonious relation-
ship the theoretical-und practical minds. The great success which
has been attained by many short courses of .this latter character
has accentuated their importance as a means of bringing highway
departments, public officials. contractors, and through them the
public in general into closer cooperation, which is the key to the
solution of the most difficult problemsof highway administration.

THE NEED FQR BETTER TRAINED MEN IN HIGHWAY ENGINEER.,
ING AND HIGHWAY TRANSPORT ENGINEERING.

By ROY D. CHkPIN, President of the Hudson Motor Car Co., Detroit, and Via
President of the National Automobile Chamber of Commerce.

No more far-reaching influence has made itself felt in education
in modern years than the World War. Hardly had the struggle
begun when the importance of training in practical work came to
be clearly understood, and at once there was a demand for skilled
men such as was beyond anythini4in our past history.

Now that peace has returned, we find that the colleges of the
United States are all engaged in getting their ships into order after
the storm. The war demonstrated that courses which had served
while the sailing was smooth were not of the greatest efficiency, and
to-day there is a movement throughout the land to revise curricula
and to shape courses in study so that fhey will meet with the par-
ticular needs of the student who has planned to go into leisiness life.

As one of the great subjects which was developed by the war, and
which must be continued in dur colleges in the future if the full
effects of economic transportation are to be realized, we have high.
way transportation. Before iVmerica's participation the motor truck
had been looked upon as a vehicle .for use in intracity communication
but had not been seriously cohsidered as a- unit in transportation.
The demands of war changed that viewpoint almost overnight. As
the; railroads became congested there came an insistent demand, for
supplementary transportation, and the motor truck answered the call.
Huialredi of thousands of irkii were suddenly drafted ktitoservice
as motor-truck operators, -convoy leaders, and mechanics. Across
the seas the arrival of hundreds of motor trucks loaded with sol-
dier's and materials saved the cause of the Allies at Verdun. In this
country the motor truck became one of the three great viactors in the
trinity' of transportation over the highways, waterways, and rail-
ways. Perhaps the first evidnice of this which was seen were lung
trains of motor-truck convoys traveling from inland ports to Balti-
more to handle emergenty war supplie!s which the railroads were
-unable to take care of. The next s:ep was the sudden coming into
life of rural motor express lines. Every ()Once of.foOd was needed.
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The rural express went from farm to farm, picked up the produce
104 which the farmer had neither labor ndr Material to transport,
and swelled the volume of :foe(' for those on this.side as well as on
thepther.

Intercity fleet lines came into existence. Where in the past years
it had been customary fors the roads to be used for a radius for some
or.9 miles daily, since the horse was limited to that extent, werators

driving the motor units of transportation found that they coldd take
thousands of tons of supplies from city to city, with the result that
ear highways became a network of transportation systems all en-
nged in supplementing the traffic haulage of the railroads.

The ,day of fighting is passed, but from this intensive effort has
,vnie a permanent addition to the transportation of the country,
whether it be freight or passenger in nature. No longer is the motor

looked upon.only as an instrument of pleasure. Its place in
the economic fabtric of the country has become fully understOod, and
its future is ofte %vhich must surely have a tremendous fat-reaching
influi.nve in the lives of the people of the country.

To :show how fur we hive progressed it is only necessary to make a
,tatcmunt that thirty million people ride automobiles in the
VnitedtStates each day in the year. To some these figures will seem
extravagant. but we have practically 8,000,066 motor vehicles in the
United States to-day, and we are adding to that number by Lun-
(ire& of thousand's each month. It is not too'much to stay that each
machine carries four passengers a day. To supplement this, we may .

ride thitt'lat year 1,000.000,000 tons of freight were hauled by,the
motor trucks of the country., as against 90,000,00Q tons carried on
the Great Lakes .and the Mississippi and 2,504,000,000 Moved-by the
railroads.

Now, in all of this great, new, transportation development there
appcars, a pressing need for highway transportation engineers, men
skilled in production and operation of thesz, transportation units. It
is necessary that we should have these men-by the thousands if we
are to save waste in this great new development and to secure the
maximum benefit which we should receive.

In Order to handle this subject intelligently it is necessary that it
should be coordinated with other forms of transportation, since only
through coordination can we hokto obtain the greatest efficiency in
the use of each unit. We know that the motor truck is not capable
to-day of conirethig with the railroad in the long haul. We know
that under certain limitations it can serve to relieve the railrouds.
We slrould have men trained in the analysi's of these problems, able
to tell us what the definite economic limitations are.

.With the' increasing use. of highway transportation our traffic
problems are becothing acute. In the larger cities as well as in the

37
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. smaller we .find a growing need for definite, Well -laid -out plans for
the operation of motor vehicles.

There is a further need for the close cooperation between the men
Who are using the highways and the inert who are building them.
Their problems in many 'subjects are mutual. The highway trans-
portation engineer brings to the knowledge of the highway engineer
a vision as to the future use of highways. lie knows something of
the trend of production and of the character and type of -Vehicle
'which will travel over the roads of the future.

His knowledge should he of definite value to the highway engineer
since, in the last analysis, road expenditure can only be justified' by
the volume of the traffic which goes over the completed highways.
It is not enough to say that we will build a road. We-should know
what the future traffic will be once that road completed. and on our
vision of the future we should determine the tyl)e of highway which
is to be built. In other words, I should say that road building is
now an economic problem first of all. Location of the 'highway
should be undertaken only with due respect to the 'tonnage whirl
may be developed along the road or to the character of passenger
travel which may go that way.

There are hundreds of millions of dollars available for road build-
ing in the United States to-day. The people of the country have
shown their belief in the future of highway transportation by the
readiness with Which they have voted these large sums. Perhaps no
other issue before the country meets with the enthusiastic reception
which this one does. .Itis only necessary now that in the future con-
duct of our highway program we shall seek to avoid any waste and to
give to the taxpayer a dollar of value for every dollar expended. 'Re
roads which we build must, last for the life of the bond voted to
cover the cost of their construction. . If they do not:then the future
would see a reaction against road construction which is unthinkable.

The only way in which this waste can be avoided is through the
treatment of thli subjeft as one which requires highly trained men..
There must always be waste when the expenditure of money is left in
the hands of men who are selected to perform that function by reason
of political patronage rather than their. trained knowledge..

We must go further. There is an impet.heive need for flu; widest
kind of research work: I doubt if therci is ;my man in the United
Shites, skilled though he may be, who can define what character of
road should be constructed to withstand traffic. 10 years from now.
The-tremendous growth of motor transportation has outstripped -our
scientikknowledge just as it has -outstripped our 7legril procedure,
even raTninistration proceduse.in our automobile factories in some
instances
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It is time now that we checked up on the work which we are
doing. should not proceed to spend these hundreds of millions
of dollars without knowing in what direction we are going or what
results we are to obtain. The colleges -and schools should heed this
well, as it is the' peoples' money which builds the roads, and it is the
people who support the schools and colleges and who are vitally in-
terested in both of these subjects. These problems can be solved and
our colleges should aid their solution by th6 institution of broad
courses in highway engineering, increased facilities for research, and
a broadcast movement to acquaint the public with the' high impor-
tance of skilled men in this task.

Turning to the transportation phase of my. subject, I have inti-
mated 64 the enormous development in motor transportation has
brought about a need for trained men in all of The phases of highway
transportation from the department of research and design down to
the operator on the road. Glancing over the field it will be found that
trained men are lacking. We have not simply had the time as yet
to develop them, and we must rely upon our colleges to undertake
this task. q

It is true in the automobile industry as it is in other industries that,
whenever a man is- able to perform his duties well, salary becomes' a
secondary matter from the standpoint of tlfe manufacturer. There
is an unlimited field for the ambitious man properly trained who en-
ters the automobile. industry.

The subject is a popular one. It takes to itself all the glamour and
romance which in another day and another generation led the student
to take up the subject,of railroad transportation. The toy who goes
into OA field of highway transportation, whether he goes in as en;
gaged in the .production and use of the vehicle or as one engaged in
the construction of the road, becomes an intimate part of the life not
only of his community but of his State and of the Nation, Ile is do-
ing more than earning a mere living. Ile is makings it possible for
others to obtain more from life, since upon the adequacy of our trans
portation facilities rests in a large measure the breadth of life of all
au's.

. The subject is one which- is bound to increase in importance.
There are s.1.1(10.000 :Intorno] liles in use in the United States to-day.
Each year sees -th- nembor incre -ing very guatly. Except in
Europe the use of the motor vehicle has been larwly restricted in
other eoUntries. Lack of arpreciA 1(.1c of funds. and lack of
highways have been responsible. To-day we see it changed Condi-
tion.abroad. More and more automobiles are being detnInded from
this cottony. Last year onr export shows an increase of 79 per cent.
In the years to..come we may expect to see broad highways driven
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into the heart waif old Europe, Asia, and Africa, opening potential
resources almost beyond the vision of any of us present. All this
means-that there will be an ever-increasing field of usefulness, both
in the engineering and highway transportation fields.

The subject is one which reaches so closely into the life of the indi-
vidual that its importance should be impressed upon him at the
earliest stage. There is a plaCe for the study in the kindergarten.
No child shotild go through the primary schools without receiving
a course in safety first, which will gi-ire him a full understanding of the
rules of the road whether lie live, in the city or in the country.

For the studeht whose education must be limited there should be
vocational training which will fit him for cork as a skilled mechanic
in a factory, as a motor-truck operator or chauffeur in the field, or for
any one of the number of other branches afforded by the two subjects
under discussion.

When we go to the colleges there should be definite outlines ,which
will equip men for the highesC-type of employment in these fields.
In some cases these courses will be found in the engineering schools,
but- there will always be a need for a number of men trained in busi-
ness administration, sale§manship, and advertising who should have
more than a vague understanding of the 'specialized automobile field.

Special degrees should be given in these subjects by our colleges.
The reason is not hard to find. Highway engineering is as im-
portant a branch of erigineering as is any other specialized form, such
as railway engineering. Highway transportation will require more
men than railroading.

The task ahead is a large one.. It is one of surient importance to
engage the attention of leaders in the two fields in the United States.
The national conference on this subjCct called. by Dr. Claxton, C(411-
missioner of Education, is a milestone in educational .progress in
the United States which the students of the .future will loo bad; to
as the beginning of a hew erg. in education of most far-rea(- ung
portance to theniselye-s and to t twit. Aildren.

WHAT ATTITUDE SHOULD TECHNICAL SCHOOLS TAKE Tot.A.RD
THE DEMAND 'FOR TRAINING IN A NEW PROFESSIONAL SPE-
CIALTY?

Satituw. P. CkrEN, )irector of The American Council on Educttlon.

One of the striking, facts in the scial evolution a the 1h
years has beet' the development of scores of professional specialties.
Up to the time of the Civil War there were three commonly recognked
professionstheology, law, and medicine. The occupational stntisti-

eian of to-clay has a long professional categciry. In it most of us would

f'
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find callings listed with whose very- existence we are unfamiliar.
Apprviitly this process of<libdiN:iding the field. of expert service is
v",i11" t() continthuinto an indefinite future.

The future historian of higher education in America will note that,
as these professional specialties have developed, schools and colleges
have devised courses to train for them. Rut training always ,Jags
behind the professional demand. Ti;rigineering. for example. was a
well -estal dished calling befthe engineering curricula Were offered I iN
higher' institutions., It is within the memory Of perspns still young
that colleges of journalism or of business administration have been
fotinded. Nevertheless, perhaps one of the most extraordinary phe-
nomena in the recent evolution of higher education 'has been the
segnwntation of universities into what is 110W a bewildering number
of profess.ional schools and deatments..

In the case of engineering. the development to which I have just
alluded long ago tntered upon a.tsecondary stage. When American

.universities first offeredf courses-in engineeting, the term engineering
tici(rnated a single unified profession. One was trained to be an
engineer as one was trained t(' be a lawyer or a doctor. Indeed, the
coffin!! hardly had professional status. The subjects which an en-
frintIT was expected to know scarcely furnished the substance of (a

Arriculuni. In a very short time, however, specialties began
it) split of inside of the profession of engineer,ing itself. This de-
vulopment waA reflected in the offerings of engineering colleges.
The training offered to prospective engineers was s.bdivided again
;Hid again until the student was no longer a student of engineering,
lint a student of mechanical engineering 'or of production engineer-
ing. O1 of railroad engineering, or of some( other engineering specialty.

Now,. I believe tilt certain of the most significant movements in
higher education in the last 10 years have had their source in the
development that has taken place in the field of engineering train-
ing. They have there had their conspicuous testing and application
nisi). The lessons which the student of education has learned from
observing the recent tendencies in engineering education must color
his whole thinking with respect to the generill educational prob-
lems of *he day. It Iii
moment on these ma
peculiar bearing on t

The tendency wh

, therefore, be worth while to dwell for a
ers. I believe, moreover, that they have a

e purpose of this' conference.
c have mentioned, to offer a separate and

somewhat highly specialized training to the civil engineer, a differ-
ent type of training to the chemical engineer, another still to the
elect rica I -engineer, And so on, reached its height just before the war.
Hardly half a dozen years ago a countertendency began to make
itself fait. Thfre was a. sharp reaction away from extreme specializa-
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tion. Some few engineering schools began gradually to return to
a unified fundamental course reqnred of all students. l'hiseommon
course of instruction occupied in some institutions 41 year, in others
two years., Gradually it was extended to cover the larger portion
of the four-year course. When I joined the Bureau of Education
some six years ago one of the questions that was being hotly debated .

was, At what point in the course should engineering schools encour-
age professioal specialization

Many, feared the rehabililatiodof the old general course, because
they believed instruction would then be too theoretical. This danger
appears to.have been obviated, however, by the various plans that
have beedworked out in the last few years which enable students
to combi nu the very beginning their theoretical training with
practical rience in engineering undertakings.

The new doctrine received its classic presentation in Dr. Mann's
report on engineering education published in 1918. Since then the
United States has passed through an experience which has been
particularly rich in suggestions to the engineer and to those concerned
with the organization of engineering education. If one who is
entirely innocent of a professional knowledge of engineering may
hazard an opinion, I should say that the stupendous engineering

'experiences of the war have borne out the propositions set forth in
the Mann report. I do not know how far the engineering schools of
the country have attempted to recast their work along the lines indi-
cated in that report and indorsed by the special committee of the
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education. I judge, how -
ever, that the. principles stated therein have for the mot part been
accepted.

To the lay observer, therefore, it would seem as if we were on the
threshold of a new development of engineering schools. The char-
acteristics of this development, if I apprehend it rightly, may, be

.summarized'under three heads:
.1. It will be the, primary task of theengineering schools to teach

the fundamental principles of engineering and its basic sciences. En-
gineering is, after all, not a subject, not a profession, but a method.
It is, in a word, the method of science applied in the proces;es of
design, production. and. distribution. Indeed it is the fact that it
is fundamentally a method, applicable to a large variety of different

'activities, that accounts for the growth of the numerous engineering
specialties that now exist.

2. In the F.lecorl place, engineering schools will offer at the very
end of the regular tindergradnaie yousc.;7 or in postgraduate courses
opportunities for specialization in .one..,or more of the many branches
of engineering.

N.

,;*
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3. Thirdly, those technical specialties which any individual school
will cultivate will be determinedillki part by its location and in part
by its facilities.

In very self-defense the schools must take a course substantially
like this. There is no end to the demand for new types of specialized
training. For a study which I made in 1915 I counted 14 different
kinds of engineering curricula offered by the leading engineering
colleges. In the last five years I venture to say that the number has
doubled. If my interpretation of the essential character of engineer-
ing education is correct, it might-easily be Alibied again in the next,
decade. It is clear that no university system will stand the strain of
this kind of a demand. Moreover, the experience both of industry
and of the persons in charge of essential war operations tends to
bear out the contention that the important thing for the schools to
give is the general groundwork of engineering training. Particu-
lar specialties may for the most part be learnt(' either in post-
graduate courses or in actual practice in the field.

Now,if my conclusions are correct they have a very definite bearing
on the end and purposes of this conference. The gentlemen who are
here assembled have come together to consider whatlImegkels shall
do in the face of a large new demand for specialized traininghall
all the engineering schools in the country begin at -once to Mier
courses in highway engineering or in some other phase of highwaP''*,,4,
tralp-portation? Shall this conference outline one or more curricula
which are to be urged upon the schools for their adoption?

in my judgment neither caf these things should happen. -I shoidd
regard it as very unfortunate if this conference urged all the engi-
neering schools in the country to offer specialized courses in highway
engineering. On the other hand, I am convinced that some.institu-
tions.should provide special training in those relatiVely .new branches
of engineering which we art discussing. This provision should be
primarily for advanced students. Being without technical engi-
!leering knowledge, as I have before confessed, I should not venture
to ,,ay at exactly what point- in a four-year course it should begin.
That is a matter for the schools themselves to determine. The in-
stitutions in Which organized work of this character should be, T be-
lieve, are those situated in the most favorable locations and possessed
of appropriate facilities. :

I do not minimize the enormous numerical demand for persons
with technical training to engage in the construction ofThighvfays.
A large percentage of those needed for this great-national under-
titking will not have to have the highest kind of training or profes-
sional skill. The institutions .which devote themselves; to the devel-

. opment of .highway engineering and transportation engineering !nay
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appropriately establish extension courses or special courses slimier
'"*.4iii&p,the regular engineering curricula for the training of Men not

of the highest professional grade.
Obviously another large need in connection with this new develop-

ment is the need for research. This is peculiarly the task of the
higher scientific institutions. In short, then, it seems to me probable
that a considerable number of engineering schools should undertake
the definite exploitation of this large new industry. Their. culti-
vation of the field should include research. the training of a certain
number of highly trained'specialists, and the training by means of
courses not of full professional grade of ninny men for subordinate
positions.
. I believe that it would for the present be unwise to encourage more

than one institution in a State to 'devote itself to this field in a com-
prehensive way. In those States' which are fortunate, or unfortunate,
enough to possess both a State university' and a sepiu:ate college of
agriculture and mechanic arts, only one of these institutions should.
at the present time commit itself to This task. The decision us to
Which of the two should undertake it ought to be made by joint
agreement,.

I should like to make One last point. It is this: I distrust the ready-
made curriculum. Dr. Claxton reminded me the other. daty of fa
aying of Prof. Rein's. Rein likens a course or study n de by one

person fOr the use of somebody else to a wax nose. It loo'ia all right
but it doesn't function. The vital.thing, its the war experience again
has shown us, isla definition of.the ends mid objects of teaching.

.,Applied to a technical specialty, whether of high or low grade, this
. means joljAnalysis. Thernost useful and stimulating document that
can beput. before persons conducting any' kind of vocational or
professional training is a definition Of the problems and duties which
their students will have to meet when' called upon to practice,ilre
vocations for which they are being trained. You gentlemen Who
are here assembled can, I believe, make the most useful contribution
to the schools if you will define the tasks which the highwityengineer
and .the transportation engineer will have to perform and the par-

,ticular engineering problems which they will have tg solve. .The
rest may safely'bo left to the schools.

THE CURRICULA IN HIGHWAY ENGINEERING AND TRANSPO
TATION.

By WALTON C: Jums, Specialist in Charge of Land -Grant College Statistics,
Bureau of Education.

Never ,before has technological educaticin been so important in the.
life of the Nation as it has been during the last It has taken

. the war, however, to.show the people of the United States that the
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well-trained engineer is the man who stands back of nearly every
material project of impirtance that is being conducted on any large
scale. and to-day we bear witness to the fact that the ultimate solution
of the great problems of highway and highway transportation de-
,clopment rests largely in the hands of the college-trained engineer.

The Bureau of Education, by means ordifferent investigations, has
'.,,certained that highway constructors and administrators, with few

eptions, are seeing for at least twice* marry tined engineers
and other men as have been needed in the past. At the same time
;:icater emphasis is being laid upon the ckaractey of the edulationl
,01,1 t Niining that these men need.

lo the words of Prof. flordon..Vengon Skelton, of Oregon State
c011ege," there are fev;erlines of public endeavor where

!nen. money is being spent and where a higher degree of technical
:Ind training is required than ih the field of highway engi-

111 ring.-

. \t present,there is a greater demand for nearly all types of engi-
cis than before the war. President Lovett, of the Union Pacific

1::oiroad. has recently pointed out that the railroads must expend
1,, ai Iv a billion dollars annually for new railroads and for the repairs'
1,,;c1. necessary by the forced neglect of these vast properties du/ring
li .,. r..cent war period. Thus there will he an increasing demand for
raih-oad civil engineers in addition to the greater demands for high-
wt engineers. This condition of affairs places an unusually heavy
i.111.1,.1, upon the engineering colleges of the country. It will be the
dnty of this conference to ascertain as definitely as possible the extent
of this burden.

I lir Col.I.EuEE (t ENGINEERINI; AND TI1E HIGHWAY ENGINflloNG

(line -hundred and fifty universities and colleges in the United
slates are offering one or more subjects in the varions branches of
ilk 00/leering profession. Of these institutions. 111 give courses
II ow or more subjects in highway construction. These institutions
urn lode the colleges and schools of engineering in (;:i State universi-
tio=. including colleges of agricidture and the inechanie arts, :122 large

H ately endowed uni'versitics and colleges. and 14 smaller colleges.
lit ;It least i5 of the larger engineering colleges curricula are offered
wh:di inchole an option in highway engineering. These .options
1.Hially consist: of front two to five subjects fleeting on specific prob-

.hies of road construction. .

The colleges of engineering are working out the problems of high-
way engineering from four different standpoints: First, by. means of
the regular fah-year civil engineering curricula leadingto the de-

.
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gree of bachelor of scitnce:. Second, by means ()U tile short,, special,
and extension courses which may 'vary in length from a. few days or
weeks to two-year courses in which road building is given practical
consideration. These courses attract (lie more advanced type of farmer
and S'oung. men of -the rural .districts who are,not prepared Ioccarry
on collegiate work These courses are calculated' to give-in the
est time possible the rudiments of highway construction and repair,
and later serve to stimulate t sentiment in favor of high-grAi% road

construction in the counties and districts from which these theft

come. Third, by mutual cooperation of State and county highway
deprrtments in using .the. testing laboratories in the engineering
colleges and engineering experiment stations. Fourth, by means of
graduate work and research in highway engineerin.(r problems.

TYPICAL IIMIIWAY ENGINEERING CURRICULA.

The typical highway engineering curricula of to-day are corn-
wpo:ed of a. suitable grouping of fountlation and supporting stbjects
in the humanities and the pure sciences, conitiined 'with a larger
grouping of engineering. or technical subjects. An interesting four-
year civil engineeringlicurriculum recently elaborate!1 is that of the
new school of engineering of liarvird University, About 353 per cent
of the entire e-urriculurii is devoted to the following foundation and
supporting subjects: One year of college English, two yea rsof bigger
mathematics,' one year each in chemistryrphysics, and geology, and
one year in an additional science, one year in business. administration
and accounting; two years' work in a modern foreign langugge is re-

qtiired if the student hers not made it a part, Of his preparatory wo.t.k.
Over 50 'per cent is prescribed in the usual civil enkineeringcourses,
and 2 p-er cent is required in specific highway constonictioncourkcs:. A
little over 12 per cent of the Curriculum is devoted to elective ,sub-
jeots.

The curriculum in civil engineering of the Oregon State .Agricul-
tural Collegejs typical of the curricula of a number of the:leading
State-suppOrted. colleges of engineering.. it di fiers.from the . ryard
turrictilura as follows:: The recinirements in foundation and sup-
parting subjects a re.39.per cent, or 5 percent greater than at Harvard,
but this.ineludes the addition of militarytraining, gymnasium, and a

brief course in library practice. Cense' itea tly, the relative preporr
tion of the foundation and supporting subjects. are essentially on a
par) with: that of Harvard. Sixty-one per cent is prescribed in the
usual, civil, 'ngineering subjects, but this includes an option which.
may )3-0 chosenin highway engineering to the extent olthree courses.
in: addition to the .regulai course 'in roads'and pavements.- All these
courses amount to nearly 11 per cent of the entire curriculum.
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A few.; colleges Of 'engineering, which offer options in highway
engmeering, require two years'of modern languages, usually French
or German, hut the larger proportion do not require tlfese subjects.
The subjects of econolli IcS, business administrat ion, and contracts and
specifications are included II) the majority of curricula, inasmuch as
the civil and h ig.lway engineer must he equilped to deal intelligently
with the business :l-pects ,) I his profession. From the evidence which
the 1)uren u of Education has received, the present trend of practice in
collell.es of engineering is not to encourage a large degree of speciali-

-4atioll iii t lie. C161 CIIEFit.'11111111.

SI I( 1I:T. Ni) EXTENSION C( WINES IN RAD CONSTRUCTION.

:1.\-pical among the institutions which offer short and special
couNo- in road making are the following:' The University of West
Vir,rinia, which holds a four-day 'conference of alt.State road offi-
cials,. followed by a three-day school for general instruction. Ex-
torision schools of. two and three days' length are held at convenient
centers in different parts of the State. These courses arc open to
all who are interested in good ,roAds, regardless of-college entrance
minirements or previous experience. The ITniversity of Tennessee).
offors a f:hort Nvillier course for hi,rhwav enrineer's which lasts six
week. The last two days of the short course is devoted to an
annual conference of road _official* (-)n this occasion all persons
iteroYted in any kind of highway work are invited to attend. The
rni orsity of Georgia " good roads depart n tent " is organized to
give direct instruction and field 'assistance thron!rhout the State.
Spycial courses Of instruction are, offered at the university, chiefly
for the lfenefit of county officials and other mature specW students..
%Wand State Agricultufal College offors an elementary course
in the hscation, (.ontruction. a11(1 ma intemitwo of county roads and
1,-)ri(1res: a part of the two-voarJourso in 'mechanic arts.
M;Inv other similac,.examides mio-lit be given, hut these are sufficient
for (no. purpose. Furthermore, ;111 excellent opportunity is open to
our 'milli(' high schools, both runtiFand urban, to teach the rudiments
of the economics. of highvny transportation in order that the grow-
ing ireneration of yoiing men and women may Understandjhb rela-
tion Of good roads to mitional prosperity.

COOPERATION WIT)! THE STATE.

Owing to.the lack of proper fae-ilit les, The State highway depart-
,

mai and commissions have in many instances been ()bilged to oh-,
lain the vooperation of a number of the 'leading State universities
and colleges in workhig out the practical problems and tests called
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for in the highway construction work in the States. At present there
are at least 10 institutions whose laboratories are used iu testing
road material for the States in which they are situated. These ins
tutions are Iowa SL.te College, Georgia Polytechnic Institute, Uni-
versity of Idaho, Kansas State Agricultural College, University of
Kentucky, University of Maine, University of Michigan, University
of Minnesota, University of Missouri, University of Nevada, and
Ohio State University. This cooperation has enabled a great ninny
students to come in contact with the practical work of the highway
departments of the different States.

RESEARCH IN HIGHWAY ENGINEERING.

In the future our larger engineering colleges will plity a much
greater part in highway engineering and-construction than iu the
past, owing to the increased demand for research work in the vari-
ous branches of highway construction. In recent years some very
important experiments in highway engineering have been car.
out by our State universities which have proved to be of great finaT-
cial value to the States and' to the Nation: In view of the extensive
road-building program which is-now going into effect, the organiza-
tion and execution of a well-coordinated plan of highway engineering
research will be of first importance. With this in mind, the divi-
sion of engineering of the National Research Council is planning to
distribute to the various higher. engineering institutions research
problems in highway engineering.which must be solved in the near
future. We Tay therefor xpect that the universities of the country
will make useful contributio to the program of road building, and
instead of a few, scattered ex' .riments with more or less duplication
of effort, systematic research will now be undertaken.

Already a number of leading engineering schools hawk ample
facilities for carrying on first-class graduate work in highwik engi-
neering leading to the master's and the doctor's degrees. .

HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING EDUCATION.

Perhaps the more difficult of the two complicated problems facing.
the engineering colleges is that of preparing highway transport ex-
perts. Granted that our highway engineers will prepare suitable
roads for the growing number of automobiles and motor trucks,
the great question. the.final cause of all our efforts, is the planning'
of an automotive transportation program commensurate with the
rapidly growing''needs. of this country. The continued expap.ion
of intermit commerce which has been so sharked since the war
demanding an output of motor trucks and automobiles that will
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create a volume as well as a variety of traffic and the consequent.
comic problems which can not be solved by the novice.

At least 12 colleges and universities of importance are giving
attention to the subject of\ transportation, and especially in the field
pertaining to railroadL Full four-year .narricula in railroad trans-
portation are offered by the' University of Illinois and the Wharton
School of CoArnmerce and Finance of the. University cht

iPennsyl-vania. Little has been attempted .in highway transport education.
However, ifis dpe in large measure to the leadership of Prof. Arthur
H. Blanchard, formerly of Columbia University and now rrofessor
,f highway engineering and highway transport of the University of
Michigan, that highway transportation education. is commencing to'
I4 recognized as one of the coming .engineering\ specialties of im-
portance.

"11:11e help which the colleges aid universities' of the United States
are giving in preparing men tcrineei these vital needs of the country
places the Nation: the States. and individuals under great obligations
to.oiir colleges for-the services they can render, and at the same time
!here is.place(1 uponithese institutions an important responsibility
which they alone. can perform.

PS-13' 21----4
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FROG it.01.

1. Personnel needs-of the districts under the supervision of the Bureau of
Public Roads:

(a) Available supply and future requirements indicated by definite per-
centages. Losses due to deaths and resignations. The Increase In
the of work to be done.

(b) ShAld permanent advisory board attempt a control, of the highway
'engineer supply through Ilmitatkon of students permitted to take a
highway engineering course when there. itton oversnpply or to b
duce students to take such a course When thil supply Is insufficient.
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2.Thitles of highway engineers:
(a) Commissioner, director, or chief of Federal, State, county, town, or

city highway department, bureau, or board.
(1)) Chief engineer of one such highway bodies.
tc) Assistant chief engineer or member' of chief engineer's staff.

Division. or district engineer.
tel Resident engineer.
(11 Chief of party, tranCitman, levelnum, rodman, or draftsman.
tyl Bridge engineer or bridge engineer aesistants.
(h) Chemist, test ing etigineer, geologist..
(i) Economist, research engineer.

An extract from the port of the Congressional Reclassification Commission
is arachol for reference.
3. Education for highway engineers:

(a) Fuli grad- school and high-school work and a college undergraduate
course of four years. leading to what degree? Is any other length
of undergraduate course suggested?

(b) Should the first two years pt the college course he purely a civil-
engineering omrse. with the highway engineering subjects confinad
to the third and fourth years of a .civil- engineering course? If so,-
what proportion of the third and fourth yearsshould be in highway
engineering, what subjects each wear, and the untidier of hours?.

(.e) How lunch hl.ghway transport work should he given to an under.
graduaie elOctitig highway engineering, in what years..what subjects
each year, and the nundr of hours?

(d1 Should there he an attempt to secure asa part of the complete college
coarse practical experieneo..41uring summer vacations iv arrange-
ment ,with firpnizntions doing highway design, construction, and
maintenance?

(e) Research work for the highway engineer undergraduate.
ti) Postgraduate citurse -of what it should consist, number of years re-

quired to complete the course, months dbring the year suggested for
the course, and hours In each year.

THE PURPOSE OF THIS SECTION.

The question discussed by the Section _on Highway Engineering
was:

How shall a supply of trained men be secured for highway engi-
neering from graduates of engineering colleges and through short
courses and graduate courses? What cooperation may be secured
between the State highway commission and the colleges to make use
of the facilities of both organizations in reciprocal service.?

Having defined the character of the service to be rendered, by
highway engineers. whit studies of the curriculum will be most use-
ful in traiping.Amen;f4asuch services?

The discussion, -therefore, followed the following lines:
A. Needs of personnel :

tl) Number of men needed each year for highway organi-
zations.

(2) Supply of trained men-from colleges.
(3) Control of supply of trained men.
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B. Duties of highway engineers:
(1) Specification of duties.
(2) Salaries.

C. Education of highway engineers:,
(1) EduC.ation of highway engineers.
(2) Relation of colleges to highway organizations.
(4) Postgraduate courses.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION.

The discussion may be abstracted,as follows:

A. The needs of personnel.

From the data submitted it appeared that the need of trained high.
way engineers. inspectors, etc., far exceeds the supply now
An annual increment of 1,100 graduates is needed, whereas the sup-
ply of civil engineers of graduates of all branches is only approxi-
mately this number. The suggestion was made that some central
body should supply information to the colleges of the opport unit ie.:
and openings in highway engineering, so that the senior class might
intelligently dispose of themselves.

13; Duties of highway engineers.

The spe'cifications for the job and for the qualification o.f own to
perform the duties and discharge the responsibilities attached to
the job were recited; the scale of salaries now paid and proposed
to be paid. It appeared that the latter were not large enough to
compete with industrial opportunities. The difference might le
overcome by creating ideals of public service.
C. Education of hi(illiroy engineers.

The relative importance of fundamentals and special applications
in education was disZFussed. The need for studies 'other than of

.technology to prepareva man for administration and for citizen-hip'
was emphasized. The situation in the colleges, which are struggling
under an overload, with a liminished teaching force which is com-
peted for by the industries, was forcibly described and the necessity
of public support of these institutions strongly stressed./

The need for connecting up the colleges with the highway commis-
si.A. for reciprocal service was also emphasized.

The difficulty of synchronizing the college program with the con-
struction period was noted. The summer employment of students in
services of increasing importance in 'succeeding vacations was sup
gested as a valuable means of training, especially if it were related
to thg term instruction. The residence of the technical staff of the
cothmissions at the university for short periods, and the formation
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of classes for further study at the headquarters of the commission
were suggested as additional means of training. '

_Research by undergraduates seemed to the conference to be limited
to short problems. which, however, might lie a part of a general field,
apportioned by a central body. Training in research methods and

1 the generation of the spirit of research among undergraduates was
more Unlit 'mint than the particular results.

Proceedings of the Conference Committee on Highway Engi-
neering.

CHAIRMAN: THOMAS H. MACDONALD.

(A) NEEDS OF PERSONNEL IN HIGHWAY ORGANIZATIONS.

(1) Needs of ltigh?nay organizations in personnel.
Mr. MAcDosm.e. The first subject is assigned to Ca$. Wilson

Personnel needs by Bureau of Public Roads districts.
Capt. Wilson read figures from a table prepared from data received

from 3(1 state highway departments. as cited in Mr. MacDonald's
paper. (See p. 33.) These data showed that a total of 312 engineers
were emprOyed by the Bureau of Public Roads-at Washington and in
the field. Thirty-six States reported 3,939 engineering employees
and 2.6.P4 additional in county and other organizations. or 5,667 total.

The percentage of the several grades are:
Per cent.

Above division engineer or similar _____ 5
Division engineer or similar grades 12

3. Ite-ident -engineers or similar grades 26
Grade below resident englwr_ 51.

5. Uuelassi tied 6

Total 100

It was estimated that the needs of the next decade.woUld be from
9 to 12 per cent per 'eft'r, but that the' per cent is probably far short
of the actual number that will be required as the standards of the
counties coptinue to be raised and as the maintenance is placed more
and more under technical direction.

As further indications of future needs, t_he paper by Mr. Mac-
Donald quotes the'following data:

Total expenditure fur highways, by years, in the United States..
Year. Total.
19161 $°7 ", 634, 413
1917 279, 915,832
1918 286, 098,192
1919 (estimated)) 803,070,105
192 (estimated available for expenditure) 783, 000,000
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Because of the industrial and transportation situation it is prob.
able that only 50 per cent of the amount available for 1920 can be
spent.

The extension of engineering control of expenditure and inewiseil
need for engineering beyond the proportion of money -available i5
shown in the following data : The per cent of construction funds ea
pended under the control of trained engineers for the year 1911; was
2T per cent ; '1917, 35 per cent.; 1918, 41 per cent ; 1919, 46 per cent:
1920, 81 per cent.

Maintenance of highwayl by organizations operated by engineer,
also demands a supply of trained men. Of the total miles of high-
ways, the State highway departments maintained 3 per cent in I:11G:
7.3 per cent in 1917: 8.1 per cent in 1918. The field of maintenance
is of increasing importance.

A. N. Jon's-sox. Did the figures given in your paper take into ac-
count deaths, resignations, etc.?

Capt. Wn.soN. Yes. In the letters sent to the State highway de-

partments the following sentence was included : " It should be borne
in mind that the need will be caused by deaths and resignation-. 5
well as increase in the amount of work to be done."

Mr. Herr. The- United States Geological Survey finds that the
turnover to keep up the normal is sonwwliere around 20.per cent.

Mx..11kin...Ilas there been any attempt to find out whether the
shortage is due to n ge of engineers or to salaries?

Capt.: Wn,sox, Both. 1 lave paid higher salaries we could 1,

although the number of ltigVvay engineers is limited. The
,( . 1

of work has increased very mud' more rapidly than the opportunity
to train the men. A quartetof a million dollars was spent in 191st.
and there is three times that amOunt to spend this year, and limy
times the amountof work to be done. Very few men have been goiv
into high*ay engim.pring during t he last three years.

CHA IR MA N. have a total of approximately 6.000 men reported em-
ployed by the 30 State highway departments. That is an average of
200 to the State. At that rate 4S States would employ' 9,600 Ten.
These arc men who shoirld have engineerifiTi training and dig not in-
clude some of the lower positions. The annual needs would he 111
per cent of 9,coo or 960 engineers. If our estimates are correct, when
the present freshmen Mass graduates there will he approximately
5,500 engineers graduating. The neels or highway engineers will
require approaintately.20 per cent of the entire number of engineer
ing graduates.

Mr. So far as I can see, the importance of highway engi
?leering has not been impressed upon the educators as it should be.
The demands in the past vykll sink into insignificance in comparison
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with what they.will be in the figure. Highway construction is going
to increase and. ncrease. 'Many new problems -in research are com-
ing up. Therefore there is no speculation-in training as many menTagrun be secured.

(2) Supply of trained highway engineers.
CHAIRMAN. MO is the estimate of the number of engineering

graduates that are civil engineers'?
Dr. HUGHES. About 20 to 25 per cent graduate in civil engineering

"OW.

Prof. HATT. About 20 to 25 per cent.
Prof. TILDEN. Rather high; I think under 20 per cent. The me-

ha icals and electricals have been running rather higher.
CHAIRMAN. At the rate of 20 per cent rate there would be approxi-

mately- 1,000 or 1.100 graduates in civil engineering. If these esti-
mates are at all correct, this number would just meet tite requirements
f t he State highway departments. provided everyman went into the

Iiidoyay work.
Prof. MATT. The graduates in civil engineering from Purdue Uni-

versity have entered highway engincering work as follows: 1913, 8
per rent: 1914. 8, per cent ; 1915. 1 :1 per cent; 1910. 10 per cent ; 1917,
19 per cent 1918, 21 per cent; 1919, 26 per cent : 1920, 23 per cent.

motor-transport from the school engineer-
inci. including the manufacture of automobiles. sales. maintenance,
research : 1916, 13 per cent ; 1917, 21 per cent ; 1918; 33 per cent; 1919,
2 7 per cent ; 1920, :13 per cent.

This year the 'balance has been disturbed, because it is the first.-
time the manufacturing concerns_ have been canvassing civil engi-
neering seniors for employment in manufacturing, mainly with a
view ko sales engineering. For instance, one company manufacturing
road machinery is paying $150 to $17: a month to our seniors to go
into its factory; and the highway commisAion is paying $125. It is
difficult to persuade seniors to enter the latter.

CHAIRMAN. What is the average per cent ,that might be counted
on in go into the highway work?

Prof. HAT-r. It is diflicitlt to predict the quantity. The:sPrings of
action moving our students are difficult to determine. They lie back
in the high schools, and magazine literature, nnd student boarding
houses.

Dr. HUGHES. (hue of the springs is very clearly defined. In my
office, where all the work of nine different programs comes in, during
the past week there have been 20 representatives of industrial firms,
electrical and mechanical chiefly, offering the men $125, and $150,
-.and, in one case..$175 to stall, and one ofthem .offered $225 at the
end of six months. The highway engineers can not be placed at
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such prices, and until something is done to make the highway work
attractive we are not going to attract civil engineers into this kind
of work. When the Harvard departments were working at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology there was a regular highway pro-
gram Which graduated a number of students. I have talked with
number of them since. They wish they had not gone into highway
work. They say: " We go into highway departments and they give
us work for the summer, and when Jammu conies they do not need
us; or we have to take a civil-service examination -to get a job." That
is one of the real situations. In fact. that is what your chairman said
this morning. It is a matter of inducements.
(3) Control of xupaly of highway en gineers.

we have discussed the present need sufficiently to
fix some figures in our minds that are not very definite,, but, perhaps.
estimate the requirements, we shall pass to the next topic: Should the
permanent advisory board attempt a control of supply of highway
engineers through the limitation of students permitted to take a

.highway-engineering course, when there is an oversupply, and induc-
ing students to take such a course when the supply is insufficient ?

.Prof. Hvolues. There is probably no more impokant problem at
the present time in the schools bf,this county, technical and other-,
wise, than to find soine"intelligent means for fitting men to place.
I don't see how that can be done for highway engineers until we find

'some way of doing it. for all sorts of engineer,. If suffieient in-
ducements were made in the positions which are open to civil en-
gineers, it would be a very simple matter to divert men to the high-
way work, say, at the beginning of their senior year. The places
open to them now are not attractive as compared to the' places which
they. can get -immediately in particular industries pr regular en-
gineering work. Telephone companies arc taking elearical ebineers.
starting at $150 rk month.

There is another phase that is even more important. I have been
told by sorne,young men that,n good man, after having been, for
example, an engineer for some time in an electrical company, has
a very good chance to get into some of the executive departments.
I do not see that we have very much to offer men in highway en
gineering departMents beyond strictly technical. places; so, thrit.,
there is not theativantage. which many students look. upon as a
very important onethat of getting into highly paid executive
positions.. Therg,ought to be something done to make those indiice-
ments. For example: The textile industries of New-England up;
to date -have had very few trained men. They will take all the
men we will AU them, and are willing. to train them at their nii
expense. At the end of five years the men are likely to have $10,
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or $15M00 jobs open to them. We have not got those jobs for high-
way engineers. If they go into the contracting business they may
expect such compensation...

One thing can be done. There ought to be some agency which
will keep the schools informed of opportunities in highway engineer-
ing. In New England we learn of the opportunities in New York
State and in the United States Government, but nothing of what
is open. in Illinois. If the schools had systematic information',
gathered together from all over the country, of what jobs are open
and how to get those jobs. it would materially help in inducing a
man to pursue highway engineering 14 a future krofession. 'The
.teal trouble is lack of indlleelliw.

Mr. Horn The welfare of the individual student must be con-
, The industrial conditions which prevail at the time a fresh-

man graduates. will be very uncertain. Ile should have a broad
three yedis. engineering education. and at the end of three years.
',evil) be aide to branch tilt into it specialty.' If some opening could
be established whereby the.colleges could be informed of the gle-
am/kik in various tiebls. the men of the senior class, in consultation
.aith the professors. coned Switch from one field to another.

Prof.Tmors. I should like to a,dc jilFt hov an advisory board
ndd litrol the highway engineering Supply? What would be the

ha it ;)eganization of such a board f
tiviumAN. This same rstion is troubling the chairman.. This

was not my question.: it was Prof. Ilughes's question.
Prof. Tu.nEN. An important point to cons der in'this matter of

ary attempt. to control is the Ang of supply Ikhind the need under
the present system. For instance, if therelS a strong demand one
year for gradpates ite tnecanic.engineering, that becomes ap-
parent not only to the -enior class but to the students in the lower
classes of the schovl who are just waking the decision as to which

civil. electrical, mechanical, or chemical, they are going into.
A swirly!' increase in the deuland for chemical engineers this year
isgoing to have its effect in inditeing a number of freshmen, sopho-
triores.or juniors into choosing that line of work, and these men
Home up as available material three years or two years or a year
later. At that time the industrial dethand may be partially met,
and there is nt thesaane time the oversupply from the schools. That ,
particular phase of the time factor, it teems td me, would be an
importantIlne. .

. .
Prof. Ilrunks. It is thawhole questioncand, of course, one way to

help this is to avoid a choice any earlier than necessary, but it is
wider than that. I do not see how you can do it until you can
find a far more intelligent basis than we now have for adapting m

.to.the work for which, hey are suited anti training them for it.
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Prof. TILDE . Fluctuations in the demand are going to omit. at
nitteh shorter intervals than the four-year curriculum.

A. JonNsoN. While many of the industries to-day, in the need
of the hour which is very pressing, do not hesitate to offer these
rather large inducements, is it not a fact that a very large percent
age of industries,s'as compared with public work, go in peaks and
drops? The first inducement is to get graduates in. Then.
is no assurance how long they are going to stay. Thus it
may happen that' in a year or two hence, when there is no.de
mand, these area may be thrown out in the world. and, becipse-thr
drop in industrial conditions may last for a few years, tlrey may

. be thrown out not for the %%inter months but for. two or three years.
On- the other, hand. most of this public woryis far more stable
is not all subject Lo the fluctuati;ms that the industrial situation
subject to. and there is no Ire of a reasimable opportunity for pvrtna.
Ilene). in the career, which, I think, can very well be brought. out an,1
sliyuld be brought out. 1 ant not by any nutan s. arguing that thu
pre:, inducements-.L4titlaries are anywhere tear suflieietit.

Prallulatus. There is another side to what NLr. Johnson -ass.
think industrial conditions have very materially changed. With the
shortage 1)f labor there is a.verynotch increased demand for l'erma-
lo olt for trained men in the industries. For inst ance. thy
groat textile industries of .New England have alit no trained
scientific men. Tliey are getting to need them inure and- attire. With
the shortage of labon.the problem of production is increasing in an.
portance. J believe, myself, front a recent study, that there is going
to be a permanent demand in the inthOries for these men. ,

1IIII:117. The .turnover that has taken' place in the hi,,bway
engineering has been a gnat deal more rapid than in-any industries,
Two and three-quarters years is the 'average life of office of an engi-
neer commissioner. Certain States haVe civil-service laws which only
allow voters and residents to get in under civil-service laws. That is
going to operate against any plan you-may have to qualify men for
this -pecilic work. Those men, regardless of how well qualified they
are,iwill not be available for that State.

(B) DITTIES OF HIGHWAY ENGINEERS.

CflAIRMAN. It seems to me that a part of the question concerning
the oppeilueies for engineers, particularly for executive positions,
might be dis ed under the next topicDuties of highway engi-
neers. The committee has outlined diseussionobased pn the differ-.
ent grades o. engineers that exist in the different departments, but it
seems,to me that a somewhat more logical division is that made by.
the, Reclassification Commission into certain groupgthe -five .profes-

.
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sional and two subprofessional groups. If it were possible to recog-
nize certain classes or.grades of engineers and secure a definition of
their duties, one leading directly to the next higher, as in the pro-
posal in the Government service, that would Open to the students the

:tips of advancement that lead to the higher positions. If such a
plan %vere generally adopted, not only in the Federal Government,
Indt in the State departments as a whole, would n,.t the engineering

rectors be able to say to the students:" here's your line of publfc

loti-r. The proposed classification of the congressional. coin-.f is as follows:

1'1mM REPORT/ or CONGRssIoNAL IIITLAssIicATION noMMISSION (1:02
Ela;CATIuNAL CoNtERI.N(1:, 1t.tti 1/1 AND 15, 11Y.20,

JIN null E 4,IN LEitt .%11).

of

1,0irs, rioter Imineiaie supervision, to prf.111 inIsllanenus subordinate
e, t, in the bil.on!tory. I Ill! 11.1.1. I / itly branch of engineering.

1.xatiiptes: Setting-up apparatus; n.akifig simple enginering computations;
en.piling field data or laboratory tims: Ming anti indexing num.:. !darts, mut
nmehoks; preparing saffipic.s; caring for instruments in field ur laboratory;

as rodninti. chainman, or tracer; making blue prints.
,th jt, al ipx, ; good health.

h wilutioil.Tu civil ettgineering

COPY INT DitArrs St AN,

Sket-iflefttion of elligt

1),il1re.- -1-rider Immediate supervision. to make traeltigsfrom ortginal draF:.
prepared ny id liers ; and as perform miscellaneous routine work in a draft-

.: room.
amples; 'AlitkIng simple tracings; popying data ; filing "id Indexing under
,11 ision; lettering; making simple drawings and diagrams; Intillli band

.44...fiens en printed elinrts.
'Qui/Wirt/NormTraining equivalent to that represented by grailuatio two

st.linol; irnowledge of flie use of drawing ittstrutleuta, and ability to use
!hm neatly.

17uwution. To civil engineeting draftsman.

CIVIL. KNOINEMIIING AID.

Specifications of class.

ties.-To perform under Immediate supervision minor technical work In
any broneh*f civil engineering; and to perform rtstated work as required.

Exumplea: Making measurements and estimates In the field; acting as re-
corder or computer in laborsto17, field, or oftice; operating and caring for SUN
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veying instruments; computing data for reports of records; plotting notes and
limps; preparing working drawings where design Is furnished.

Quafitications.Training equivalent to that represented by graduation trots
high school; not less than two years' experience,in engineering work; fanall.
iarity with the use of the slide rule; and ability to do lettering and drafting,
and to make simple engineering computations.

Promotion. From junloyngineering aid to junior civil engineer.

CIVIL ENGINEERING DRAFTSMAN.

Specifications of (lass.

Duties.To perform under imineillate supervision routine drafting work In j

connection with the ',reparation of plans for civil engineering projects; and to
perform related work as required.

Examples: Making tracings from original drawl making drawing'S of
minor importance; tiling and indexing drill tering, co input ing,
revising-

equilValent to That represented by graduatioo from
high school; not less Illan twit years experience in engineering drafting
und ability to letter and to make simply calcidat ions.

J'roworron. -From et/Lois' draftsman to junior civil engineer.

JUNI0R CIVIL. ENGINEER..

Specifications of class.

Datfes--Under immediate supervision, to (te1'forn routIne*surveying, cony
puling. drafting, anal, Inspecting, nil survey, construction, or valuation work.
and to perform related work as required.

Examples; Surveying with transit or "level; using measuring derives for
stream gauging; inspecting structures during construction and Direr co101,:e.
Ilon; assisting In laboratory iests Of structural materials; ,preparing chairs
for statistical and enginektring data; layilig down lines for bultdin::
t Ions ; drawing and tracing plans; waking plans; table surveys; deteioning ainl
drawing details of maps und charts; lettering; giving lines uud grades for
highway COtislt uctIon ; keeping cost data; serving as boat officer or is iisistan
in hydrographie, guisletie, and astronomic parties.

cida/ificafions.Training emthalent to that represented by graduation with
a degree from tin Institution of recognized standing; with major 'work In 'en .

glneering, preferably in civil engineering.
Promolimt.--From civil engineering sill, civil .mgineering draftsman, to as-

sistant highway engineer.

AssistANT 11101IWAY ENGINEER.

Specifications of class.

specific administrative and technical direction, to he In re-
sponsilde charge of a minor sUlallveon of a highway engtneering organization;
to collect and compile data for specific items of highway engineering studies;
to take immediate charge of field survey projects In, or the design, Inspection,
or construction of minor highWay engineering work; to lay out and develop
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work from specifications,- and to supervise the work of a drafting or computing
force; to conduct specific tests or Investigations of' apparatus, material, or
prowsses; and to perform related work as required.

Examples: Making surveys for the purpose of securing data for highway
construction ; =knit: and -reviewing- plans,- specifications, and estimates for
highways; compiling Mon on. and inspecting quarries, gravel pits. and crush-
ing platits: sup,rintenliittg the mainteillInce of experhuental roads; assisting
in experimentol rtscarch mai in the testing of road materials.

Qualificatimix.- -Training equivalent to that apresentell by graduation with
a degree from on Institution of recognized standing, with major work in civil
i.ngineeritig, preferably highway engineering; not less than two years' experi-
ence In highway engineering work in field or office, proven technical knowledge
and proficiency.

Prwoulion.From junior civil engineer to associate highway engineer:

ASSOCIATE HIGHWAY ENGINEER.

Speci ficotio'ns of class.

Mlles.To perform one or more of the following functions under general ad-
tiiimstrative and technical direction: (1) To be in responsible charge of an In-
termediate subdivision of a highway engineering organization; (2) to exercise
itah;penticnt engineering judgment and assume responsibilities in studies and
,ompulations necessary in the preparation of reports, estimates, or designs;
.;:t h, huv41nimediatc charge of- the eonstruction, natintettanceor operation of
important highway engineering works or projects; (4) to direct or perform im-
port:int researches in highway engineering; and to perform other related work.

Example's: Making surveys idal estimates in connection with highway coll-
.-melba' ; investigating owl oporting on methods of road construction; testing
load inatterials; revIewha pions. specifications, and estimates, and making
re,olomenditthais in regard to them; assisting in instniling improved methods
of state monagenom of higioys; laying out country systems of highways.

Quail fleet ioos.Tralaing equivalent to that represented by graduation with
a degree from on institution of recognized standing, with major work in civil

payferahly in highway enOnecring; not less than five years' general
engineering experience, of width to least one year shall have been in the
direction or performance of Important 'highway engineering wyrk; and super-
%isory or administrative ability or a high tiegree.of technical skill.

Promotion. from assistant highway engineer to highway engteer.

HIGHWAY ENGINEER.

k4Pcrifications of class.

Do Ws.- -To perform one or more of the following functions under general ad-
ministrattve direction: I 1 i 'A have responsible charge of, iltad to initiate. and
execute policies for a major subdivision of a highway engineering organization;_
(2) to prepare for final executive action, reports, valinates, specifications, de-
signs, and data ; (3) to have charge of the construction, inspection, maintenance,
and operation of highway engineering works of utajor importance; (4) to con-
duct or to direct major lines of highway engineering research; (5) to furnish
for executive action, expert or critical advice Ins highway engineering works;
projects, or policies; (6) to act as spepal advisor on highway engineering
.problems; and to perform otherrelated .prk.
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Qualifleations.Truining equivalent to that representesd by graduation with a
degree from an institution of recognized shuttling, with major work in chit
engineering, preferably in highway engineering ; not less than eight yea:, general

tignmering experience, of which at least four years shall have b n In the
direction or performatwe of important highway engineering work; large
capacity and demonstrated ability anti experience it. the admin-ktratIon of 11
v..:* engineering work.

Pruntolion--From associate 1110IWIly 0111:IIIPer in senior highway enginter.

SENIOR HIGHWAY I.:mast:me

flutics. To perform one or more or the following tw.opoq: (1) To lint,
cider .i ha a cI tuge of..a highway engineering rgailization; "is
main division thereof. and to determine or exectitegeneral policies tin.r the

imposed by law. regulations. or oilier t..
be responsible rd, dosrvo:, si,,dor;dionS, Nod dill...,
the construction. maintenance. aunt open:don Itit):) highway

. projects; (3) to direct or to perfnrin the list comprchens;ve rcsearch ii: Irrb
way engineering projects, policies, or valuations; mill In perform other relatc.1
Ii Irlt.

Intalificatimts.Training equivalent to that repr.setited by' graduation cis!;
a degree front an institution ,,j weep:
engineeridg, preferably hi highway engineering: and not loss than 12
general ,.N.pctielice. of witb-lt s years shall have ties t:
the direction or performance *of important higlmay engineering wort; of-ti
character to 'give substantial evidence of engineering knowledge and
or of executive capacity, of the highest order.

. .

Protauliwt.---Frotu highway engineer to chief.

Specifications of class.

Dutles.Exevutive and technical supervision over work.
Quitlifications,Training equiiiient to that represented by gr.:01101cm with

a degree from nn institution of recognized standing, with major work in viva
engineering: extrnded protessilmal experience, of wit loll at li.ost eiellt yr. re
shall have been of a character to gke substantial evidence of knowl%Ige awl
ability, and of executive rapacity of the highest order.

Promotion. From senior highway engineer.

Mr. Hoer. The has Principle on which these principles were
worked up a q, first, the kind of work involved; and; second, respimisi-.
bility attached thereto. An effort wss made to havq them so general
that they would apply to any .branch of engineering.

For instance, in'the junior grade, which is the lowest professional
gracW, agnan must haVe as a basic requirement a 'college education
othe equivalent in one of the lines of engineering. lie would work
in that grade under direction and under supervision until lidttiempa
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strated his ability to work independently or to supervise others. Then
he would be propoted to the iisisthnt grade, in which 'he would have
respoasibility for independent work under Very general direction-and
also have responsibilitjhof supervising in a very limited way thework
of others. The assistant grade is that in which the rank and file,about
SO per cent of engineering employees, will have to work, and an effort
was made to fix the salary for that grade as high as possible, because
the chances of getting' out of that grade into a higher class are rather
I iin ited.

For promotion to the associate grade there must be a demonstra-
t ion of more ability to do a higher grade of work. -*

Going down to the lower gradeii there is a definite subdivision be-
tween the professional mail and the -unprofessional man. The specifi-
cations drawn up by the commission were primarily adapted to the
iovernment service in Washington. In studying these 'in connection,

with the Engineering Cniincil, we found it necessary to catry the sub-
professional grade higher than ¶e Reclassification Commission. did.
1 tierefore we have overlapped.

Now, this grade of sphprofessional is the limit for the man. who
has not the educational qualifications to go gp into the higher, grades
of engineering work 'and design. We propos. to divide those two
gprdes of men into such a subdivision oriela&sitication as would/make
possible an equitable salary adjustment in .accordance with the
responsibilities of the position and the ability of,the man to do the
work, the two principal factors to bet hlcen into account. Of course,
the higher up the fewer positions there are to fi'l. 06y compara-.
tively few men can ever reach the higher positions, so that salaries
must be provided sufficient to satisfy men in the intmnediate stages.
That has not been done, in the salary. adjustient,S. The higher
places pay much more in proportion than the intermediate places
in which most of the men are employed. This fact has caused the
discontent aniong engineers and is responsible for the tendency
toward unionlization which is quite 'a sentiments throughout the
country for some sort of tut organization to promote the interests of
the now unorganized men:

Mr. MAcDoilaw. While the specification that was finally adopted
by the Reclassification Committee goes at the matter from a slightly
different angle, is it not general enough in its character to permit the'
classification, of .01 highway, department employees under its divi-
sion? Are these specifications not sufficient157 extended to classify
these men as far as need be? We are 46t. particularly interested in
the specific duties of the different classes of men?

Mr. Horn: In that connection. I think the committee should ton-
aid& the addition of a highway Subprofessional grade. There are
only two saprOfessiontil grades designed for persons in the: WWII,

-,%4,s,4,..
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ington service, There is a highway gkade, which never goes into the
full professional work; the subprofessional, which is very impol tint
to the organization, including foremen, superintendents, and men
of that class. They are more or less artisans, or men who would
never go to the top. By additional study they may come. up to the
professional grades. As a: general proposition the committee \vomit]
do well, to differentiate between the professional man and the sub-
professional mail: These are two (Dstinct fields, and they'need
ent training.

The CHAIRMAN: I haN:e referred to these specifications because they
. were arrived at after considerfttion of a rather wide variety of serv-

ices and because it seems to me it would not be desirable to try to
limit grades too closely. The requirements and duties of our high-
way engineers will change from year to year. and it seems to me that
it is desirable to have a general clasification, with their responsibil-
ities and duties fixed, rather than a specification of titles as Chief-
Engineeftor Resident En sneer or Bridgo Engineer. etc.

11Ir. Hoyt has given an outline of the professional grade"s of en-'
gineering service as .outlined by. the Reclassification Commission.
Now that. committee did not fix a salary for the senior grade, but
for the engineer of second grade; for which the recommendations
range from $4,140 to $5,040.

Salarie8 of highway >1-igineers.The following schedtile shows the
comparison of *salaries in the Bureau of Public Roads in 1919 as
compared with those,in the various States and those recommended
by the Reclassification Committee, grouped under theseseveral
di visimis

Rank.
4

Set') for
Ertel neer
A !ksociate . ,
Assistant
Junior..
Civil Priii:noer
Junior cm: Inver aid
Copyist.

Iltireati of Publatit
lioadq, both office
anti fleld, exclusive
of bonus.

Mini-
mum.

!4,5011

Aver-
age.

Itfaxi-
MUM,

$4r500 $4 600
.1 500 3,641 4,000
2, 280 2, 656 3, 240
1, 560 2,141 3, (A)

450 1, 537 2.1(k
;20 NA 1. (NN)

4%0 767 1,
540 -641- 1,(

Comptinsat ion in van!.
OtIci StatM I TOCia&91-
flee ion basisi

.11.
hecommended by re-

elassi float km.

Mini-
mum,
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well-organized highway depalithe-n1KIficSalaries are higher than

ttthose recommended by the I classification Commission, and very
much higher than those Ilk ,aid by the Bureau of Public .Roads.
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But even this schedtile is lower than the recommendations of the
American Association of Engineers or the Engineering Council.
The recommendations of this association are shown in the following
schedule:

Coin pesatiou.
Rank.

;finimum. Maximum.
a

Sfr or*
F
.1.,;.4Y Lite

'iii jr

Eiwir,co. aid drlif ='n:0)
eti..fneer uifl.

Copy

S8,000
4,000
3,600
2,400
1, S00
1,s00
1,200
1,'00

S15,000
111000
5,000
4,000
2,400
2,403
1:190
2,400

Prof. IlronEs. One of the big milling machine companies of which
I know has quite a Ifaltge group of men out of college a year, each of
whom is paid $4,600 a year. If they ar&out four or five years their
salary is $10,000. or till12,000..

CHAIRNIAN. Mr. Allen, can you outline the divisions on the sched-
ule under topic 2, showing the different offices in a highway depart:
menu? That would give something of an outline to tke representa-
tives of the colleges of the grades into which these different lines of
work `void fall.

Mr. -ALLEN. (Reads from Schedule.) (See extract,from report of
Congressional dieclashification C;mmittee, p. 59.)

CHAIRAN. The district engineers would fall into the second class.
Does that give any indication of the relative responsibility these
engineers wou.ld carry?

Prof. HUGHES. If the salaries in general available throughout the,
country' for highway engineers were raised to such a standard as
that; a large number of men would be availhble. There still remains
in my mind what I hate noticed in the minds of the students. ' When
they have reached that grade there i/ nothing left to them except
a commissioner's job. They don't: feel that they have the future that
a big industry offers.

CHAIRMAN. kw:is that statement that made me desire to bring out
this p6int. 'As a matter of fact the engineers in thc'departments to-
day are the men who are doing the executive work. Tile commis-
sionersOn many caseuggacting more as an advisory or directory
board rather than as an executive board.

Prof. 151TonEs:. r mean by commissioner a airecto.r.
CHAIRMAN. I think you will frfid.in the duties of the two higher

grades, and possibly the three higher grades, specific directory charge
over others. The' men in these grades have supervisory charge in re-

,
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sponsible positions. You will see that a number of existing posi-
tions would fall into one of these-grades, either 1, 2, or 3. ..

Prof. 'Imams. When it is realized that the big industries would
/absorb. graduates into positiolis that would pay as large salaries, the

opportunity does not appeal to these, ambitious men.
Prof. HATT. I think l'rof. Ilugliks has struck the keynote here.

I have noticed fOr a number of years that students have been discon.
tented with Purely technical work. A sales engineer gets $7,000 or'
ssmto a year, and so students ape seeking entrance to the industries
rather than to purely technical positions.

.

Prof. Ti Lsx. I do not think thatthat question ought to be put.'
solely on a Compensation basis. Interest in the work is a very largefactor. Of course a man,must have a certain minimum salary. lie
wants to have a reasonable outlook for the future; but if it was only
money he was looking for our graduates would all go into plumbing
o. r" bricklaying.

.

CHAIRMAN. I think you are right in that matter. Prof. Tilden. that
thecompensation can not be pecuniary entirely, but it ,#11,1nrve to besufficient so that a man can support himself and his family com-
fortably.- After that, is not the big problem to set up ideals of public

. service that will draw men into these positions? Is not that the big
problem before this conference, trying to set up the ideals of piblic
service that will attract men and change the public sentiment that
apparently is all directed against the public service. In some cinin-
tries ft man can belong to governmental and State service and walk
right up the street. In this country apparently it is necessary to take
to the alleys or by-roads. It ought to be permanent service and on
a graduated basis.

-
.

(C) EMICATION FOR HIGHWAY ENGINEERS.

CHAIRMAN. While the committee' on ptogram has outlined our
work to cover the technical requirements herej am not sure that that
is the big question. The third topicEducation for highway engi
neerswill be opened by Mr. Ferris.

W. FERJIIS. I believe most of us agree that there has been a tend-
ency too far in specialization. Highway transpqrt work
is also new to us except in a few institutions; and with a fewexcep-
tions we are quite at sea: I can not pretend to answer any of the
questions set out. 3. am very anxious to know what thedeci;ion of
this conference may be.

. ,
If .I have anything of real value to offer to you gentlemen., it is

based oa a little, 'xperience of our own. My message irin the interest
of the man wh snot working a College degree at all. y9u can
not ruman army vithouta large number of noncommisSiona officers,

,
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and you can not build highways without a lot of noncommissioned
Omen. You spoke this morning,Mr. Chairman, on the immediate need
of awn to t:o our work. We can not wait four years. In Tennessee
we have adopted the following plan which grew outQ,f our short
courses of two or three days, or four or-five days.

Our short course is a slack-season course. You generally hear sug-
gested that highway engineers are taken off the pay rolls in January
and February, the slack ponths. If not taken off the employer is
glad to find them willing to leave the pay rolls, so we have estab-
lished a winter short course of six weeks. We undertake to draw into
that course, not the college-trained Man, but the man of experience
who is loin! 4 the work. As Mr. MacDonald said this morning, they

Ido put the thing over. We Are not willing to throw out of employ-
ment the man olv building highways, but would like to make him

better highway builder. The short course has done much along
that line. We give these men work in the laboratory, in the drafting
room, in mathematics, in the tIse a instruments, adjusting and care
of in,truments, and a strong course of lectures in highway% engineer-
ing and highway construction. We give elementary courses in me-
chanic.' We do not require them to take their'. They have some
selection. The course has helped the counties and the highway de-
pdrtment to get better men.

('ll. D:MAN: This topic will be discussed further by Prof. Tilden.
Prof. TLDEN. This question, Mr. Chairman, is really one of con-

struetion along lines in which I have been particularly interested and
in which most of us in educational work are most vitally interested,
now. namely, the construction, of the college curriculum. This is one
of the largest construction problems beforiengineers now. In trying

-to had some definite solution, it has been borne irionme that we have
been building college curricula heretofore only in two dimensions.
We have so many hours per week on one dimension and have so many
weeks, in term, or four years in the other dimension; and in that
plan. bounded by those two linear dimensions, we have a certain topic
or a certain field. The ncost important part, the most vital factor in
eilucationyl value, in any course of study is in the thirddimension, the
dimension .that builds it up, -which could be represented, perhaps,
more by the intangible factor, or the less precise and definite factor,

'N

of the personality of the teacher and the inspiration he is able to give
his students, secured by a teacher of intellectual training and leader-.,.
ship. So that when we come to disens bow muthhighway.triinsport
work should be given to an undergraduate, or the length of the under-
sgradynte course, those are questions which are concerned in the two
dimensional aspects of the case. To use a rather extreme instance, I.
believe that a man would be better fitted to build bridges, or at least
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to learn how to build bridges, or to build highways or to handle an
executive job of any kind, if he had. had a three-hour-a-week course in
Greek Miller avian like gilderSleeve than he would if he had had t
more specialized course under a man who had not the intOpiration and
power to bring out the intellectual side as a real teacher has. I do not
want to answer this question, Mr. Chairman, except in that way.

Therefore, how much highway transport %vok should be given t.
an undergraduate depends on how much real inspiration the teacher
can develop in the students. That is the main thing, and it is th,
thing we are far too apt to neglect. It becomes a very important
question just now, when we are having so much trouble in getting
teachers who aureble to handle any of our courses. I should like t..
leave the question With just that one idea anal 'give the rest of nn
time to those who will discuss it.

Mr. Ilorr. I believe the needs of highway work and the work on
which I am engagedhydraulic. workare better filled by it mar
who had a good fundamental education without any specialization.
At the end of 'six months we can give a man more training than he
can iret in two years in college t raining. The fashions in highw3v
building or other engineering work -change about as fast as fashion
in women's styles.

Prof. IlArr. one eminent teacher used to say tlmt a college curricu-
lum could not be standardized, because it was determined by per
sonality and training of the particular professors on the staff. In
his view, which agrees with Prof. Tilden's view. a course was a veil.

. cle by which a general end was attained. I think that this view is
rather extreme.

Col. 16Tc:um I think the keynote has been struck. Take high-
way engineering. From the military standpoint, it is my opinion

.___that it would be better to. have a man take fourtTars of a real engi
v"neering edlicational course than a course in highway/engineering.

If he want to specialize; all right. Specialists do not have much of
a place in the Army outside of Ordnance or Signal Corps. A man
may be building a bridge to-day, a warehouse to-morrow, or a.sea wall

ext week, and when he gets in the zone of action he may be repair-
0. shell holes to-day and building wire entanglements to- morrow.

So that.the field for specialists in military work is very limited.
There is one point I havenoticed in the last 20 years of my ex-

perience, and that, is that very few egineers have been taught eco-
nomics, statistic* cost accounting, ift. ',I think that every rouge
should take this into, consideration in Connection with the develop.
molt of the engineer.. So far as highway transport is &mcerned, out-
side of maintenance, which requires mechanical ability, it .is largely
one of business administration, and also a knowledge of accounting,
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being able to make traffic surveys, and flow to dispatch vehicles. I
think it is largely one of business education rather than of technical
educat ion.

Mr..MAcDoNALD. Has it been your observation, Col. Ritchie, that
men with engineering training did better in the transport work than
men without that training?

Col. licrentE. Absolutely. A man who is technically trained .fits
more readily into any niches regardless of where he is, than a man who
is not so trained.

Mr. SAIMENT. It was my observation that all engineers, taken as a
group, have not had a broad enough training in. the fundamentals
! do not mean fundamentals of engineering, but the fundamentals the.
colonel spoke of, economics, business training, and the social side of
engineering; that is to say, it has been my observation that they do
not have the, proper conception of the problem as a whole. Their
vision is too limited, is bound up and down by technical limitations.

Mr. NIAcDoNAh. Do you have difficulty, Mr. Sargent, in picking
out a man to send into different parts of the State to talk before the
people when yoti have a difficult situation to be met?

Mr. SAI:GEN'r. I can't find them ; I can't do it myself.
Prof. I lArr. What the college does is to train men. The college

student gets training, while ttke man in the field gets experience. The
aim of this trainilg is a mind that will think clearly and straight,
which can quickly, comprehend complicated situation4and analyze

, them to their elements, which assembles well- determined facts efore
drawing conclusionl The atmosphere indicates ideals also.

Now, this trainina may hest be secured, as far as it is possible to

related to something
t

le expects to do in Jitter life. There is, I think,
train' individuals, w I n the student is interested in a subject that is

a misconception concerning "specialization." Like "technical" and
"abstract," ifsin,ay connote unfortunate tendencies in education.

With us a "special course," in the senior year, presents a situation
in which a small group of men come into intimate contact with a pro-
fessor who knows his subject theoretically and practically, then learn
its setting, go with him to the library, study broadly and deeply. Is
this not a proper vehicle for training, regardless of the subsequent
employment of the student? . .

The engineering professors are moving away from the rather nar-
row and technical treatment of topics; they demand lesi "'rivet.spac-
ing," from students. We are introducing more of economics, bmin
law, corporate organization, finance, public speaking, etc. Business
law obtains an excellent reaction from the student.. It is ,really a
humanizing study.
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Of course, in a desire to develop general mentality we must not
forget we are training engineers with good habits, that demand formal
patterns in field notes, laboratory exercises, reports, and drawings.
Pure ability will not go far in engineering without these handmaids
of performance. There is a danger of loss-in our new emphasis 'on
general mentality. As to another .phase of so-called specializedin-
'struction, my information is that there is but little migration of civil
engineering graduates to purely mechanical or electrical fields or
vice versa, after graduation. The few that so migrate will not'deter-
mine questions of curricula. The large migration is into business.
in banking, for which a civil engineering course is a very good preps.
ration.

A, course in roads and pavements extending throughout one year is,
in my opinion, a fundamental course in civil engineering curricula
and may he taught broadly. Every State needs men trained in the
fundamental principles of building and maintenance.. We have
passed the .pioneer days, and such courses should not be limited to a
few centers. With the assistance Of lecturers from the field of prac-
tice, which from the standpoint of training of students should be
quite limited in amount, a technical school in each State should be
able to conduct such courses.

Mr. 'Imo. I. have just passed through the painful exile, fence as
chairman of the committee revising our engineering course. One
group wants the course so broad as to crowd ourtrIktechnical subjects.
another group wants a particular technical specialty allowed so Much
time that general education would suffer.

In a four-year technical course, I do not see wherelhere is room for
both a general education and thoroughechnical training. It ,-verns
to irk if the engineering colleges can come to the same custom that
the other professional schools havelaw and medicalWe can maybe
get somewhere. In a moiled school they do not attempt to give any
general education, but they expect their men to have a geilOral college

illeeduation before they conic to their professional course. It seems to
me the engineers will have to do the same thing. Everyone knows
the engineer has to have a general knowledge of English. It takes
three years to get that. I suppose that instruction Should be given in
a modern language, which most of the technical schools provide.
That will also take two years after high school. There is mentioned -
business law,,economics. social ,science. NoW, by the time thc-,stu-

. dent has had training in all these he has taken up four years and there
is not time for special training. ,

We must divide the work. Let the liberal arts colleges give the gen-.
oral education and the technical schools the technical &ligation.

Anether point is that a Jurely technical school can not usually
afford to have the very highest grade of men for the general subject&

. .
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Of course the technical supplying the good grade of tech- .

nical men..
As to a general education, so far as the technical school can give

it, I suppose what we want ill the end is to build up a man on the
fundamentals of mathematics, economics, etc., with ability to apply
these to any line of work. Certainly he gets as good a training in
mathematics by studying such a. subject as bridge design as would
by going on for along time in pure mathematics. A good deal of
his economics can he gotten about 34 thoroughly in a good course of
hidiay or railroad' economics. So that a great deal of that general
class of knowledge he should be able to:get in a technical school course
if properly taught:*

.1, far as a specialization is concerned, fie should not begin the
specialization ,too early. If a man is allowed in his fourth year to
put more of his time on one of the different branches of civil engi-
neering (tructural,, railway, high%yay, or sanitary), he practically
takes that specialty ..and if he is interested will get more out of it.
The general training is practically as good in one as the otherieso"
that even supposing a man put the hulk of his time on highway work
and later went into a sanitary concern his time would not have. been

'wm,ted. Ile would get the training in methods of study and of
obtaining information on a given subject, and that would be as
useful in one branch as the other. So I like the idea of allowing a
man in hislast year to specialize considerably on the branch he is
interested in, even allowing for the fact that a great many men will
OA stay in that branch theyhave specialized in.

Mr. MArDoNALn. Are there any .other discussions on this same
subject" Education for highway engineers"op any other sug- ..
gest ions ? .

Mr. JAMES. If the committee does report on specialization in high-
way work, there are certain details, certainly from the standpoint
of the- Bureim of Public Roads, that are no touched on at all in a ,
specialized course that should be touched on. Methods of.surveying.
that apply t9 railro2) work are used in a general way for highway
work. For instance °liege m'en seem to know nothing about "back-
ing down a hill." Our highway surveyors will back down a hill
to get a line. Men come out of colk.ge.kno4g nothing about the
inlerprotation of tests, especially in bituminous worIG. All they
know is whether the material conforms to the specifieation or not.
If there are wide ranges in the possible mix, and the mix is running.
close to the maximuml.or minimum range, they do not know where.
to put their bitumen. In grading concrete aggregates the methods
now used and the shortage of materials require refinernent,,,- if we are
going to use a lot of material which we really ought not: to"discard.
We gep men out of colleges who do not knoW the first aiming about
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those things. It seems there are a lot of details in specialized courses
that should be worked out, and men should be filled as full of those
things as they can he.

Mr. AlAcDoNALo. In my judgment you are mixing things tip for
these educators arui- have really brought out two rather difkrent
lines of study. Surveying, which is fundardental in the engineering
course, was founded, of course, in railroad methods, and highway
engineerihg has suffered because railroad engineering was the first
engineering discovered. In fact, we all tried to use railroad engi.
neering on hilzhways. I do not know anything'that suffered more
than highway bridges because they followed railroad bridges. \ow.
surveying is a rather fundamental thing in civil engineering. That
is not what you call a specialized course.

Mr. JAMES. When they come to specializing in the'higliway engi-
neering course those conditions should be brought out.

Mr. MAcDoNAI.D. What we want them to do is to teach surveying
and not teach raitroad surveying. When we come to those other
points, the analysis of bituminous materials. etc., that comes 'into
another field somewhat more highly .specialized. You would not
consider that a fundamental course in civil engineering.

Prof..11Ar. It is said that the courts- follow public opinion in
their judgments, and it would seem just as nat.nral that engineering
curricula should change with the changes in industrial conditions.
We have cut down the number of hours devoted to railway engineer-
ing largely in the last few years and are putting more into highway
engineering.

Mr. Hrours. A great many schools,are teaching some of thi sub-
lejects Mr. James mentioned, not with the idea of railroad engineeringr

or surveying alone. .

Prof. HAr. It is agreed that the graduates must have the fundif-
mentals of general training in mathematics, science, and language,
and in the foundations of engineering technology, and that they
should be furnished with some of the tools of their profession, such
as drawing and surveying.

At present a proposal to lengthen the period of trainingto give
more years seems impracticable. Speeding the student as he was
speeded up in training camps, providing a more orderly and,eflicieat
administration of studies to avoid duplication, a diminution of the
distractions-of the college campus, the better use of the Library and
laboratories, the shortening of vacations,- a scientific study of the
teaching processall of these may accomplish the results of the five-
year course. But the data for judgment upon this lucstion are not
available.

There remains the consideration of adjustments of subjects. The .
older civil engineering curricula provided for thithree then prevail-
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the graduates entered professional service through the railrOid main -

ins demands for trained'men in surveying, railroad engineering, and
structural engineering. For a period of years the large majdrity of

tenanee of way or construction corps or through the &tilting rooms

aneultit of time devoted to the direct preparation fOr these services
may not be diminished. Surveying has in some Cases" been trans-
ferred- to a summer session.

There was also a period of overstressing of technical performance
of field work, shop drawings, track details, and mechanism. A -
survey of present courses in respect to such details may disclose an
opportunity for a consideration of such subjects in the field of the
highway engiheer such as the technology of bituminous roads.

It is by such metals that the courses in economics, .business law,
spoken 1-: nglish, etc., have been introduced for the purpoSe of getting
an engineer for conununity life and administrative duties.

By some of the means suggested.there shOuld be found a place in
the junior year for a three-hour-a-week If ourse in roads, such as pave-
ments, considered as a fundamental course in civil engineering. to
include the bed, the foundation, and the surface of the various classes
of roads. Such a course should involve the disclosure and applica-
tion of- the underlying prificiples. The element of information that a
man properly rained in the use.of books can tifterwards secure should
be minimized. .

As to op al or Special courses for men in the Senior year the tot-
. lowing considerations are offered: Such men as graduates are pri-

marily to be trained to think clearly and straight, to analyze com-
plicated situations to their elements and0 learn the proper methodS
of work. A -valuable vehicle to thiS Alois an optional study in .high-
way engineering in the -senior yearequally valuable, indeed, with
sanitary engineering or railroad engineering when a student comes
Oh interest and a definite purpose. The desired qualities may be

"re. mired with any one study, and are ready for application in any
field.

Such an option for three hours a week throughout the senior year
is recommended to include, amongrather thingR, the economies of
highWay transportation, taxation, and finance, the relation. of the
traffic to the roadbed, the organization of administration, and a .
study of systems of production.

Lectures by specialists from the field, of construction and produc-
tion are avaijable,and should be used to the extent where they *ill
not interrupt the reaction and work of the student.

Col egr§ may well Supplement-the academic instruction.by orgame
relations with the highway commisshic, providing for supervised and
consecutive summer employment of students, for instruction of mem-
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bers of. the technical staff of these commissions' either in part-time
residence or by extension.
.' A further. source of increased effi eiency of toad work is the road
school or conference held at the university for a week or two in the
winter season.

Mr. MAcDoNALD. On No. 3, the education, fol, highway engineers, I
presume it was the idea of the that we should preparea course or suggested course for teaching highway engineers. Fun-
damentally, the impression. that I have received from this after-
noon's talk is that, in' the first place, there IS no agreement upon
the exact lines that we shall follow in educating engineers, howfar we shall go to specialize -courses. In the second place, Ifirm greatly` impressedimpressed as I never have beenby the.
necessity that the highway. departments, the of using,
highway engineers, should corn et up with the universities and
colljges 'so that they Nill both understand the other's view-
points and limitations and requirements. ypr- instance, there is a
greater opportunity in iii away engineering to-day than is evidentlyin the minds of some of the educators. These salaries of highway
engineers are temporary. They will be raised. There is an opportun-
ity for public service that has not been impressed upon the. educators.That has been the fault of the highway departments, I believe. Itis not my desire to impress my viewpoints on this committee. I do
Lot know whether you have obtained the'same impression that I have,
that there is a rather greater Iltoblem before the committee than thenumber of hour's that should be devoted to any particular subject,
and that is, the coming together, the meeting of .the minds of thoeducators and the men Who desire to use highway engineers, or thehighwiy departments. Is there any other discussion with reference.
to this. topic 3 that ought to be left with the educatoi's?

Mr. A. N. JoHNsoN. What can be done by this committee to get thesalaries of teachers raised? It seems to me that cart of the work ofthis conference should be to open up channels .of publicity that shouldsimply put before the people, who have voted millions for roads, thecondition now prevailingthat these universities are broke and.cannot pay teachers' salaries, and the public mtlgt m sin them.'
NOTE BY EDITOR.---Mr. MacDonald's addrkts has le hasizedithe following situation:" But consider the ease of educational instations w Leh ewe are calling upon to trainengineers." Under war conditions the teaching staffs ere badly disorganized. Last yearthere was a tremendous influx cf new students, and t e appropriations have, in general,been less than the enlarged needs. Salary budgets have not been revised to meet thecompetition of industrial engineering organizations, %vitt' the consequent Ups of very manyof the best qualified professors and instructors.

The instructor who, during prewar times, has taught a spiviallzed course in some par-ticular phase of engineering, such as highway engineering, is called upon to go intogeneral teachin4set to spread his activities over for a greater number \of students thanbe can pose IW give proper attention. Educational Institutions . have necessarily givenvp their building; programs In Order4o hold their teaching staffs together, while the
id"
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RELATIONS OF COLLEGES AND HIGHWAY ORGANIZATIONS.
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Mr. MAcDoNALD. The next topic is, " Should there be an attempt
to secure, as a part of the complete college course, practical experi-
ence during summer vacations by arrangements with organizations
doing highway design, construction, and maintenance? " Mr. John-
son has consented to discuss this subject.

Mr. JuNsoN. It has been generally conceded in engineering work
that it is desirable.for the student,.if possible, to find some employ-
ment in his lin. or...prospective line of emleavor'.during the vaca-
tion period. Now, it is a fact that usually at the time he is to re-
turn to co jIge he leaves at ust the time the ig way work ras
reached pry- ically the peak, along in September, end then it is
difficult fo the highway organization to get anyone to fill out the
season:to take his place. It seed's to me, if it is considered desirable
that students in engineering colleges, presumably taking highway
work. should have this gumtnet experience, that it might be found
expeilievt to 'change the time of closing and opening the schools.
that their services might fit in a little more with the season in which
they would be desirable. That is. if the colleges would close about
the first of June and would let these inen stay ant until October,

they would be of some real value in their work. Is it desirable for

them to be away from their college yvork that length of time.? .I

think very few college courses would. he greatly shortened if the

Christmas and Easter vacations were eljminated and that time"put
into the entire summer vacation period, on the assumption, hoT-
ever, that the students would be practically obliged to.take up outside

work and could secure it.

Mr..11u(ams. At the University of Pittsburgh, where they have
this scheme, they modify the program for civil engineering by pro-

viding for three months of study and three months of work for three
years. At the Univerjity of Cincinnati they have a concentrated

scheme to keep civil engineek occupied in contract and construction

experience (luring the time when the opportunities are most available.

Prof. IIArr. Our difficulty is that the schools of engineering and 'of

agriculture want the students out at different times, so that classes

in departtilents of common subjects,.such as mathematics and_ Eng-
can not operate with a balanced load.

Mr. SHIRLEY.. You can not operate until yoliort a whole grail
students working by themselves. 4Pr

R.

addi tional room is seriously needed. Our institutions are surf
expansion while they can not capitalize, to provide funds
tries, and a condition has resulted which the public
That otir educational institutions can not be neg
greater part of our citizenship. but the prese
the propr publicity.

g from an unforeseen
14 the case of the Indus-

at understand and provide for.
ed is a .fundamental creed with the

nditions must be understood and given

rt
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Mr. ALLEN. It is, I think, unfit stionable that experience in the
actual design, construction, and maintenance of roads will enable the
student to obtain a "much better understanding of the principles in-
volved' in road work. Practical application of principles., is vitally
necessary in ordep to fix them firmly in the mind and show their
use in the solution of problems in highway engineering. For ex-
ample, I would suggest that the student, during the freshman vaca-

.tion, should spend his time as a member of a road survey party,
spending some time as a chairman, some time as a rodman, some,
time as a levelman, and some time as a transitman. Ile should obtain
experience in recording field notes. During thefsophomore vacation,.
if the freshman vacation has been properly Spent, J would sugfrosr
the, time be directed to office work on the plotting of survey notes, the

'laying of 'grades, the computation of quantities; and the preparat'on
of cost estimates. The junior year vacation would seem wisely siwnt
oh construction, getting experience as an instrument man in the stak-

,ing out of work, the inspection of materials and -work, and the
preparation of paftiiil payment estmates, both field and office \\-41.

the student's return to c&1ege following each vacation,
shotilil be thoroughly examined in order to ascertain what prog-
ress he has made during the vacation. The result of such exatni-

. nations might, well be used as a guide in the handling of the student
during the subsequent months of college study. It might also be
used to determine whether further, experience along the: lines of
that had during 'the vacation just concluded is necessary during the
vacation the following year, or whether the preliminary *experience
is sufficient for the purpose, and the student may be permitted (lur-
ing the following vacation to obtain the more advanced experience.

%If his experience at the' end of the junior year vacation is found
to be insufficient, it might be aftVisable to oblige him to make it up
following the end of the senior year before fully graduating him.

This is a 'very brief outline, but in my opinion it indicates approxi-
. mately the course which might _well be pursued in supplementing

the study required during the undergraduate course by practical
experience during vacation. time.

Prof. HAT% Is it possible to send young engineers on the staffs
Of highway commissions to,the universities for further study? The
universities might form some organicconnection with the commis-
mons.

Mr. MApDoNALn. For what perffid?
Prof. HATT. In Indiana, January, February, and December.
Mr. JAMES. We are trying to malieth-em busier then. 46.

Mr. SALIGENT. I think this is a good suggestion, but how far the
highway departments would be able to put it into operation I am not
prepared to say. I am positive that in our own department we have
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worked every man since the end of tlie. last open session that we found
roans to worl;, and how we have not more 'than from .one-half to
two-thirds of the work clone. whi6.11 we expected to have done, at
this time. I, am just speaking from my own point of view. We
would not have been able at any time last year to have laid oft-men
for :1 month or six weeks.. It would have crippled the work we had

-in mind to do. I think that is true of most of the State highway
department;,- which. have had this large Fe(..leral aid program on
h:tn(l. However, in ordinary times, when the organization is built
up and more or loss work is going over from one year to .another,
think it would he posible to let. the younger men go for a period
of one or two months in the winter at a profit to the whole organi-
zation, keeping them on the pay roll.'

NIAcDoNm.n. The next subject is: "Research ,work for high-
way engineer undergraduates,"

:11r. GrolamEcii.. That is a subject. that has been discussed by the
other committee to some extent. I have outlined a proposes :Echeme

'for research work. In a .very general way, I want to say a few words
about it. In the first place, any course in coNege should be made'for
the purpose of training the mind of.,t4tstudent and to give him
special or general knowledge to enable him carry on his work in
later life. Now, research work, I ,should say, ought to be conducted
for the same vtirpose. In other words, if he conducts research work
it should be conducted for. the purpose of trainingcnot.for the pur-
pose orgathering information .which will be of particular value to
the highway engineering profession. The graduate kudent,

can
how -

ever; caconduct research work, )erhaps, in. a year's time, and the
results that he obtains may, perhai --, be of some value. In conduct-
ing such works- though, it seems to be advisable that it should be
thoroughly.outlitied by some central body,.such, perhalm, as the engi-
neering division of the Research Council or, perhaps, a committee
composed of 'a number of engineersState highway ollicitthn Even
for graduate research work the r&earches must be short. In other
words, I do not feel that, in genecral, graduate research Work can be
conducted on 1the big major problems. Major problems Can lie di-,
vide(1 into. certain minor pi-oblems,)Ind these can be *tacked by the
graduates:

Prof. IlArr, I suopose the question as to whether or not valuable
research may or limy 4not resin: institutions where graduate
students are not in resit-knee is to be settled on the basis of experience.'
Grtainly it can not by denied, foreinstanee, that the earlier .re-
searches from the University of Illinois were +f great value, and
these were successful bcause inspired and directed by .Prof. Talbot,
workinewith senioesttatents, who afterwards, became very preduc-
tive reStItrch workers. We should.not create a hierarchy of research:

1.
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By all means create an atmosibere of research in college 1AR:oratories
where graduate schools do. not exist.

.1 think,the pirit of research could be stimulated if the National
..ifesearch Co cil, or this governing commjttee, would draw up a

,cbMprehensive program, and let the'student understand that he is
making the researches as a part of the big national program, Yaw.
those results do not have te, be accepted, but it is barely possible tlut
some of the research work conducted would be of value, in wi;idi
case it could be a,ceepted, but the very fact that the students know
that they working on a, big, comprehensive program. would be a
stimulus fo t m. -- .

.-
..,. e

POSTGRADUATE COURSE.

Mr..MAcDoNALD. This topic is properly followed be, the " Poq-
graduate course." Prof. egg is not here, and .I shalr call for a vQ1un-
tee.r. Dr. Hewes, youhave given the subject considerable thought.
Do you wish to open the, discussion .

Dr. Ilnwis. Mr. Chairman, how much have, you agreed should be
given the undei-graduates/ All research work done by students
must_conie in the graduate course, and it would seem that the trend
of opinion is that, the research work done,seven by the graduate
Students, should be itmitt,d, at least in our expectation of rtsulls

- from it to the operations bf an assistant. Now, as to the content
, of the curriculum, if we provides a course in rolling stock in the

graduate years, That is to say, in the economics of antotnotive trans-
.portf ineluding the relationship between public expenditure Stnd
Aftestionof how much the public is going to receive from its in-
vesement.in highw.tiyS, that would presuppose, powibk, that the usual'
yhr course in' economics btfollowed- by another in taxation or
interest.., It seetna, to me, also, that theAuestion of administration
is one that might better be studied in a graduate course. That is
what are the functions of the administrator. which the highWay

. 'engineer sly.1.11dperfonii,'Tsr tb.what degree 'should he extend his
.functions as an enginler- into the functions of a public official
what should, be his relationship to the, public? Questions of that
sort niturally. will fall on more fertile ground in the graduate than
in the undergraduate yeark '

It has been said that lie do not know what kind of road to build.
tertain amount` of investigative work Would naturally fall in the

graduate.course. .1' 'we could learn from 'the . won-
derfultextimple of the se(lioOl of Ponts et Chaussees, in Fr'iike. It
would be advisable to have some one .thoroughly investigate 'and
,digest what training they give their engineers. For one thing, they
teach much more Mathematics than Ir..do. 'We genecally stop teach.
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ing mathematics at the time the student ought to begin to use it,
and he should, therefore, be given some advanced mathematics,

,assuming that a graduate course)would be two years. Doubtljss
we should give a draduate course in-clierfiTair c istry in hydro-
carbons and* ceihent. How much 'more 'descriptt -e and cultural
work should go along with it I am not prepared to y. All through
the,,, graduate years there should be a coordinate nurse
composition, to develop the capacity of men to ept.trt on subjects

'in intelligible'English. If they have to appear before a board of
commissioners, they will be to present the engineering features
in their report in an effective way and getAray from the-slide-rule
attitude.

.
RESOLUTIONS OF THE COMMITTEE ON lithHWAY,ENGINEEIIING,

.1"req for highway enginecrsThe moneys at present available
for highWay construction finder engineering control total approxi-
mately stio,000,0)40. The engineering staff needed,for Oils control
will require,an annual supply of 900 college-trained civil engineers,
in addition to the highway engineers employed by the counties and
othr-municipal dftisions.

The supply of Itighicay engineers.The civil engineering schools
Will graduate probably not more than 1,100 students three years from
now. This quota is competed for by the railroads, construction
companies, and the industries, and by the county and municipal
org =anizations. Proltably not more than 300 would be, normally
available under the influences operating at present. to fill this quota
A

of'900.
.117ini of increasing the supply.The. attention of the colleges is

called to the importance of highvay transportaqnand the'ser'vice
they.can render in training men to direct the expenditure of public
money derived from taxation on roads that will carry the traffic
of to-day and to-morrow.

The professors of Civil engineering are urged to direct the at-
tention of their students to,this field of stabilized professional serv-
ice and to inculcate idehls of 'public service as opposed to private
gain. h sense of the high Calling of the- civil engineer in profes-
sional servicdnetds stressing at the present time. ;

In order' that-the colleges. may provide facilities and a trained
stqfrafor instruction and research in highway engineeri4, more
ample funds-must be provided from private sources, from cooper-
ative efforts with industries,.and from taxation. At present the
colleges:are staggering under,an unexpected load, and are under'
enierg014.coaditiohs. s
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Federal and State commissions should provide the salaries tide-' - (-late to secure recruits for and retain the staff of our Federal and
State highway organization l. Such salaries should be large enough
to free the professional staff from t1 ie2socononlic pressurt of the in-
dustries, in which responsibilities less Wavy find demanding less
preparation are more amply remunerated.

Cooperation of colleges and highway commixsions.As a mean=
of increasing the number of trained men available for the staff or-
ganizations of highway commissions and the Federal services, it
is recommended that plans of cooperation be secured between the
colleges and these' organizations to provide for summer eillphq-

.thent of stud which shall be related to the college instruct
and for flirt} pitt. by college graduates on the staff of the com-
mission, eitfiecihrough part-time residence at the college or by ex
tension classes operated by the colleges with the assistance of the
executives of the commission.'

A centralized body should supply information to the colleges of
the opportunities and openings for engineering graduates in 14,,liway
engineering.

The short courses, given by the colleges, to road officials orf the
County, are commended as a Very fruitful source of inspiration and
instruction leading to better road building and maintenance. In all
this work the element of inspiration and of sense of respons'ibilitv
shnuld not be minimized.

Course inztruction,The, highway engineer deals with the
public, and with the broad iss4es of State and national affairs. Ile
necils a training in the fuwirentals as related to modern life. Ile'
muTt,also be an engineer trained to high tiechnical standards, and in
the method of work of the scientist. TherAde, the subjects of Eng.
lish, economics, science, and business relations,are important. Train-
ing in technic should be thorough and severe. Highway - engineering
subjects supply an excellent means of training in the several .ele
ments :mentioned. course in roads and pavements, extending
throughout one year, is consideretri fundamental subject in the civil-
engineering curricul A special optional course, in the' senior

: yeat, presents a situi where Ihe student is interested; Lecinnes
motivated, has intimate contact with the professor, who is a'compe-
tent practitioner. as well as a teacher, and has-ena opportunity for
library research apd individual exprestion, fiuch.spoialitation is

'highly,educative, and the ordinary objections t called specializa-."
tion do not obtain, The changing industrial and omit conditions
are necessarily reflected:in college curricula. The dim hing.draft
upon graduates for railway engineering may properly operatelO *ad-
just curricula which were devised a decade ago..
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Research. It is, a ,matter of common knowledge thht research
workers receive an impulse to research and learn the methods and
standards of research from.a professor while undergraduates in col-
lege. When working under direction, results of value to industry are
secured by these students. When research is planned and coordinated
after several years, the results are substantial. The extent of the' un-
explored field of research in the;design of pavements and in the
properties of materials of construction as related to service 'condi-
tions. combined with necessity of throwing early light upon these
problems, calls for a mobiliz..tion of all the resources of the testing
laboratories in equipment, research teachers, and studet workers,
mil for an appropriation of some ;portion of constructions funds to
provide support for this research.

W. K. HAT, Sccritary,
Head of the School of Civil Engineering,. .

19813.-21-6

Purdue University.
llEcron J. lIrcliEs, -Associate,

Professor of Civil F:ngineerirg,
Ilarvard Univerxity.

C. J. TII.DEN, Associate,
"Prote.ssor of Engineering Mechanics,

*;2ale University.
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,t Mint number of men Is it estImatsbd will be required by the automotive In-
- ' dastries in the following fields in the next five years and, in a general way,

'what, should be their different cal«rationnl requirements?
(ollAutotnotive engineers in research and de:lign work.
( to) Soles engineers.

Advertising, business admIniss00117n, and office work.
(d) Motor-truck fleet managers.
(e) Shop foremen, slatted naCehanles and inspectors.
((1 highway transport engineers in Highway departments.

27 How many colleges should undertake this wprie?
3. How touch highway engineer* should be Inciried In the highway trans-

portation course?
4. How many years of study and how many hours per year should be given in

these courses?
S. Should this work for the mature men be undertaken in special advanced

courses outside of the usual universit courses?
8. Bow much training Is necessary in t vocational field? Should the industry

undertake to train these men should the work.devolve upon autonioblle
schools?

" 7. nigh-school education,
8. Resolutions or repor summing up the view'point of the committee on these

subjects.
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Report of Proceedings of the Conference Committee.

Chairman: ART1111 II. ISLANCHARD. 4

,MGEST OF DISCUSSIONS ON THE TOPICS INCLUDED IN THE
PROGRAM.

. ,

I. What windier is-it estimated will be required by the industry in
the follow ingfields in tbe next five years and, in a general way, what
should; he their different educational requirements? ,(a) .1'utomotirc enyinrcrs in rowan:it ma d;o;yn worl,zBased stn
an estimated annual production of 31 If 1,11( XLmot9r trucks and 2.(Honoa
touring cars, the. general consensus of opinion was to the NITA that
1.0011 abtonaitive engineers for research ,anti 'design work should he
graduated each year by universities _and that these men 511011111 he
trained through the-medium of four rears' mechanical engineering
courses which include automotive engineering options.

(b) &11:s enginerrs.It is eonservalively estimated that 3,000 men
should he trained each year as sales engineers. Tt was pointed oat'
that men in this field should sell transportation as well as trucks. It.. .was not considered th undergraduate college training was ne,es:
sary but that it was de trahle. In order to acquire knowledge. of
highway transport these men should be trained through the medium
of short-period advanced courses in universities-specializing in_this
subject.

(c) 1drertiiing, business administration, and offlre ii4fr.---lfhe
opinion was advanced that nut less than 200 advertisers sholild he
trained each year along the lines advocated fir sales engineers.
Several officials of motor vehicle companies expressed the

positionsthat men who will occupy executive and 'administrative positions
-should be broadly trained college graduates whohad specialized in
'economics, business administration, and similar st bje. ts. anal who
had later taken gra:Inge short-period courses in highway transport. '

For routine .0ffica Work it is cynsidere71 that a high-school training ..
followedliy special training in commercial siltools would provide t
satisfactory educationsf equipment. .

(4) Moeorstriwklbeet 4rranagers.--4t is conservatively estirnated
that 1,000 men per year shcluld be trained for these positions. Dar-
ing. the nest five years.at least- 90 per cent of this nutnler should he
trained in, universities through .the medium of short-perjod advanceAd
courses. in highway transport, while from 50 to 100 mender year
should be trifined by attending fOur-yea highway transportation.
engineering courses. ,

-(e) Motor-truck operators.The development in the utilization of .,-,
motor trucks and -.available statistis.was the basis.of the'conserva-- . ...t........

. ..
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tiro estimate that 200000 operators should trained each year in
plants, vocational and automobile selikols.

(y way tranNport engincerRn h,jlncay departments.lt is
recommended that enginetrs fur these positions should have had
training in the field of highway engineering, and should take short-
period courses in highway transport. It is estimated that 175 per
rear will be needed for positions in State, county, and municipal

way depatments.
'2. Now 'many colleges should undertake this wlirk ? It was the

,onsensus of opinion that 10 universities; located in different geo-
graphical setions of the United States, should offer short-period
ad% a need courses in highway transport, and fou-year coursers in
highway transport engineering or highway' transport options in fpur,
vearl.ollegiate or teChnical courses.

3. 110w-finch highway engineering should he included in thehigh-
wav transportation course? It was geiatrallY agreed that not less
than 3)) lecture hours should be devOted to the fundamentals of high-,
way engineering, for men specialiiing in highway transport.

4. 1 low many years of study and how many hours per year shouIel
be gi veil in these courses? It is *conservatively estimated that men
specializing in highway transport should devote the equivalent of
une collegiate year to work in this field.

5. Should this work for mature men; he undertaken in special ftd-
ranee(' courses outside of the usual university courses? The a er
to this question was unanimously affirmative. It wsoint t
by sekeral representatives ofihe industry that the vers4 of
Michigan's plan of offering a sories of two-week courses during the
winter meets the demand for shorttperiod advvired courses in high-
way transport.

G. I low much training is neeessiirrirethe ioettional fleld ?. Should
the industry undertake to train men 'or s,liould the work devolve upon
automobile schools? Those who had. had experience in this field of
educational work stated that .35 hours per tvej.k ftir four to six

.months wasrequired for traininVin tins -vocatipnal field. It was
recommended that irahistry and vocational schools old work out
an effective and cooperatite chKetIonal plan.

Ilighschool edtication. It was the consensils of opinion. OW
pupils in grammar and high schools should be taught traffic regale-

.

tions and the "funtlamentals of highwajr,transpiirtation as it telTects
daily life.

=
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HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING CURRICULA.

Discus,lon by AIS 111Ult ti. lit.ANcuuto, professor of highway engibeering and
highway transport, University of Michigan. and president National Highway
Traffic Association.

In the opinion of some, highway transport may not be l'onsidered
belonging both to the field of technical training and education. On

vober thoughi,.however, it w he seen that this branch of knowledge
weld within the class definition of engineering embodied in

the royal charter of the I stitution of Civil Engineers of Great
Britain, which, in part, is its ows: "The art of directing the great

.sources of-power in 40dure for t he use and convenience of man a, the
means of production and of traffic in states, botka fOr the external and
internal trade."

Before discussing( the subjects which should he included in a
technical course for highyaty transport engineers, a brief r6surne of
the development of motor transpinft and highway improvement in
England and the United States will be presented in order to give
sonic indication of the possible demand for men trained in highway
transpyrt.engincering.,

In Eirgland, the improvement of the main county roads preceded
the dvelopment of highway transport. When transportation of
heavy loads of Conutiodities oyer,highwnys was inaugurated priorfto
1890, Englamf did not have to wait for the eonstruct ion of highway
systems, with the result that rapid growth of highway transport took
place. As early as 18:0, Fleteller, an English author, in.writing on
"Transportation on- common toads," considered some (ft the
of highway transport now tender discussion in the. United States and
cited many instances of conflict between highway -authorities and
highway transport interests regarding some of the fundamentals of
highway design. The writer, while investigating highway transport
in England in 19b9 and..1910, encountered the same problems with
reference to highway transportation and legislation that exist in
this country to:day.- Pratt, in 1912, in his thrtmentof the subject
df inland transport in England,pre.sAted many of the phases of the
problem now confronting us with reference to what he called " Back
to the land movement." It is evident that a thorottglistudfolEnt
lisp highway transport methods and legislation would be of material
benefit. to American engineers and traffic managers who are strivings
to develop efficient highway transwtatiott

Dying the pasfileeade the United States has witnessed ak
giowth in the utilization. of the motor vehicle; as indicate( '4"47i

registrationt of 125,000 motor vehicles:in11908 and U58, 19!. ,
While in 1909 a motor Wick was'rarely seen on Aire vot
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outside of municipalities, in1919 not less than re in use in'
the United States, motor trucks constituting rom 10 to 20 per cent
of the registeted motor vehicles in the several States. Highway
improvement has not kept pace with the increase in the utilization
of motor vehjcles. The fundamental basic axiom that economic
highway transport is impossible without good roads should be
fully recognized. A review of the present status of highway im-
provement in the United States indicates that there are about
::.:00.00 miles of rural highwiys; that 12 per cent are classified as
Improved; and that about onelfourth of 1 per cent are suitable for
quid: highway motor-truck trahic. Highway condition/Irwin lie. rk
serially improved_ during the next decade,. as is indicated by the 1920
appropriations of about onebill ion dollars for highway improvemenls
and t he , widespread demand O,r the construction of a system of
;,0,floo miles of national highways by.the,Federal.Gaernment under
the direction of a national highway commission. ...

The breadth of training for highway transport engineers spuld
be far more comprAensive than has lxlen considered necessary for
many Ie.-Min:al 'branches. Breadth of knoivledge is essential from
a utilitarian viewpoint, as the highway transport enginck.r.piust, in
many fields, deal with social and e&nopie conditiCms, and mug
.always have before him the fundamentals of sound business methods.

Comprehensive Courses in highway transport engineering should
include the following business' and engineering subjects, in addition
to the usual fundamental humanistic and pure and applied science ,
courses contained in an engineering curriculum: Public speaking,
elementary economics, social "svience, public utilities, commercial
geography,

law, 'industrial management, busin '-Organization and ad-
ministration, salesmanship, money and credit, cost accounting,
insurance, history and economics of commerce, marketing and
diStributing systems, markets and, prices, economics of railroad
transportation, shopworic in wood and metal, machineilements,
me hanics of machinery, (unciantentals of gas and other engines, and
electrusal engineering; including'lgnitton, starting, and lighting.

The highway transport engineer or manager also 'sliould have
knOwledge of all' of the following special subjects: American and
English highway transport methods; American and English highway-
tralpc. legislation. and regulations; interrelationship of highway,
railway, and waterway transport; highway transport surveys; high-
triy transport management; costs and 'record systems; fundamentals
of. highway -engineering affecting economic highway -transport ; and ..

. mechanism, operition, and mak:hes:mace" of motor trucks, tractors,
and trailers.
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Highway tAinsport engineering courses may be offered by technical
institutions by utilizing several educational agencies.

Fi , the courses may constitute f I* fourth-year option in the civil.tmec
Wien!, or, general collegiate curriculum. A review of the

cur icula of the three engineering courses mentioned indicates that
se ester !ows may be assigned in the fourth year to highway
transport engineering without eliminating any fundamental eng,i-
Deering courses.

Second, a. complete highway transport engineering curriculum
may be arranged similar to the curricula of civil, mechanical. and
electrical engineering courses. Such a course should include all of
the humanistic, pure and applied science, business, engineering, and
special courses previously enumerated.' In this connection-it should

'he pointed out that a four-year course devoted to highway transport
engineering, and highway engineering would provide an admirable
foundation for men entering either Meld of engineering. Qroadly
trained highway engineers should have, in addition to the training
in the fundamental humanistic, scientific,' and technical courses, a
knowledge of highway engineering, of the vehicles using highways,
and of methods of highway transport.' '

Third, technical institutions may offer graduate engineering
courses, which should be advanced specialized courses designed pri-
marily for men'who have taken a first degree in arts, science, or ettgi
peering,. who have acquired a knowfedge of the fundamental prin
ciples upon which such advance courses are bused, and who have
had .a certain amount of experience in engineering or highway trans:
porp work. It is evident that such courses should be given under

) ucli 'conditions that it will he .practicti;Jle for engineers. and .others
engaged in highway transport to take advantage of the opportuni-
ties.offeied. While the usual type of de-term or one-year graduate
course may prove of vskue in some institutions, the writer is of the
opinion, based on an experience with graduate courses for practicing
engineers extending over a period of six years, that courses given in
a concentrated form in short periods constitute the most efficient

e to( .0 iteeting the demand of. practicing engineers for advanced
technical training. .

As a definite indication of the demand for sueji coursesuit is of
interest to note -that during a period of five years there were 229
registrations in the graduate course in highway engineering at co
hunbia University, in which all subjects were given in periods.of
from two to three weeks. , As 'far as amount and character of edu-
cational. work are concerned, the 10 short-period courses which Were
previotasly'given at Columbia University under thediretion of the
writer fulfilled the renuirements for the degree of master of scienoe.
Columbia requires-that each candidate for the master's degree shall
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be in residence for one collegiate year or eighl months. Candidates
for themaster's degree in the graduate course in highway engineer-
ing fulfilled the reqnirt:ment in one of three ways: -First, by being
in residence fur one collegiate year, or from October Co May, in-_
elusive; second, by beingin residence for two wiiiter periods from
1)e ember to 31ardi, inclusive: and. third. by the distribution of
residence over several ears by qing'in attendance for parts of three
or more winter periods. Columbia further requires that ouch cantli-.
date for a higher degree must hold a baccalaureate or engineering
degree from an approved institution.

In considering the development of graduate short-period courses,
it is of interest to note the details if the records for registration for
the.1915,16 session at Columbia: Twenty- seven American tiniversr-
ties lucre represented their graduates. The 50 men reg*istered as
graduate students were connected with the following fields of wock:

snit., highway oepArtiliMa,
County highway ilepartnients . 5
kit:1'10pol 191iway departments 15
611151111in ighwers' .1 6
Contraolors' engineering organizations 11
University faculties 1

,EngineerIng departments of (loan:tides mauttifacturinF road
alai paving machinery

Engineering, research, and *chemical departments of coin-
panics manufacturing road and paving thaterlais_..*_ ___ 1

The widespread interest in this graduate course is shown by the
following resrua of the localities from which the graduate students

-came at the time of their registration for the 1915-16 session: Den-
mark, New Zealand, Uruguay, Canada, -Oklahoma, Connecticut,
Massachusetts, New Jersey; Pennsylvania, New York, North Caro

. lina, Texas, Oregon, Maine, .Gecfrgia,, Louisiana, and Nebraska. It
is of interest, as giving an indication of the character and mtlurity
of the graduate students, to !IOW that the ages of the men variedfrom
22 to 45 years, and that several of them, at the time of entiance
upon the graduate course, were receiving salaries of frs3.006 to $5,000.

At the University of Michigan, graduate work in highway .engi-
neering and highway transport, leading to. the degree of master.

of ocience or master of science in engineering, has been arranged
especially for men engaged in the practice of highway engineering
and highway tranniort. Eighteen graduate short-period courses in
the above subjects will be given during the months of December, 1920,
to March, 1921, inclusive.. each course will.-consist Of 30. lectures
and will be givj'n in a period of two.'weeks, and will count-as two
hours' oredit toward the total. of 24 luvra rewired.-for the master's
degree. This plan will afford 'highway efighieers, chemiste 'con-
tractors, engineer-salesmen, highway transport engineers and man-

4 . 4 *.
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alters, motor-truck salesmen, and others interepted in highway engi-
neering and highway transport an opportunity to obtain advanced
knowledge during the season of the year 'when leaves of absence
may be easily obtfined. These courses are open to graduate stu-
dents and qualified special students. As indiqative of the scope and
conten set of the courses in highway- transport, the following descrip-
tionstare given:

.

Ifighwa y transport sun-cr.This course covers the subject of ttgffic classi-
ficalion and census, weights, shovels and dimensions of vehicles, highway factors.

affecting economithighw:iy transport,,Investlgatlims of higleay routes, trans.
port legislation and regulations, rural and urban transportatkon opportunities
and cbmpeting carriers, including railways and waterway transport facilities.

American and English highway traffic legishition and regulations.-1,ezOihi-
firm pertaining to weights, dimensions, and spt of motor trucks. tractors,
trailers, and motor buses; fra4chlses for big ::ty transport roifles; ran.
legislation ; national, State, county, township, an danicipal laws, licenses.
taxes, and traffic regulatio'ns.

Interrelationship of highway,railwilL and waterway transport.Develoy.
ment of highway, railway, hail waterniffitransportalon; economic eomparisou
of methoIds of transport of passengers and commodities; charn'eleristies and

. efficiency of eaCis type Uf transportation ; .intinencing factors of distances,
haulage, rates, kinds of freight, packing, Aulpment, and port, terminal, and
warehouse failities.

American and English highway transport Othods.-111story of American and
English highway tranix)rtation methods; comparison of horse and motor trans-
port;- municipal haulage. mun ypal delivery systems, store-door delivery,
.intercity haulage, -long-and short haulage outside of cities, rural motor-express,
return -loads bureaus, motor -truck parcel post, plant and factory haulage, Army
transport methods, horse transportation methods; efficient methods of packing,
handling, loading, and unloading raw tflui manufactured unfterials.

. Ilighway transport managenunt, costs, and rctord systems.7-Fundamentois of
efficient management of the different highway transport methods;. admintstra-
lion and organization of transportatton companies; cost and Iccord systems;

,,elements of cost of operntlow of motor vehicles, including direct, overhead, and
:lost time charges; relation tf highway to- operating cost.

H4mhway transport seminary.---Wary-'resvarch, and preparation and pre-
sentation of reports, papers,, and briefs. Assigned work on special problems
relating.especiatly to such subjects as highway transport economies; interrela-
tionship .othighwity transport, good roads, tad -rural development; consumers'

. organizations; community schools and motor buses; effect of roadway,. OD
- vehicles..

Mechanism, operation, and Maintenance of motor (rueful, tractore, and trail.
era. E pines, Including operating tykes, valves and valve timing, carburetioe,
Ignition systems, oiling sysfeus, cooling,v rating, and charactetigic curves;
clutches; transmission' and drive shafts; rear, axles and differennis; trout
axles and steering mechanism; brakessand springs;' engine and truck testing
and.perfordianee curves; truck operation 'and controt; truck mlintentince.

While ads the introduction of undergradrate and \graduate
,

courses in highway transport engineerint, the writer wishes to place
himself on record as opposed to educational institations offering such
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.

courses unless their financial resources are such that they can secure
specialists to give such courses and provide the necessary laboratory
mal lield equipment. Al it should be emphasized that duplication
of specialized courses in stitutions located in the same geographi-
cal section of the country should be avoided. If this recommen-
dation were universally adopted, educational resources could tx. con-
served with resulting; economy and materiaLincrease,in the efficiency
of specialized courses. It is belieted that the kigh cost of the neces-
sities of life, with the resulting demantl that salaries of educators be
materially increased, will force many institutions to seriously review
their educational programs and to determine the fietkin which they
can host servelPiltir communities and most efficiently fulfill their mis-
sion in the Nation's.educational system.

PREPARATION OF MEN FOR SERVICE DEPARrIENTS.

Discussion by H. It. Common, Secretary, Servree lou, National Automobile
Chamber of Commerce.

41.

With most articles of trade, once they are sold and pass into the
hands of the user, the makers and sellers cease to be concerned. This
is not true of automobiles. The manufacturer.of a car is the creator
of a. responsibility.. Throughout the useful of the machine the
owner is..dependent upon the manufacturer directly or through the
dealer for parts to replace those that weir out or are broken,.and
upon the dealer or independent repair shops for oveihauls and repair
idhrk. This, commonly known as service', therefore constitutes a

-third branch of the industry; in addition to the two common to
other lines, milufacture and salt* You have heard from others the
needs in the way of education for factory and dealer personnel. It
will be my purpose to set forth,something of the need for the educe-
tion of men to carry out the impoikant task of servicing the ever-
increasing number of motor vehicles.

On December 31, 1919, there were ,558.848 motor vehicles regi
levet' in the United States, of which a ut 90 per cent were passenger
cars and 10 per cent motor trucks. Ex tfigures are not Yet available
as to the-number of men now employed in-repair shops. Such. figures.
have been collected in the recent' census,. but have not yet been tabu-.
gated. These will show the number in each of the various classes of
occupation, such as service Inanagers, testers, stockroom men, service ,
salesmen, superintendents, foremen': mecranies, helpers, and laborers.
For our Purposes We may .sufficiently closely estimate the totarnum-
ber now employed. There aiFe reported to be.43,643 repair shops

"'
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the country. Assn-ming that the average number of men employed
in each shop ,is five, a conservative estimate, for while the largest
shops employ upward of a hundred men, the smallest have at least
three, this would mean that 218,000 men are now employed in service
work. Dividing this number into the total number of Cars iu ;se.
we hate about 35 cars to each man. Based on the rate of increase in
number of cars registered each year, the probable number in use two
year's from now will be 12.000.000, and to service these, at the rate
above arrived at, there will be needed 342,000 men, or 124,000 more
than at prexnt. Supposing that 10 per cent of the men now em-
ployed will be lost to the industry within two years by death, chailge
of occupation, or other cause, there willbe needed 22,000 new men
to replace this loss, or a total of new personnel of 140,000 to I fitted
for the various positions in the next two years. How well fitted they
will be will depend on what measures are taken to educate them.

At present we are far from havin7 aIfficient efficient help. There
is not only a lack of enough men, but many of the men now employed
are perforce used because of want of better men. Probably our aver-
age is not above 50 per cent efficient. While 100 per cent is not
attainable, by proper education we should be able to raise the stand-.
ard of efficiency4to at least 75 or 80 per cent. A college or engineer-
ing school education may not be essential to any considerable part
of these men, but would be advantageous to the small percentage
who fill the more responsible executive positions. General educa-
tion comparin \to graduatidh from high scho61 would be necessary
for a larger share of -these men, as well as special training along

T,lines of business or accountancy. The great bulk, however, are
hose needing vocational training fitting them as mechanics aruPfor

which the industry must look to the automobile schools, Y. M, C. A..
courses, manual training high schools, and other institutions giving

. .courses in. mechanical trades. The-further this preliminary educa-
tion goes, the less it will be necessary to teach the men after they
take up their work in the shops before they become of real use.

Less and less as time goes on will the. higher executive positions
be filled, by men promoted from the ranks. Graduate engineers will.
find this field sufficiently attractive to enter it, and Service as we
know it to-day will take on a new standard. 'Indeed, it must for
the continued prosperity of the industry. It is common knmyledge
that present-day/4rvice is far from what it should be. There is
yast room for improvement, and this improvement is bound to come.
The public demands it and the industry appreciates its necessity.
The-latter fact is attested by the interest .that is being shown in
service as evidenced by the recent creation of the service -depart-
ment in the National Automobile Chamber of Commerce. The en-
gineering problems relating to design and manufacture that have
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so far engaged the makers are relatively near solution as compared
with those involved in maintenance of the equipment on the road,
and the latter problems will be those that in the next stage of our
development will occupy the attention of the industry.

We must contrive ways and means for performing work in the
service stations and repair _shops that approach more nearly. to the
methods obtaining in the factories. If cars were built as ineffi-
ciently as they are overhauled, they would cost about fur times
as much as they do. Conversely, if they could be overhauled as.
efficiently as they are built, the work could be done for a quartet its
pres'ent costs While this _ideal may not be attainable, certainly
much can be done by concentrating the work in fewer.larger shops,
so that the volume of work handled _would justify the installation
of labor-saving machinery and the employment of processes that
small shops can not afford. At the same time the employees, by
specializing on the different operations performed, would become
so expert that the labor costs would be greatly iduced. If the
smaller shops would confine themselves to minor repairs and ad-
justments, sending units 'requiring rebuilding or overhauling to
these specializing plants, the work could be done better, quicker, at
half the cost to the owner, and with equal profit to the individual
shops, than is possible while the little shops attempt to do it all
with inadequate equipment and less experienced help. Herein lies a
practically untouched field of wonderful opportunity in which engi-
neering talent might accomplish a great work along lines of more
efficient organization, shop layout and equipment, motion and time
study, special tools, training of operatives, etc.

Another evidence of the new attitude of increased interest in
service is the number of service associations springing up all over
the country, all of which have as one of the main purposes of their
organization the promotion of means. for educating the personnel
to man the service stations and repair. shops. The best brains are
being attracted to this problem and results are bound to come. It
will need men of engineering training to work out the methods and
systems and a whole_ army of skilled mechanics to carry out the
work.

I will not attempt to go into details as to what the mechanics'
training should be. Opinions differ, but there are plenty who have
studied the requirements who are ready to lay out curricula for the
schools. The crying need is fOr more schools and instructOrs and
better coursein existing schools. As a rule, the courses as so far
provided do not go far enough. Obviously, skilled mechanics can
not be turned out in six to eight weeks. An obstacle in the way.of
extending the Rperiod of instruction is the unwillingness of the
students to spend enough time in school. Much must be done

t
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through publicity to inform the youth entering this calling. that
they must he prepared to devote longer time to their ppeliminary
education. The future employers of these men stand ready to help
them overcome the hardship of a prolonged nonearning period by

cooperating with the schools so Quit the students may divide their
time between the shops and the schools, Jetting them get the theory
in the schools and apply it in the shops to get the practice; so that
they be earning something while continuing their education.

In a nutshell the situation is this. The industry has grown at h
rate that has outdistanced its ability to develop for itself enough com-
petent men of all grades to fill the places open tpthem. A negligible
portion of the men now carrying it on contemplated entering it when
they were in school. In other words, nearly all were educated for
their present work within the industry. It is becoming increasintrlv
difficult to continue to do this. .rust here I should like lo mer :tion
that to which I ascribe the shortage of college-trained engineers
throughout the automotive industry. It is this, that fathers with sons
to educate and sons considering what lines of study they will pursue
so far have had little appreciation of the possible future for them in
this industry. Twenty years ago,the field of greati?romise was elec-
trical engineering, and boys of mechanical bent were advised on every
hand to make this their life work. Before that civil, mechanical, and
mining engineering attracted the ambitious youth,lmless their pro-
clivities inclined them to the still older professions of medicine, the
ministry, or law. Since then chemistry has had its turn as the popu-
lar hire. Now :t is high time that our second largest manufacturing
industry ie 14210 up as a deserving goal for the rising generation.

So we turn to the edumtor& for their assistance. We submit that
we have an industry meriting their keenest consideration. We look
to them to direct the attention of those coming to them for instruc-
tion to the worthiness of this field kr their future activity and to
offer them those subjects that will best fit them to enter upon careers
in the automotive industry.

So much stress has been laid on the need of men of advanced train-
ing that I would impress as my last thought that no army is composed
entirely of officers.- Privates in-the ranks are needed, 20 or more to
every officer, so, from the service point of view, we. are askinf what
can the education do to give us more real mechanics so that We may
decrease the cost of car maintenance and give the public the service
to which it is entitled
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EDUCATION OF SALES ENGINEERS, FLEET MANAGERS,
MECHANICS, ETC.

95

Disoission by F. W. DAVIS, Consulting Engineer, The Pierce-Arrow Motor
Car Co.

Thcse remarks will refer mainly to the requirements and training
of men in tran,port engineering as bearing oil the operation of
fleets and trucks, of men qualified to tale care of maintenance, of
liop foremen, of trained me hanies, of men who are sales engineers,

:Ind of 'men :who can go out and present the transportation problem
intelligent manner. .

'flee contpany Nvithwhich I am connected has found a great need
for men ih the transportation and service end, and we have con-
ducted, in the past two or three years, courses at the factory where
we have taken a certain number of men, in some casemen having
had technical training and in some cases men who are mechanics
and who have been in the factory and whom we have found suited
to advancement in a particular field. 'We have given such men a
short, condensed course of three months, covering both lectures and
mechanical work in the factory. We thus fit them to go out as safes
engineers, transportation engineers, and men who can tiike execu-
tive positions in the operation of transportation departments. That
covers the transportation end; then the other end is the -service
fun' tion, which has to do with the shop foreman, fleet managers.
inspectors, ant highly trained mechanics. The number of men we
take into that are about equal to the others. That nurse extends
over about six months. These men have had very considerable
practical experience up to that period. They are in every sense
mechanics, not necessarily skilled in -all' branches. Wc put these
men, through this six months' course and at the end of that time
they are able to go out and take actual charge of our so-called agents'
shops. They are able to take over he handling of large fleets; 'they
are Able to fill the position of inspector, which is also highly impor-
tant, and bears a very definite relation to the so-called locomotive
inspector. The otherS are the trained mechanics, who are able to
handle,the work which comes to the repair shops. We can put 50
men per year in the transportation branch 'per 5,0(10 vehicles and
an equal number of. 50 men in the service end per 5,000 vehicles.

The Society of Automotive Engineers has recently formed a com-
mittee, of which I am a-member, for actually looking into what we
call. the science of truck operation. It is an attempt to formulate
certain underlying economic principles bearing on highway motor
transportation in comparison with railway, waterway, and horse trans-

ti'
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portation, and in that way to develop certain material, collect
statistics, and to make available for our use, not only in the small
endeavor that yve have undertaken in our plants, but also more or less
to give out to those technical colleges which are going into this sub-
ject of highway transport engineering. So much for the actual
acquiring of that information. The information at the present time
is more or less scattered. It is in the hands of a few, but the Society
of Automotive Engineers and the manufacturers will be very will.
ing not only to lend their time and their best efforts to collecting and
tabulating this information, bit, when it is available and wherf-the
courses are mapped out in the colleges, men from the companies and
from the society will be vePy glad to volunteer, certainly at the start.
and possibly for more or less continuation, in order to go before the
various technical colleges and preseut.this material. That is. they
will be willing to volunteer, to a more or leis degree, to conduct some
of the courses in transport engineering, not because instructors are

not able to handle it, but Jecause the information is so vague and
scattered that it is not available for the average college instructor to
secure himself. The Society of Automotive Engineers is going to
take the material which is collected and print it in some form and
thus make it available for anyone who may want to use it.

QUALIFICATIONS OF HIGHWAY TRANSPORT ENGINEERS.

Discussion by ERNLST FARE, Chief, Firestone Shp).-by Truck Bureau.

V
In submitting the following suggestions we desire to explain the

source of our information and the methods by which it was obtained.
It is based on the experience of more than 100 men, operating Fire-
stone Ship by Truck Bureaus in 65 different diStricts throughout the
country and devoting their entire time to the collection and dis.
semination of information on motorized transport. The statistics
come from the research division of the Firestone Ship by Truck
Bureau, which is engaged exclusively in congaing and correlating
information on highway and transport conditions for the use of the
general public.

This bureau has been in active Operation for more than a year.
It keeps up-to-date information on approximately 2,000 highway
routes between cities and into rural districts., These routes cover,
about 20,000 villages and towns. Listed with.these bureaus are more
than 6,000 truck operators, either running on schedule between thee
towns or subject to call for special trips upon these routes.
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One of the main objects of the buretiu from its inception has been
to train the managers of its various branch bureaus to become high-
way transport engineers. So we offer the following thoughts as the
result of our practical experience along this line:

Quailication8.To meet the needs of highway transport to-day
a man must be trained not only in the fundamentals of practical
roadbuilding, but also be mentally equipped to investigate and reach
proper conclusions on motor transport, traffic, and highway problems
of the particular community in which he may be located.

The economics of the motor car, its possibilities and limitations;
the trend and direction of urban and suburban traffic, how to
anticipate it and

and

to rehieve congestion; the. weight and
volume of traffic and the type of highway that will be best suited to
it ; local geological conditions and the climate as they affect the Con-
struction and maintenance of roads must be a part of his training.
Mechanical upkeep, operating ecomics, and types of motor vehicles
and their adaptability are also among the subjects in which he must
have special instruction.

The field.The field for a man specially trained in highway trans-
. port engineering would include Federal, Stiite, and county offices,

and positions with large cities; industrial organizations operating
big truck fleets; large motor service operators; truck manufacturers
and distributing organizations; and ship by truck bureaus and or-
ganizations of a similar nature.

The future.The growth of highway motor transport is limited
only by the construction of good roads and the production of motor
cars. That limit is not yet in sight. The trained highway transport
engineer could create his own opportunities. His special training
would command attention and direct public opinion to highway'
transport. Heretofore elms lacked proper and effective presenta-
tion to the public.

l'ublie attentian.In order to bring a fuller understanding of the
need for specially trained highway. transport engineers it seems to
be _necessary to concentrate public opinion on the need of good
roads, and educate the people on the transportation possibilities of
the motor truck. The call for specially trained men will naturally
follow.

The Firestone Ship by Truck Bureau has by demonstrations, na-
tional advertising, and various means of publicity, and especially by
local application, been carrying on this work of education for more
than a year.

Its bureau managers are supplied with information and statistics
on the advantage of good roads and motor-truck service. News,
instructive and interesting, has been supplied td.the newspapers and
magazines, showing just how highway transport has added to the

19843.-21-7
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health, happiness and wealth of communities. Kooks and pamphlets,
showing the advantages of ship by truck, giving advice to prospec-
tive motor car purchasers and outlining niethods and costs of opera-
tion, are distributed. The policy behind this has been. nOt to merel
make sales for the manufacturer or improve any and all roads
indikriminatelt, but to put the whole highway transport business on
a scientific and economic basis. individuals ar communities are not
advised to invest in motor, transport or good highways unless they
will receive -a Continuous economic advantage by so doing.

General.For example,. the Firestone Ship by Truck Bureau his
had applications from farmers' organizations, such as fruit growers'
exchanges and cooperative associations, asking for solutions of their
transportation problems. Should they purchase one truck, or half
a dozen? What shwild the equipment be and where should the roads
be improved? We sent a highway transportation elpert into their
districts. His work for a Michigan fruit growers' exchange is typi-
cal. He investigated and found that one 2-ton pneumatic-equipped
truck and four trailers would serve the fruit growers in rush as Novell
as in slow .season and do it economically and with the smallest initial

investment. He arrived at his conclusions by examining the roads,
the location of the f3rniers to be served with respect to the corn-
munity packing plant, the amount of fruits handled each day, and the
maximum amount that *their profits would permit them to invest.
His recommendations were adopted with gratitude by the farmers
find when put into operation will save them from 1 to 3 cents a crate
in transportation charges. And the numb crates handled runs
into thousands a month. That particular pisode, it seems to us,
might well be part of a college-trained highs ty transport engineer's
job. There are thousands of groups of farm s and small shippers
in this country awaiting accurate and truthful information on how
to solve their transportation problems. The highway transport engi-
neer with proper training can do it, not only to his own and the
formes' benefit, but to the'great benefit of the whole community:-

The automotive industry could use specialists in highway trans-
port to great advantage. With their special training, they could
accurately, define tbe needs of customers, thus 'giving greater service.
This is also true of. large fleet operator's. Selection of the 'best routes,
the type of equipment to meet particular needs and economizing in
operation would fall within a highway transport engineer's duties
'with an organization operating many trucks.

As to specific recommendations on what changes ought to be made
in present college courses, or whether an entirely new cairse ought
to be offered, it seems .tc us that such'a decision shpuld left in the
hands of the educators. Here we are attempting to tell what kind of
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training the industry can use. How schools and colleges can equip
men to meet these needs can be worked out 'best by the educators
themselves.

MOTOR TRUCK FLEET MANAGERS.

Discussion by CLYDE' JENNINGB, Managing Editor, Automotive Industries.

In discussing the demand for motor-truck fleet managers, several
men who have given this subject mature consideration have called my
attention to the fact that the average cost of a truck is about $3,000,
and that a person with five trucks has an investment of $15,000, anti
more than likely an additional investment of $15,000 in garage and
equipment, making a total of $30,000 for the average fleet of five
trucks. This investment naturally leads the owner to put a special
man 'in charge. From the same authorities I learn that there are
about 20,000 such fleets in this ruuntry. It is estimated that there
will be an increase in these fleets of at least 5,000 within a year.
It is presumed that the increm will be heavier in subsequent years.

With a fleet of ten 5-ton trucks, ctsting on an average $6,000 each,
and an additional investment, including turnover of tires and so forth,
of an equal amount, the total investment would be-$120,000 a year,
without counting the cost of a garage. It has been suggested that a
Fleet of 'the size I have mentioned wduld need a transportation man-
ager as a general director; a delivery superintendent to see that all
trucks were properly loaded; a maintenance superintendent in charge
of the garage and all repnirrwork; an operation superintendent in
charge of the drivers and the routing; and a cost accountant to collect
and compile analyses of truck costs. All of these men would need
special motor-transport training.. A managerial personnel of this
character would suffice to govern almost any sized fleet, but as the
fleet grew the various superintendents would begin to require -as-
sistants. It is as yet an unanswered question as to the number of
specially trained men Who would be needed as the fleets grew larger.

.. '

EDUCATION FOR HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATION WORK.

Discussion by UK LAMAR ItoninsosT, TransportatIOu Section, Council of National
Defense.,

"
'Me of the Outstatnifing featurss'of .this moment, as I seeit, will

be its psychological results. Gtoups, large or small, rariging from
the youthful helper on the moth!. etpress truck or-in the rep* shop

4
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of the service station to the college student and the young eriglfieer,
discussing the benefits of a two or four or nine weeks' course, as
the case may be, will almost certainly grow enthusiastic over the
opportunities offered, and will, desire to take advantage of such
opportunities. Like the endless chain, each worker whether he be
on the truck, in the shop, or with a leveling instrument on the high-
way, who has taken some one of the courses, will want to tell his

. fello'ws what he is doing in an educational way, and will manifest a
natural pride in hii accomplishments. In this way the demand for
opportunities to participate in some of the courses wider considera-
tion at our conference will spread almost without limit.

The courses suggested in our conference will not only be of eco-
nomic value to the Nation, but prove of great utility in time of war.

A great thirst for knowledge has been manifested since the war,
such as was never known before in this country. Records of all
ce<es will bear out this statement. We must not forget that the
highway engineers of to-morrow are the boys in the public and
preparatory schools and the colleges of to-day. In view of this fact,
the extension of the manual trainink idea to take in a primary
course in civil engineering should not be postponed in the schools.
This course should include, for example, something on 'construction
and maintenceof highways, and mechani &l engineering, including
the buildinAllaintenancer and operation of the machine traveling
over the highways.

Instruction in safety measures on highways should be given to
children in the various schools. Working with men of experience,
1 was able, in connection with my duties in the Council of National
Defense, to aid in drafting regulations and directions regarding thl
subject, and also, to sound the sentiment of the ,country regarding

,te same. It should be comparatively easy, in view of the sympathy
of the public and of school directors and teachers in this movement,
to map out a program unirer which instruction of this character -could
be made a definite part of the work in the public schools.

The Council of National Defense has made a survey of highway
and highway transport conditions throughout the entire world, with
the result that information of almost inestimable value has been
compiled. A digest of the returns received from probably 74 United
States consular districts throughout the. world should also be of

. value..

-1*

9
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. ECONOMICS OF HIGHWAY TRANSPORT.

By.R. C. HARGREAVES, District Manager of the Goodrich Tire & Rubber Ca,
Detroit, Mich., and Vice President National Highway Traffic Association'

The invention and distribution of automotive vehicles suitable for
transport have been followed by a great era of road building. The
further development of highway transport and of highwayifonstrtic-
tion will doubtless be controlled by the same economic f6rces which
have been in operation during the least. By combining the vehicle
and the properly established routetwe are enabled to develop not
only one trade route but thousands of routes of trade influence and
commerce within our shores. In the words of Senator Harding,
transportation " is the one agency of putting every community in
the Itepublic on the way of commercial progress."

The history of transportation shows that as new trade lines were
brought into existence new trade centers were established. 't he
prime motive back of these activities was commerce, the basis of all
human progress. To-day "the constructive machinery of civiliza-
tMn and progress" is the automobile which meets a fundamental
need of our modern life. , -

On account of the present-luck of adequate highway transporl fa-
cilities, a large number of our rural population are deprived of edu-
cational opportunities. Likewise, crowded cities are hurt by hun yer
on account of food shortage when proper highway transport thig
bring the food products from near-by acres without serious dela .

Highivay transport may also serve those who live in congested city
qua'rters by offering more ideal living conditions in near-by villages.
The.tool for improving rural life in all its phases, and consequently
the means of keeping the country sections from gradual depopula-
tion, is an adequate system of highway transport.' .

Herbert Hoover has said : "The .rural motor express development
which aims to provide efficient transportation between rural areas
and consu*ing centers and rail and water terminals is, I believe, in'
the line of progress, and 'will bear large returns- to producer, con-
sumer, and carrier," etc.

tie following item quoted from an English journal is significant:
The market towns of Newbury and Andover, which are 17 miles apart, have'

been linked up by clotorbus, the opening of the new sere being inaugurated
ale day Nit week. ,he two towns are poorly served in the matter of inter-
communication and, as they are on different railway systems, the circuitous
train journey occupies three hours. The motorbuses comfit% the journey in
50 minutes at a charge of 2s. Od. as against the railway fare of 3s. The
service is to be ran every two hours, starting and ending at 8 o'clock, morainic
and evening.

From an address. made before the annual meeting of the Michigan State Good Roads
Apo tattoo. 1920.

.
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bow, consider for a moment the .case of two towns..and call them
Tyre and Sidon. For the towns I have in mind are as inconspicuous
to-day as those of the same name in the old world were before trans-
portation made them famous as trade centers. With highway trans-
port available, a trade route would be established between the two,
and these towns would in time become .estIblished as trade centers.
Assume that it were possible to establish any one of three routes
betWeeu these two towns, what direction would it take and how
about its profile? Without a scientific ttady of the 'possible trade
development along the route, the efforts of the ablest engineer would
fie unsatisfactory. I Iow much expense is justified in shortehinfNhe
distance of the route 2 milesreducing the grades one-halfelimi-
nating curvesand in providing ate most efficient type of road sur-
face? What of the width now, and in 10 years; of snow removal to
permit brisk trade 365 days in the year or a snow embargo pre-
venting a proper range of industrial activity to enter the trade
centers, which, activity would be dependent on 365-day roads?

These are a few of the problemsthere are yet many more. And
all of these problems I think of and study over as being included in
this subject, "Economics of highway transport." And are these
not even greater problems than the ones of construction we are
usually battling with ? True, we may know little about the -bearing
power of soils or the action of clay with or without water in suspense.
But I believe we will know -a great deal of such matters before we
really make a start with the larger economic problems, because one
is of the type that can be taken into'the physical and chemical labora-
tory and expressed in the form of mathematical equations, and tW
other fakes one into the laboratory of human life and experience and
involves the personal equatkn.

In the future a tremendoIN growth and strengthening el the towns
and villages of our land will doubtless take place. Even from the
standpoint of foreign trade alone, it is the people of the towns arkd
small cities in the country who jhould be vitally interested. Pu
only consider that in 1919 $3,50100,000 of foreign tradeabout 45
per cent of itwas Made up of fruits, cereals, vegetables, meats, eggs,
and butter. This means a great teal to the towns and villages. And
from the standpoiht of manufactured articles; consider that it has
been stated that over 50 per cent of the Manufactured goods that go
to buyers outside of the United States are prodlted in towns having
a population of 50,000 or less. Imaginettheit, countless villages and
towns linked up by trade routes, growing steadily } 1 .9 trade centers,
looking tip in turn to the more natural nters of larger trade in-
fluences. At such points highwy transport will be .joirtd to our
great steam thud electric-raik system.
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ITruid in hand they must go, articulating perfectly. Rail trans-
portation as the great roughing-out tool, used for first entering the
heart of a country, and large section and -highway transport as the
light finishing tool for shaping the rapid improvement and develop-.
milt of the Parge tributary areas. What 'promise there is a1i6ad in
this, country of ours. Arteries of commerce. Webster says,of an
artcrr:. that it is a vessel carrying blood from the heait and a con-
tinual channel of c6mmunication. This, then, is the-challenge.laid
at ou'r door. To pick up thetoolhighway transportand apply
it properly; to build arteries of commerce with channels uninter-

° rafted de.sPite rains and snow, so that commerce, the very life blood
of our Nation, may flow with more certainty hack and forth from
ports to big cities, and on through to the towns and villages of our.
land, the very heart of our country..

RESOLUTIONS OF THE CONFERENCE roNIMIVITII

ON

HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATION EDUCATION,

ADOPTED MAY 15, 1920.

Where:1s the phenomenal development of highway trfinsportation In the
Un,tjd States has created a demand fur men having knowledge"of amAtrinining
in a new technical field, which may he designated highway transport eukineer-
lag, and which deals with the science, art, economics, and business of trans-
poration of passengers and commodities over highways; and

NViaweas the manufacturers and users oLmotor trucks, in this conference
Liss.nibled, have stated, first, that four thnucind men should be trained in high-
way transport each year in universities tlr positions of motor-truck fleet man-
agers, snles engineers, advertisers, business administrators, and highway tralis-
pia engineers; second, that short-period advanced courses efficiently prOVIde
opportunities for Men occupying the position'; enumerated to obtain a knowledge
and training in highway transport; third, that students'in universities may, be
trained for the above-mentioned positions through the medium of four-year
courses In highway transport engineering or group. options in collegiate or
*technical courses; fourthithat one thousand automotive engineers, require"
each year for research -Cid design positionS, may be. trained through the
medium of four-year mechanical engineering courses, which include automotive
engineering options; fifth, the training of two hundred and fifty thousand men,
required each year for the positions of shokforemen, skilled mechanics, inspec-
tors, and motor truck operators, may be 'eftrciently given by vocational automo-
bile and factory schools; and-

Whereas the need is daily emphasized in every highway de,partment through-
out the land of highway transport engineers, whose sole activity shall be the
practical appttelitton co highway statistics and servite tests 5o far as the same
are valuable not only in the regulation. of traffic, but to the scientific design
and operation of htoWass and motor vehicles: Therefore be It

Resolved, That this conference strongly recommends Abet universities and
colleges offer courses in highway transport as their facilities will permit, andI.
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that at least 10 universities, located in different geographical sections of the
United States, offer short period advanced courses covering the serious phases
of highway transport, and four-year courses in highway transport engineering
or highway transport options in four-year collegiate or tecindcal courses.

Whereas the fundamentals underlying the ideals and accomplishments of to-
taor.row must be implanted in the hearts and minds of sehool boys qnd girls of
to -day: and

Wheretis lhe avenues of transportatio0 have carried claization around the
world and administered to the wants and comforts of all : Therefore be it .

Resolved, That the underlying principles of highways and highway trans-.
port, as well as Vie rules of the road, be taught in the grammar scfools and
high schools of the Nation; and

Whereas it Is desirable that those boys and girls whoare naturally best
fitted to carry on this most Important, work be selected scientifically and care-
fully with a vie of the widest possible advantage to the Niition:Therefore be if

Further resolved, That vocational guidance be given in every grammar and
high school in the land with a view of particularly selecting for all professions
and activities, and particularly with reference to highway transport, those boys
and girls' who show unusual proficiency and appreciation of the vast problems
of highway engineering and highway transportation.

A. Hs BLit SCHMID. Sec/Wary,
Professor of Highway Engineering and Highway Transport, U.)f Michigan.

EMORY It. JOHNSON, A.90(iSte,
Dean, Wharton School,of Finance and Comnterce, University of Pennsylvania.

. JOHN WEBER, Associate,
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, University of Pittsburgh.
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REPORT ur"i BE EDUCATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE QONFERENCE
SECTION ON BUSINESS EDUCATION AND HIGHWAY ND TECH-
NICAL ENGINEERING.

The conference committee had under consideration the problem of
research in highway engineering snd in technical engineering. It
also considered the quiestion of business education'as a preparation
for persons who might be employed in the automotive industries.

1. Research.The committee first considered the question of re-
search in highway engineering. It developed at once that research
in the problems of highway engineering is an extremely important
matter. Large sums of money:haveitlroldy been appropriated by
the National and State Governtnents for the purpose of building

106
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highways. As yet, however, many of the problems concerning the
proper construction of highways remain unsolved, and before we

my expect to build highways that will stand up under the new
traffic conditions,it will be necessary through research to de,termine
how these highways should be built. At present only a very small
portion of the sums appropriated for the building of highways may
be used for research. Research is necessary not only to determine
the character of the construction of roads according to the type of
traffic that passes over them, but also to discover the kind of high
ways which should be built to withstand the climatic conditions in
the several parts Of the country/ For instance, highways in the
Southern States probably need to be of extremely different char-
acter from those which are built in the Northern States.

In the field of technical engineering, connected particularly with
the automotive industries, it developed that the .stimulation, of re-
search was not so necessary. For a. long time research has been going
on in the field of design and fuel in the autquotive industry, and this
work is still being carried on sufficiently.

The new field of research in highway transportation economics
needs serious attention in the future. It is, for instance, a great
problem to determine what is the cost of transportation by motor
trucks and to what extent motor trucks should be used to replace
othet. forms of transportation. It was agr4ed, however, that this
research could lie attempted only in the automotive industries tilers-
selves. On the other hand, it is highly desirable that colleges and
universities train men in the methods of research who could later
be tinployed in this field by the automotive industries.

One t e important problems which presented itself was that of
coor mating the- research in highway engineering problems at the
various colleges and universities. Some colleges and universities are
much better able to undertake the solution of those problems which
concern that sec io of the country in which it is located. It was
suggested, there e, that there should be as much coordination as
possible in the research in,highway engineering problems which it, is
hoped will be conducted at the various institutions of higher learn-
ing. Mention was made of the admirable work of the National
Research Council in attempting to 'stimulate and coordinate research
work in all fields. It was the unanimous opinion of the committee
that there should be some central body to stimulate and supervise
research in highway -engineering and transportation problems
throughout the various colleges and universities which were in a
position to undertake this research.

2. Business education.The discussion of business education re-
vealed the wide opportunities which there are in this field to add to

efficrency of the automotive industries. It developed that it was
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highly desirable fora large portion of the persons connected with the
automotive industries to have an adequate preparation in business
courses which would enable them to undertake managerial Positions.
where they would be able to coordinate the work bf the various
branches of the industry.

In the discussion of this topic it appeared that much worlc of a
valuable nature could be undertaken even in the elementary and
secondary schools, where students could be taught elementary 'business
forms and practices, which in time would assist diem to accept posi-
tions of responsibility in industries.

In the colleges and universities it was pointed out that three fields
of oppunity are open for a greater number-of business courses
It his now become generally recognized that 'graduates of engi-
neering schools are much more valuable to an industry when they
are acquainted with those fields of business education which will
enable them to coordinate the work of the various departments of as
industry. Recently also there have been established a number of
schools of business and commerce, whose graduates may find ample
opportunity to accept important positions in the industries. It was
suggested that students in liberal arts courses should be given an
oplununity to pursue a number of courses in buiiness and commerce
and also in engineering, in order that they tnay be able to undertake
important positions ha the industries. Graduates of business courses
and of courses in arts and sciene'es may be used In considerable num-
bers in industries tlukt are generally regarded as technical in nature.

lirsoi.uvHoNs OF THE COMMITTEE ON RFSEAECII AND BUSINESS EDUCATION. -

view of the fart that a large voluine of materials formerly transported by
railroads Is now carried over the highways, resulting in a grqat increase in
weight and volume of freight carried by motor trucks, and it view of the
lurk of knowledge concerning many of the fundatnentals of highway con-
struction to take care of this traffic, and in view of the enormous sums now
bung expended and to be e5ipended in the future for road cocstructionk it Is
the sense of this con ferenekv.

1. That research in highway engineering and highway transportation prob-
lems is necessary to secure highways capable of carrying the traffic which will
pa,N over them In the future.

2. That a moderate number of colleges and Universities properly equipped
'Mi located in various sections of-the country should be urged to undertake

riN,arch in highway engineering and highway transportation for the purpose
of training undergrpduates in the methods of research and solving the problems
of highway engineering through competent graduate research.

3. Whitt this research should be directed by some central authority, which
should have power' to call to its assistance other agencies and organisations
callable of giving advice on this subject. .

4. That sufficient funds should be raised and placed in charge of this central
body to curry on this research.
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5. That this central body should have thepower to invite the cooperation
of,State highway departments, of colleges and universities and experiment
stutions, and to assign to these cooperative agencies funds for the prosecution
of this research, and .to supenise and direct the conduct of the work.

C. That In addition to these funds the National Government be urged to
appropriate generous funds for research in highway engineering and highway
transportation, and that each State set aside a definite portion of the funds
appropriated for highway construction for the prosecution of research in
highway engineering and transportation.

7. That the State highway departments should, wherever possible, seek
the cooperation of colleges and universities and experiment stations in solving
research problems In highway engineering peculiar to the State concerned.

RESOLUTIONS REGARDING BUSINESS EDUCATION.

1. That the largest possible opportunity be.given to students in the elementary
and secondary schools to learn simple business forms and practice, bookkeeping,
commercial law, elermatary banking, arid elementary practical economics in
order that this training, together with practical experience, may enable them

.

to advance Into positions of responsibility in the Industries.
2. That the conference indorse the idea of a liberal opportunity for engineer-

ing .students to take courses in business education which will train them for
managerial positions in the industries.

3. That the conference favors the establishment of schools of business and
commerce In which students, In addition to numerous courses in business and
commercial economics, may secure such technical and general training us will
fit them fir leadership in Industry.

4. That the colleges of arts and sciences encourage the placing of courses in
business economics on a par with humanities in order that graduates of these
colleges may take their places In Industries speedily and intelligently.

CHARLES S. Nowt:, Chairman,
President Case School of Applied Science.

A. T. GOLDBECK,
Bureau of Public ll4ads.

GEORGE F. ZOOK, SeC/Ttary, -

Bureau of Education.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS
EDUCATION AND- HIGHWAY ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL
RESEARCH.

Chairman: Dr. A. F. Woo De.

CifrIRMAN. I believe flint it is unnecessary to make any opening
statement as to our discussion this afternoon. I understand that we
should discuss the subjects of business education and highway
engineering and technical research in their relations to the general
problem outlined in the morning session. Certain gentlemen have
been requested to open 'the discussion o ese subjects, beginning
with the consideration of highway-engineerin research. Mr. Gold-
beck will open the discussion.
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Mr. Gomescx. Before' approaching the subject of research in,
highway-engineering courses, it Will be well to stop 'And. considet
the object of research work as undertaken in colleges. Primarily
every subject in engineering-courses should be studied, for the pur-
pose of mental training or to add to the general or special knowl-
edge of the student so that he will be better ,fitted for carrying on
his life's work,' and it is highly desirable that such research work
as may be undertaken will at least aid in serving this purpose.
Undergraduate research, first and foremost, should be of benefit to
the student. So far as benefit to the highway-engineering profes-
sion is concerned, it may be said that research work in engineering
colleges should be conducted with this in view, but that this purpose
shoeld be regarded merely as of secondary importance.

Highway engineering and. highway transport are still in their
infancy, and there are numerous problems which must be solved
before we shall have attained that degree of perfection in the art
of road building and highway transportation so greatly to be de-
Fired. These problems, in the main, can be solved only by thorough
and conscientious Study and research in the field and in the labora-
tory. Many of them are far too big to be undertaken in the short
time allotted to thesis workoin engineering courses, but nevertheless
most of the major problems are capable of subdivision into minor
preldems requiring a comparatively short time to solve, and such
problems when solved, assembldd, and digested will give the answer,
to the big. main problems being studied.

Would it not be well to have these major problems thoroughly
outlined by some suitable agency, such, for instance, as the engineer-
ing division of the National Research Council or by a committee
of the American Association of State Highway Officials? Let these
problems be subdivided into the minor sections requiring solution,
and let. the research work of the colleges be conducted toward the
end that the solution of the minor. sections of the big, main_ problems
may be obtained. The statement of the problem in detail would be
of great educational value to the student and would give him a
clear conception of the goal babe attained. His interest in the solu-
tion of his part of the program would be stimulated by having the
same problem assigned in several institutions, and its this way the
various students or groups in the various institutions at work could
compare their final results. They would be thus urged toward ac
curate observation and careful work. The very fact .that groups
in various colleges were working on the same problem would add
to the valtir the results obtained, since it could very readily. be
determined whether the results could be accepted as being of value.
or be rejected because of inconsistenzies. It would be my idea that
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some central body or committee in cooperation with the colleges
could see that the problems were distributed to the' various, institu-
tions so that then) would not be too much duplication of effort.
There should be ,some duplication, however, and the same problems
should be repeated over several successive years. The results thus
obtained might be of some value to the engineering profession.

The fact thaiPthe student is made to feel tbat he is cooperating
in .a big national research for the good of a common cause would be
a great stimulus to him in his work, and the fact that he would be
given an opportunity to compare final resins with others working'
on the same problem would promote accuracy. The experience
gained by the undergraduate in research would be splendid train-
ing for him and would aid in fitting him for more extensive and
more useful researches to be undertaken' in Inter life. It.is believed
that such a procedure in research in highway engineering courses
primarily would benc'it the student, and at the same time might
add to the general fund of knowledge leading to the advalicefilent
of the science of highway engineering.

The most extended researches might be undertaken in graduate
courses utider the general supe... ision of the same advisory body,
and it is to be expected that. the results obtained from grade re-
searches would be of much more value to, the profession an those
from undergraduate work.

CHAIRMAN. One of tile speakers this morning said that a come
mittee of the engineering diviSio.n of the National Research Council
was undertaking a project of that kind. f

Mr. GOLDBECK. Yes; I understand that is the case, and it ems to
ANme that is the logical thing to do. I feel that in the first la e we
must have a very definite outline of the problems. The problems
should be minutely-outlined, and there should be some central body
to see that they are properly distributed, considering, the kind of
equipment the colleges have. Those problems could then be worked
out in detail. You can readily realize that it is impossible to assign
any one great, big problem to students for research work, because
they have not time enough to devote to such work, but the main prob-
lems can be subdivided and the students can work on the minor sec-

.

tions of the main problems.
CHAIRMN. Would it be an advantage if engineering institutions

should have connected with them research departments, such as the
experiment stations of the agricultural colleges, similar to the agency
planned in some of the bills now before Congress to conduct funtia-,
mental research and then to have these minor research problems
more or less articulated with them?

Mr. GOLDBECK. That may ;be worked out in connection with ad-
vanced courses.
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CHATIMAN. Is it your idea to have students do research work in
the first, second, and third years'?

Mr. GOLDBECK. No; I should say not.- It should not begin before
the third or fourth year. I hardly believe the students are ready for
research work before the beginning of their senior year.

CHAIRMAZi. Ordinarily, for instance, in the agricultural colleges,
,

the research work started in the senior year is of a minor nature, just
enough to give them thg training in methods of research rather thap
in the solution of problems.

Mr. GOLDMCK. I feel thit all these problems must necessarily be
of ik minor nature.. I do not" feel -that research work as conducted in
the colleges in the time allowed for such work can be anything else
but of a.minor nature. It is important work, but I think the minor
problems, when assembled, will give the _answer to tne big, main
problems.

CHAIRMAN. Your remarks are directed me4e to the training of thb
students than lo-the solution of research problems in connection with

y construction. That, you think, ia the most important aspect
of-the case?

Mr. GoLnnEcK. I feel that is what the student is going to college
for, and not primarily to conduct research. Any research work that
is conducted should be given for the purpose of training the student.

CH 11R MAN. I wonder whether we are expected to consider also the
importance of tundamental research. While perhaps nbt connected
with the educational aspects directly, there is .a field there, connected
with the field of highway engineering, to which attention ought to be
called. I should judge that the engineering division of the National
Reenrch Council must feel that necessity, inasmuch as it has estab-
lished a committee on highway engineering research, which will, I
suppose, be devoted mainly to the fundamental aspects of the sub-
ject: You are in that group. Do you know what the feeling of the
committee is?

Mr. GOLDBECK. As I understand the outline of that group, the
engineering division, as far as highway engineering is concerned, is
divided into three main sections: (1) Road design; (2) economics;
(8) highway transport.

Dr. ZooK. Is it the idea of the Research Council that research
work can be done in connection witk-the usual work of he fourth-
year student, or is it that graduate work should be developed I

Mr. GoLDBEcn. I do not believe the committees of the National
Research Council are depending upon the little research work done
by students. They are going to depend primarily on research work
done in graduate schools, or by various State laboratories, or work

.1
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done by committees of the various technical societies,. They are not
going to depend very, much on the work of undergraduates.

CHAIRMAN. They have definitely approved the legislation to estab-
lish research experimental stations in connection with colleges and
universities?

Mr. GOLDBECK. The National Research.Cou.lcil has taken the atti-
tude that there are two aspects of research work: (1) The develop-
ment of research personnel, which must start back in the finding of
individuals adapted to research, and train them for research; (2) the
solution of fundamental problems by direct effort, and the develop-
ment of research agencies in view of finance, and manned by thor-
oughly experienced research men.

Mr. CHAPIN. There has been research work carried in highway
construction on the part of students at the Upiversity Michigan,
and divided into permanent and, temporary research, and they have
endeavored over a period of years to Ovelop as much student re-
search work as can be done, and that type of work is directly stimu-
lated by scholarships, and has proven to be very successful to the
State of Michigan,

Mr. HUBBARD. Is that work undertaken by undergraduates?
Mr. CHAPIN. Yes; by' undergraduate students.
CHAIRMAN. Do you know whether the State highway departments

or industries provide any scholarships?
Mr. CRAP N. I am providing one myself.
CHAIRMAN. You are doing it as an educational proposition rather

than to get some fundamental results?
Mr. CITAPIN. I gave a scholarship, or, rather, I should say a fel-

lowship, in highway engineering ne the University of Michigati; they
were able to get together more or less in the way of equipment. The,
fellowship which I gave is based oil permanent types of highway re-
search work along that line. The Detroit Edison Co., while I have
not investigated it, have over the same period of time given a fel-
lowship based on the investigation of dirt roads, possibly because.
they have in Michigan investments scattered all over the State and
they want information to tie up their various plants with some sort
of highways. They/Rave continued to do that, and it is an annual
scholarship.

Mr. HUBBARD. I should like to raise the question as to whether re-
search work should find a place in undergraduate work? Person-
ally, I do not think it should, unless the usual psktedure of intro--
ducing highway engineering at the present time is change'd. It is
introduced usually in the senior year, and in order to get it, it is
necessary for the student to have more ,experience than he can get
in one yeir's training, as introduced in the senior yeir. I do not
think that it has s place in undergraduate work.
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president HOWE. I wholly believe that we need a vast amount of
research work done in connection with our roads. We have only to
look at the condition of roads which have been used for a short time
by heavy trucks to see that we do not know how to build them. We
have available over $800,000,000 to spend on roads, and we ought to
conduct the most far-reaching researches before. we put our money
into anything which we do not know will be valuable or lasting. I
think that any research carried on by students is absolutely worth-
less. I speak after watching research for 40 years in college. It
is a valuable thing, as a rule,-for the student to find how to conduct
researches, but it is worthless to any one else. They learn mainly
the nvthods of research, and they will become valuAe research
workers later on.' With the tremendous amount of money to be spent
and with the tremendous amount of traffic going over the roads, I
believe the highway problems of scigreat importance to the cotfntry
that w.e ought to have the very highest type of professional research
work done, and not depend upon students except for the smallest and
minor problems. Students can assist in these. Many of these re-
searches must last more than a year. An undergraduate is available
for only one year, and he can give only limited time in that one year,
and after the senior year he is not available at all. Many of the
problems should continue over many years before we can come to
any correct solution in regard to thim. ,If we were conducting re-,
scorches in regard to anything in connecilbn with commercial prob-
lems, we would not take an inexperienced boy and let him conduct the
research work. We would take the very best man we could find and
pay him whatever was necessary. Now, it seems to me that a large
amount of money ought to be available for professional research
work on the roads. Use graduates and undergraduates as much as
we can for small things, but consider it a small part of the problem.

Mr. GOLDBECK. I should like to second what Mr. Howe has said.
The actual value of the research work turned out by 't e studentk
can not be considered very highly. However, the train 'will be.
of value to him later. That is the most valuable thing.

President Ilowr. Surely that is the most valuable thing. Train
them so they will be valuable later on.

Dr. Zooic. This field is more or less foreign to me, of course, but
I think that most engineePs are agreed that they wilhnot endeavor
to specialize too much in any one direction. That meanstkit they
are not: even going to endeavor to do very much research' work in
the junior and senior years. If any research work is done along
this line, it will be done by graduate students. Can we get any
kind of a statement from the persons qualified to speak here as to
the necessity of graduate research in highway engineering problems,

10848 -21---8
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and anythirig like the extent to which it ought to be prosecuted in
our colleges and universities? That seems to me to be t problem.

CHAIRMAN. The discussion has centered upon two spects of the
case: One, the education of the undergraduate student. There seems
to be an opiniG . that minor research as an educational procedure in
the senior year is recommended 'as a part of the education of the
student with the understanding that the products of that research
are of no value in the matter of solving our big problems. Two,
tte importance of this subject is so great that fundamental research
manned in the most thorough manner and financed so as to solve
the big problems is necessary before we go very far in cur road-
building program. "These two points seem to be perfectly clear from
the discussion. .

President Howe. May I give an illustration? We started in Cleve-
land two years ago to pave our most important highway, Euclid
Avenue. We itsed the best highway. engineering and the best knowl-
edge we had; gave it to a very competent engineer. In less thin a
year's time, I think in less than six months' bime, in the very best
section, a little over a mile in length, there were at least 50 holes

1

in the paveMent, if not more. I think that is what I mean wheti.I
say that-we do not understand the methods to be used .in the funda-
mental problems. In order to put down a good pavement we must
consider the effect of water upon it, the effect of drainage upon it,
the question of soil, the foundation necessary for the different kinds
of traffic, the surface material which Should be used, and the method
o£ maintaining that surface. If the surface goes to pieces in a short
time we should'Itnow how to replace that surface. We should have
engineers who understand resurfacing.

Mr. HEWER. I wish to indorse what President Howe has said, as
seconded by Mr. Goldbeck. I feel that research can not stwessfully
be carried out by undergraduates, but in defense of the engineers in
connection with what President Howe has just said I think it ought
to be brought out at this conference that there is a fundamental lack
df coordination between the construction of the roads and the opera-
tion of the rolling stock on the roads. Now, in the case of the rail-
roads the same jurisdiction obtains over the construction as that
which obtains over the design of the rolling stock, and the engineer
knows, when he puts down a 40-pound rail, that he is not going to put
over it the heaviest trains and locomotives. Now, what seems to be
the fault of the highway engineer here is beyond his control in many.
cases: If the highway engineer ett4 not have the guaranty of the
traffic of the road that he is going to design, and can not be accorded
sufficient funds to put down a road Which will anticipate a 100 or 200
per cent increase in the duty of that road, we can not charge him with
the failure of that design which is imposed on him by llion of the
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limitation of control and lack of money. So it seems to me that right
there develops a very fundamental problem for research, so it may
be somewhat of an economic or legislative problem rather than a probe
lem of designs What seems to bete articulation between the invest-
meat and the cost anu weight 'and speed of the rolling stock? That
question leads us on indefinitely. For example, as to the relative
effect of road on the vehiclewe talk of the destruction of the road
by the vehicle, but have not said much about the de.4ruction of tile
vehicle by the road. We have 7,600,000 vehicles which are being
junked at an appalling rate. That is to say, the life of a vehicle may
be seven years. With that rate in railroads they would be bankrupt
in no time. How much money can we afford to add to what we have
been spending for roads to cut down the depreciation of rolling stock ?
These are-problems that it seems to me demand the very highest type
of training. I think it is (dear that undergraduates can not be in-
trusted with that. We must have great sums of money in the light of
highways and rolling stocks involved. So that I suggest that we
take up the question as to what authority is to propose these prob-
lems, as to what authority is given to a question when it is proposed,
as to what grade of man can he intrusted with the solution of that
problem, and how it shall be finaneed.

CHAIRMAN. Are we agreed as to the statement of the Iwo aspects v
of .research in relation to our committee? That it, educational and
fundamental research.

Mr. CHAPIN. 'Is not there a question there? I am interested in
graduate research. If it is carried on long enough. it adfnies, a'
value that i's quite worth while. That is, a graduate engineer spends.
only six months or a year in research work. This makes for devel-
opment rather than fbr training.' Yet if it is possible to carry on
research work in a subject as important as this over h period of .

time; say three years, the schools and colleges will supplemerit what
is done by the Bureau of Public Roads and the various State hi;,11-
way departments. It. would seem to he that there is a value in
graduate research work which is surely worth while.

CuAlamAN, I think that the discussion here refers to graduate
research work and not to the work in the graduate schools: That
is a different proposition, and I was.just about to raise the same
.question as to whether it would not he advisable to recommend
investigation of research work by competent investigators, such as
in the National Research Council;where committees in charge have
developed research work in chemistry and physics by scholarships
M especially qualified men, with a five -year program and $100.000;
It may run anywhere from one to fire years. Does,the committee
wish to recommend that attention be called to that opportunity?
Now, physics and chemistry both rehite, to this road work so closely
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that some of those scholarships may be secured for research work
in connection with our problem.

President HowE. Are resolutions desirak5le?
Dr. Zoox. It is esirable that the educati9nal force of this cola-

mittee should ass ble and attempt to make some recommendations
to the general body of what is indorsed here.

CHAIRMAN. Then I think any suggestions would be welcome to
the committee.

President HOWE. I have prepa'red four resolutions whiekI believe
state what tile members sdid: (1) That highway research is neces-
sary if we are to carry the traffic which must pass over the roads
in the future. 42) This research should be under some central
authority, such a the National Research Council. (3) That stiffi-
dent funds Should be provided and placed. in charge of this central
authority. (4) Thivithis central authority should use the State
highway departments, professional State engineers, graduate re-
search departments of our universities, and all other means which
couldbe used to further the ends desired. I should like to suggest-
that for discussion, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. CmtiN. Everyone would agree with you ig, that resolution.
Did you include the industries?, Several industries have research
laboratories. It would be Well to include them so as to coordinate
tall of them if possible. -,

Mr. GOLDBECK. Research work should be given to students for the
purpose of training. It seems to me we are getting a little bit away
from our functions here. We should deal primarily with matters
pertaining to education.

CHAIRMAN. I think our committee has two funetionrfirst, edaea-
tiona4 research; and second, rundamental research. As it was stated,
it is desirable to call attention to the necessity for fundamental re-
search. I do ngt think that President Howe intended to leave out

ft the educational phase, or the importance of training students along
lines of research that in future they may becoine efficient research
engineers.

President HowE. No; I should be very glad to put that in.
s-

U i-

in research so that in the future they will become efficient engine rs. .

versitie and colleges should train their students as far as poss. de

CHAIRMAN. The next topic is very simil to that The considera-
tion of 'technical research in automotive in stries.

Mr. DAVIS. The Society of American 1E gineers has recently
. formed a committee, of which I -am a Member ,for actually, ooking

into what we call the science of truck opera n. It is an attempt4
to formulate certain underlying economic pr iples bearing on the
construction of road transportation l'n comparison. with the-railways,;
waterways, and horse transportationw , and in that way to develop
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certain material, collect statistics, and to make available for our use,
not onry in the small endeavor that we have undertaken in our
plants, but- also more or less to give out to these technicai schools
and colleges who are going into this subject of highway engineering.

, Now, so much for the actual ,acqui eing of that information. The
information at the present time is mbre or less scattered: It is in the
hands of a few, but the kociety. of American Engineers and the
manufacturers will be very witthng not only to lend their time and
their best efforts to collecting and tabulating this information; but
when it is available and when the atlases are mapped out in the col:
leges. men frot the companies and from the society, I know, will be
very glad to volunteer, certainly at the start, and possibly for more
or less continuation, in order to go before these schools and before
these various technical colleges and present that material. That is,
they will be willing to volunteer to more or less degree to conduct
some of the courses in transport engineering, due to the fact not
that instructors are not able to handle it, but because the information
is so vague and scattered that it is not available for the college in
strletor to secure .himself. The Society of American Engineers is
going to take the material which is collected and boil it down, and
then print in some fdtin or another and make it available for any
one who may want ii.

Dr. JARVIS. It will serve as a nucleus.
Mr. DAVIS. The highway end is much better off than the transport

end. With the exception of the foundation to support highway
trucks, the other phases are very well understood,.but the.transport
end of it is particularly shy of this informatiOn. Now, if there are
any other suggestions here or any other scheme whereby the Society
of American .Engineers can get at that inforfnation so as to cover
the ground, we would like very much to get that at this time.

CHAIRMAN. Has anyone a suggestion to make?
Mr. JOHNSON. What does,the word " research " mean?
Mr. DAVIS. I really don't quite understnnd what the meaning is of

that statement. Do you mean technical research in the design of
the building of the vehicle or in the building of the road? I hardly
understand what is meant by technical research in the autoinotive
industries.

Mr. CHAPIN.. Might I sagest that the most profitable research
that(tan be carried on is what I outlined.thji morning; that is, how
traffic over the highways can be inade to 'go at the least possible cost
per mile, be it per ton-mile or per passetter (traffic) mile. It Is
the research in the economics of the situation.

Mr. DAVIS. That is one of the ,phases that the Society of Americatt
Engineers committee will consider. That is, as I see it, only one
phase of what the word "iesearch" covers in regard to the auto.
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motive industries. Research in an industry covers materials, fuel%
etc. Your question is very good and a very important side of it,
which we know very little about at the present time.

CHAIRMAN. I do not think that we should exclude questions in
regard to design and those which are of more importance funda-
mentally, because the colleges and the Research Council want to know
whether you have research problems there that you want institutions
to attack; and if so, what they ate..

Mr. DAVIS. We have lots of problems that we are attacking our-
. selves in a research way, but it is almost impossible to outline what
those requirements are in a broad sense.

CHAIRMAN. You think that the competent research men in those
fields would perhaps know the problems?

Mr. DAVIS. I think they are very well qualified to conduct that
research.

CHAIRMAN. Does anyone have any suggesticins along that line?
Dr. 'Loos:. I wonder -if it would not be a good idea to see in what,

field of research we need study at the present time.
Mr. DAVIS. Mr. Chapin has named the one phase 1vhich has had

the least consideration.
Mr. CHAPIN. 1 am looking at this problem from th% standpoint

of transportation. As to the problems of design of car, fuel, etc
they have received a great deal of consideration, and much money
and brain work are being devoted daily, but little so far has been
developed as to the cost of that transportation over the highways,

And in my own mind I am trying to compare ate problem with the
railway problem, which is the maintenance of the way and main-
tenance of the stock over that way. But we have discussed the
research problem in so far as it concerns highway building, but
there bas been very little time and energy put in the question as to
cost of transportation over the roads, and it is such a general subject,
and bears intimately in its economic. Phase on everybody in the
country. It pertains to the cost of living, and it is a subject for
general research on the part of the people outside the automotive
industry, although the automotive industry would be glad to' get
research of other questions as to fuel, etc. Here is a gproblem that
is entirely new.

CHAIRMAN. I presume you know that in ,Te matter of this funds-
Mental research, not in economic lines, but in fundamental research
lines, the National Research Council is always glad 'to learn of any
problems and give any assistance it can in those fields. If there, is no
further discussion. of this phase of the subject; we have for discussion
the question of business education, to be opened by Dr. Zook.

Dr. Zocar..I think this subject in its very nature is much more
general than either one of the two that we have so far considered.
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It is a problem which can be solved, vot only in colleges and uni-
versities, but to a certain extent in other schools. It is also a problem
which can be solved in various places in the colleges and universities.

A good deal more can be done than is being done at the present
time to teach pupils in the elementary schools something of the
elementary forms of business, not only for the benefit of industry
but also for the benefit of the individuals eopcerned. In, the sec-
ondary schools also there is a great deal of room for expansion, and
we find in large cities there is an attempt to perform that function
through the business courses in high schools. Undoubtedly in the
elementary grades and in the high schools, as well as in the colleges
and universities, there is an appreciation that these problems need
solution.

Notv, when we come to"the colleges and universities, in which we
are all more toncerned, there are to my mind ,three different places
where an attempt may be made to giye a business education. The
problem may properly be considered in connection with the engi-
neering schools; it may properly be considered in the courses in
commerce and finance that are now increasing in number in colleges
and universities; and it may be considered also.in connection with
the usual courses in arts and sciences. I would like to say just a
few words in connection with each of these three classifications.

1. The engineers present will regrember that it has not been very
long since an engineering student was trained as a technical student
primarily. In recent years a great many engineering schools have
been incorporating in their .courses a certain amount of economics.
The tendency a few years ago was to include one course in general
economics. That one course in general economics is even now more
usual than anything else. I can testify through several years of
personal experience that that one course taught to engineers has
been somewhat of a disappointment. It has been a disappointment
because the technical students do not feel that they get out of it
what they ought to have. It has been a disappointment also, be-
cause the character tf the instruction given was not of the grade that
it ought to 'bee I am very fond of saying that there ia.no person
who ought to be more highly trained than the person who deals with
the social sciences. He ought to be the ablest jnan in a college faculty,
almost without exception. Immature young men when teaching
courses in general economics in engineering schools have not always
been successful, and our technical students are unprepared to meet
the problems of citizenship that they are rewired to meet as soon as
they graduate.

We have had recently a movement in 'engineering schools to sup-
plement the course in general economics with courses in business
economics, and it is now becominrsordbwhat usual for engineering

41ts
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schools to devote from 6 to 12 hours of their work to" courses in
general economics and business economics. These are courses that
have to do with business management, corporation law, finance, busi-
ness law, transportation problems, and with a number of other
problems. I believe that the student who has taken courses of this
character is going to be an extremely useful man in the automobile
industry or any other large industry. I think there is nothing that
engineering faculties are more agreed upon than that students need
more or less of this training. If engineers can receive training of
that sort they will take the places for managers and directors in cor-
porations that are needing men of that character at the present time.

2. College and university, courses devoted chiefly to business and
finance. I do not know of -any field in which the number of students
is increasing at a faster rate than in business courses. Institutions
that are not even well located for this type of work have only to
advertise that they intend to give work of that character in order to
obtain a large registration. In that respect, therefore, I think one
may say that the supply of students that will be turned out by
colleges or universities will be increased very materially indeed. I
don't know whether this is much comfort to industrial people, but
it ought to be if the training is of the value it should be.

3. There remains, therefore, only the third character of students,
namely, the liberal arts students. At the time there are on
the average about 14,000 graduates per year from these courses. The
time was that a large proportion of these students went into teach-
ing. To the very great detriment of the teaching profession at the
present time they are not going into that field, and we were forced
to estimate at the Bureau of Education a short time ago that instead
of one-half to two-thirds going into teaching, perhaps not more
than one-third are now going into that field, and most of these are
young women. Jt appears to me that an increased proportion of
graduates from the arts and sciences courses are going into the busi-
ness world. A larger opportunity ought, therefore, to be given
students in arts and sciences to pursue a certain amount of work
which will fit them for taking positions in industrial corporations.
and I may say everywhere I find an increased tendency in that di-

. rection. If you had any experience in attempting to get teachers in
colleges and universities you will bear me out when I say that there
is no field in which it is more difficult to obtain competent teachers
than it is in connection with these courses in business and business
economics. That shows what the tendency is.

There are these three fields in colleges and universities for courses
in business economics, therefore,, and to my mind there is in each
one of them an increasing tendency to prepare students who are
fitted to take over positions.of managers of corporations, after train-

4'
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ing in the corporation itself for some time. The prospect in all these
fields is encouraging. I believe that most headsrortorporitions will
agree that it is unnecessary for all men in managerial position to be
f*chnically trained.

One other thought I should like to leave: There is naturally a
tendency on the part. of everybody to feel that those courses in busi-
ness economics which I have just mentioned should be as practical
as possible. I think that it is highly to the interest of the industries
to realize that not only do they need men who are trained in business
economics, but that alone with this work there should be a generous
triiining in the social sciences, which are not supposed to be so
practical. I -am thinking of courses in political science, where men
learn something of city government, State government, and of the
politics of our country, together with a certain amount of modern

Ihistory. say this because I do not understand how anybody can be
a leader in a corporation or in any other circle of society who is
nothing but a technical man. Not only for the benefit that comes to
the student as a citizen, therefore, but as a practical avenue to busi-
ness success it is highly desirable to mix with the business economics
courses a generous portion of these other courses.

I do not know whether I have outlined satisfactorily the three
fields for courses in business education in colleges and universities,

in hope that the de-
malls of industry will be met by the colleges and universities than
in almost any other field.

CHAIRMAN. Are there any comments on this?
President IkiwE. I am much interested in what. Dr. Zook has said,

because it is our experience, and presumably it is the experience of
other institutions, that a very large proportion of our graduates whb
have been out for 15 or 20 years, and who are now presidents, vice
presidents, or managers of large organizAtioqs, come to me and tell
me how they have felt when they first had to deal with business
problems. Some of them were scared to death when they had to sit`
across from a girl stenographer. I have tried to help these men a
little by having some courses of lectures giken to seniors. I tell them
that I hope after graduation they will take special courses at Alex-
ander Hamilton Institute,but I fmd that after seniors have had this
very brief course of lectures they come to me and say, "Can we get
into the business section instead of the technical side?" We encour-
age a few of them to ao it, because we think they ought to dO espe-
cially well in executive positions. Dr. Zook's statement meets very
well with my own experience.

Mr. HEWF$. I should also like to support what Dr. Zook has said
of the failure of engineering training to sufficiently equip. the man
along the lines he has indicated. For example, the question arises,
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how can wdaordinate the expenditure of the public funds with the
amount which can be used in the construction of roads. This depends

-upon the knowledge of 'how muoh roads can be made to earn. The
student should be given sufficient instruction and vision along the
lines of taxation and finance, interest and bond issues, so that when
he goes to make a report on a system of roads he may not Inerely re.
port on materials, on their location, and also on the period of time
that it will beneces.saff to construct this system, but he may be able
to justify his report by the necessary sustaining data. I do not think
technical graduates are equipped along these lines, and I want to ex-
press myself in support of what Dr. Zook has said. The course is
now crowded, and physicists and geologists arm both claiming more
time. But' we must bear in mind that we must make room for all who
should come in in four years.

Mr. HEMINWAY. I am quite in sympathy with the comments which
have been made by Dr. Zook. I feel that there should be's closer
contact established between our industrial leaders and our educators.
From my observation of men, if' hey come from colleges equipped
theoretically to assume managerial positions, they have very mark-
edly lacked the practical element. They have been unable' to apply
their theories for quite a considerable period of time, and, as has been
expressed, they have found themselves lost in the first element of dic-
tation. Coincident with the studies in the colleges and in the second-
ary sad& there should be an opportunity offered, possibly during
the summer months, for practical application of those studies and
those theories in business, and if a canvass were made of our large
industrial leaders I think that an interest might be aroused whereby
students might have courses in factories and offices. The industrial
management is a little disinclined generally to accept that thought
for the reason that it is expensive; it increases essentially the general
routine work. In general, however, I think.a great many of them are
sufficiently broadminded to accept it.

Mr. COBLEIGII. I was a little bit alarmed when I thought you told
Mr. Davis we were not concerned with the vocational element. I.
am so full of that subject that I can hardly talk on anything else.
I think that there is a great deal to be said of the maintenance end
of the automotive industry. We are going to need more and more
technically trained men to take executive positions in repair .work,
asmell as design and production. We have thus far followed the
program of promoting the better mechanics to the executive posi-
tions. But I believe that the time is coming when,the maintenance
work will be carried out on such a scientific plan that it will need

technically- trained men to do it. It will become worth the while
of full-sized engineer to plan out ways and methods, systems and

organizations, and all those other things which are so much involved
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in production, in repair methods. If these methods were followed
in the faclory we would make automobiles cost four times as much
as they do. By applying the same theory in the repair of cars we
could repair them for about one-fourth ofwhat we do now. Now,
that may be an unattainable ideal, but I believe that when business
sense and engineering genius are applied to the maintenance problem
we will be able to conduct this work in a very efficient way.

Mr. Loo.ts. I thiriphat if we had here a number of the executives
of the industry with which I am connected they would want to give
Dr. Zook a vote of thanks. As an evidence of how much it means to
take an engineer along the lines of business, I think everyone will
agree, when a young man or even an old man comes into an engineer -
iii.; organization, if he is in a position to uriderstand his work not
only front the engineering end but from the business end, there is a
coqperation that works to the advantage of the company which he
represents. But if he only works from an engineering point of view,
the man in the office with only the business view does not get along
with him. The result is, if we will put more in the course relative to
the business, when he does come into an organization he will see that
there are other problems from the commercia4 point of view. I have
in' mi a technical man in our office to-day whom I believe would
rather be in the commercial end, because he is always cooperating.

Always not only the engineer-
ing standpoint, but from the other end of the business. I recall
about five years ago, when I was with another organization, a man
who had not the sense of cooperation, but was strictly a techni.cal
man, was called into a conference. lie could "gum up" more busi-
ness for me than I could rake up" in a year's time, because he saw
it only from the engineering point of view. Or the other hand, the
other man is right there on the spot to cooperate, and will see our line
of thought. The engineer who has not had business training has
only one thought, and that is engineering.

Mr. Dials. I would like to bring out possibly another point in
connection with that. I have had charge of' a number of draftsmen
in the engineering work, and many times young engineefs right out
of college will come to me and ask if I would advise them to go
into the commercial end, or in' the administration end, or into the
strictly engineering line of work not connected with the automotive
industries. I have answered them in this way: First, I ask them
what they studied in addition to technical work. If they have taken
courses in economics and business administration, that is fortunate.
Beyond that I ask them if they absolutely can not help but go into
engineering. If they are not ordained to be engineers, they had
better gir into the business end, into the sales, /commercial, or-one of
the other ends. The demand for the highly trained technical engi-

123
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neer who succeeds is not great in theanWiiiiii; industry. The
demand for men with an engineering training who kirow the other
phases is very great indeed, .and I can not put too much emphasis
on the fact that the engineers should. have an insight into the eco-
nomic side, because when they come out of the engineering school
only a very'small percentage are fitted to continue in the engineer-
ing work, strictly speaking. The others will be forced out of the
engineering, and if they can have a little training before they start
to work which will give them certain principles of business training,
they are 100 per cent better off than the man who has gained it by
actual experience.

Dr. JARVIS. I have nothing to contribute to this disci sion except
to note that we have overlooked one important phase. PresidentIIowe
says that our four-year course is too overloaded, and has too much
in it. That I9,s suggested to me that we need a little closer articu-
lation between the secondary and higher institutions. 1s it not pos-
sible to crowd hack into the high school some of the work we are
now offering in the colleges? Mani boys in high school know they
are going into engineerinbs. That is the case to-day more than--
previously. Some men have looked to an industrial career, and
why should we not have a greater flexibility in our secondary school
course, and provide for general industrial curricula in the high
schools? It seems to me that that would give us more time in higher
institutions to give instruction in business economics and managerial
instruction. President Brush, of the Emergency Fleet Corporation
of Philadelphia, said that hardly a graduate of a technical school
knew what a balance sheet looked like, or knew the difference between
a lease and an invoice. We can give more in our secondary school
courses, also al ng the' lines of business training, to make up for the
deficiencies th%We realize now in our engineering graduates. If
they had some instruction in business forms and business methods
there would not be the need for them in the college course. At the
same time our college course must make sure that the graduates have
that training along economic business lines before they go out. We.
should carefully articulate the secondary courses with those of the
colleges and universities. '

MEMORANDUM REGARDING RESEARCH WORK TO BE
UNDERTAKEN IN HIGHWAY ENGINEERING.

By Mr. A. T. GOLDBECK, Engineer of Testa, Bureau of Public Roads.

There are many problems to be undertaken in connection with the
design and construction of highways. The advent of the heavy motor
truck has brought with it problems in construction and design which

14p,
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hitherto have needed but very little consideration. The roads which
e have built in the past were built with the idea of carrying com'

paratively light, fast-moving motor traffic, and they were generally
quite satisfactory for this purpose, but they have become entirely in-
adequate for the extremely heavy loads imposed on them by the more
recent heavy motor-truck traffic.

There are numerous problems which have to do with the alignment
and grades of roads, curve elimination, banking of roads on curves,
maximum grades. charactet of malerials for wearing surface, but by
far the most important problem is that of the determination of
proper designs to carry successfully heavy traffic.

The design of the present day road surfacing is an exceedingly
complex problem. In the first place, the loads acting on the road
surface are not merely static 'loads but they are applied with consid-
erable impact. The road surfacing does not rest on a uniform sup-
port, but this support is extremely nonuniform in character, varies
from clay to day, and even varies according to the character and
position of the load on the road surface. The analysis of stresses in
road slabs is, therefore, a very complex problem in applied me-
chanics. At the present time this problem is being attacked by the
Bureau of Public Roads in the following general way.

In the first place, since the loalls are applied with impact due to
the unevenness of the surface and speed of the moving vehicles, an
attempt is being made to doterinine accurately the rimount of this
impact. Different sizes of trucks are being used, and pneumatic as
well as solid tires are being investigated. As in the design of any
structure, after knowing the amount of load imposed on the structure,
the next step is .to deteLmine the effect of that load, and for this pur-
pose another series of tests is being carried out in which a large
impact machine designed to resemble the conditions on the rear wheel
of a heavy truck is being.u,ed. This machine exerts impact on road
slabs of different construction laid directly on the subgrade, and the
effect of continuous impart on these slabs is carefully noted. 'Still a
third investigation is being carried out in which a specially designed
machine is rolled over the sections of pavement in order to produce
accelerated wear on these seet4ins, and careful photographic records
of the behavior of these sections tinder accelerated traffic are kept.
Os the subgrade. is part of th4 road structure, a. comprehe
series of investigations has likewise been started to study the charac-,
teristics of the soils which make good or 'poor supports for road.:
surfaces. In addition, undies are being made of methods of drainage
in an attempt to develop effective systems as applied to different con-
ditions of soil and topography.

These are some of the big main problems in structural design of
roads, and these major problems are capable of subdivision into a
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large number of minor problems, some of which appear in the fol.
lowing list:

THE SUBGRADE.

(a) Propsties of the Material Composing the finbgrade.

1. The bearing power Of soils subjected to various compressions and con.
Mining various amounts of moisture.

2. Study of capillarity, both vertical and horizontal.
3..Effect of mechanical analysis and chemical properties on capillArity.
4. Interrelatiou of type of soil, percentage of moisture and volume.
5. Effect of freezing and thawing on vime and supporting properties of soli.
G. Study of the distribution of pressures through soils due to concentrated

loads.
7. Study of methods for improving bearing power of soils.
R. Methods of compaction and amount of compaction to be given to sn',7ades-

to remilsr their volume constant.
0. A study of the friction between subgrades and road surfaces.

(b) Drainage oWhe Subgrade.

1. Study of the drainage methods to beapplied to soils of different types.
2. Study of methods of renderiug soils impervious.
3. Study of drainage to take cure of freezing conditions.
4. Study of conditions affecting run-off.
5, St tidy of gutter design under different conditions of grades and soils.
G. Study of inlets.
7. Study of embankment wash as affected by roadside planting.
8. Study of percentage of moisture in various subgrades at various depths.
9. Study-of various methods of drainage to be employed with vatious types

of subgrade.
10. Study of heaving of road slabs due to frost.-'
11. General study of the relations existing between the physical properties

of the soil composing the subgrade and behavior of the road slab might include
a 'parative study of aubgrndes which show typically good and poor' bearing
power in various seasons of the year and under both good and poor drainage
ctindititRis.

THE WEARING SURFACE.

In the wearing surface there will beeincluded the road foundation
as well as the actual surface material subjected to the action of traffic.
A study of the wearing surface involves an investigation of the
forces which act upon the surface tending to destroy it, a study of
the properties of materials employed in the construction of the sur-
face, their proper combination, aril the design of the pavement as
to thickness and shape of cross section. Each type of wearing sur-
face possesses defects which render necessary investigations to im-
prove these particular shortcomings.

AMOUNT 'OF IMPACT ON ROAD SURFACES.

The measurement of impact on roads, using trucks of different
weights, tire equipment, and wheel eqUipment, should be made.
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EFFECT OF IMPACT ON ROAD SURFACES. O

The effect of the impact of trucks on various combinations of road
surfaces should also be investigated. The following surfaces are
suggested for investigation:

Plain concrete.

2, 4, 6. S, or 10 Inches by 7 feet squar.: also 6 Inches
thigh by 14 feet square Poor subgrade.

I )0
Well-drained subgrade.

1' Monolithic constructionWirc-cut lug brick.

1 in..11 screctlingq
subgOade.

1, '2. 4. or 6 inch concrete_ _Poor subgrade.
Ito

_Well-d4dned subgrade.

Monolithic construction Vertical -fiber brick.

4 or 6 inch concrete hasp Good sobgrade.

Monolithic construction Repressed brick.

4 or 6 Inch concrete base ,__ _Good subgrade.

Semimonolithic constructionWire-cut lug brick.

4 or 6 Inch concrete base _Poor subgrade.
Do Well- drained subgrade.

Sand-cushion constructionWire-cut lug brick.

4 or 6 inch concrete base Poor subgrade.
n11_

Well-drained subgrade.
4 or 6 inch concrete hose, using 1-Inch screenings Well- drained subgrade.

Wire-cut lug brickGrout filler.

A or 12 Inch macadam foundation Poor subgrade.
Do

I Well - drained subgrfide.

vertical -fiber brick Bituminous

4 or R Inch concrete base, sand-cement mishit,. Poor subgrade.
&Inch concrete base, sand.-cement eustion ,Well-drained subgrade.

Vertical-fiber brickBituminous fitter.

4 or 6 Inch concrete base, sand cushion Poor snhgrade.
Cinch concrete base, sand cushion Well-drained subgrade.or 6 Inch concrete basempereenings Weldralned subgrade.

h
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Wire-cut lugBituminous nice cushion and filler.

4 or 6 inches
Poor subgrade.6 inches
Well:drained subgrade.

Monolithic constructionThree-inch teirc-cut lug brick.

8 or 4 inch concrete base Poor subgrade.
Do

Well-drained subgrade.
4 or 6 inch bituminous base, 4 inches brick.
Mastic cushion and mastic tiller.
Cold mix base.
Rich concrete base for brick slabs.
Concrete slabs having poor aggregate.
Concrete slabs 6 Inches and 8 inches thick, plain a d reinforced.
Bituminous surfaces on concrete and other bases.
Reinforced concrete slabs of different thickness.

Theabove tests have to do with the load-resisting qualities of the
pavements. %Special types of pavement should be investigated
through special investigations, as follows:

CONCRETE PAVEZIENTS.

1. A study of the economical proportions for various aggregates to render MI
pavement resistant to abrasion. (For instance, the economy of 1:2:3} vs.1:2:4 mixture.)

2. A study of the wear-resisting qualities of concrete, using speciaLiggregates
such as soft limesame, soft sandstone, blast furnace slag, etc., as compared with
standard aggregates such as gravel, trap rock, etc. -

3. A study of admixtures such as hydrated time and diatomaceous
4. A study of central-plant-mixed concrete versus concrete mixed at the work.
5. The effect of consistency.
6. A study of the size of aggregateq on the physical properties such as resist-ance to nbrasion and crushing strength.
7. Vlbrolithic concrete.
8. Machine finished versus hand finished concrete roads.
9. A. study of the cracking of concrete surfaces.
10. The prevention of the creeping of surface on grades.
11. Prevention of heaving and slab over-riding. .

a
REINFORCED cetscerrg PAVFAIENTS.

1.- l'er cent of steel required to prevent serious cracking under different sub-,graoe ccnditlons,
(a) Under impact,
(b) Due to other causes such as freezing, temperature change, and

ture change.
2. Proper location of steel.
$. Circumferential eel.
4. The use of hard or steel, recoiled rill, or )fillet steel.
5. Plain or deformed bar e use of bars or sheet steel.
6. An investigation of the use of steel tricks.
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II

, BRICK PAVEMENTS.

I Inuit thickness Is comparable with concrete and Otter typesion variant;

lbov do various types of.briek constriletIon compare In strength?
%%lint rattler lose should he set for different traffic conditions?!

4 should individual brick losses be kept within a narrow limit? What
i. the overage per cent of loss and atlisinnte speciticati-in?

5 Study of taint:don resistance of brick having different rattler losses.
Study of the relative merits of Portland cement grout and bituminous

fill rc,
7 Study of relative merits of rattier and toughness test 10r paving brick.
s. Study of the merits of " brick.

11111!)11NOI'S OCft El.:TE PAVEMENTS.

1 They resistance to Impact of bituminous fan ements as compared with con-
or, lo and brick on basis of tlitTerent kit ds and thicknesses.

A. study of the proper grailitigs of mineral aggregate for bitutninus_con-
crctc. to obtain maximum 'tensity and rigidity to eliminate waving and
Mooning.

:V. An Investigation of the test requirenitnts for different types. of bituminous
imocrials for ass' in various types of bituminous construCtion under different
climatic conditions. . .

1. A study of the fortnntion of p.nres In asphalt surfaces.
A study of the relative merits or concrete. bituminous concrete, or broken-

stoe boo's for liltMliliool43 concrete or bituminous macadam ppirements.
I; A study of bituminous earth mixtures. with the Idea of developing an

epicienj surfacing for parts of the country where aggregates are not available.
7. The de\ elopment of all efficient IneillOd for protecting concrete wearing

surfaces with bituminous- teats.
5 . study of special aggregates for Idttunitimis concrete, such as 'gravel and

1,1:1-1 furnace slag.

tow rxot's 346.c

1 Si litiy of the characteristics of bituminous materials to he used with
MI.-rent -tylIPS of aggreglites In Various ',tarts of the'couutry.

.2. A Siu ly of the most ellitlent sizt anti grading of 'aggregates for use in
WI ominous macatla in.

3. A study of concrete versus lireken.st one ftinittlatIon for bituminous mite-
adaal.

I. A study of methods of repair for wavy bituminous macadam surfaces.

LABORATORY STI'1)1F5.'

NONBITUMINOUS MATERIALS.
S

1. Develop a suitable abrasion test for aggregates for use In concrete pave-
ments.

2. Standardize the crushing strength test for rock, brick, ete.
3. Standardize an abrasion teat for gravel for use In gravel and in gravel

concrete roads.
4. Develop a test for stone paving block.

1984.3*-21--8
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nee able to meet this nets! with Increased faellities for reseureb. and '
'Practical application: Now t herefilre he It

ifetrolned, That we. the repreSetitittives of education. Industry. and
silent. assembled hl national conferenceS;NWashington. II. C., at the call of
the Commissioner of Education, to discuss this subject and to 'formulate re. ia
tnndatIons concerning hereby eiltieur In the fallowing statements:

That there Ir uu. one domestic activity of imo.o ilmot to the people of
the United States than an efficient and 1.401111111111 310111111iSI111111 of OM' Ili:41$-
%%-aly program

That there Is a pressing demand for trained men. not alone to guar ilii
program. but al et to un,lerueke Ilitt problem of proiluviion snit the ovionitiiii.
use of vehicles o5or the highway:

That Ibis need van tilily be met by in, rouser br turn
iitz out the... 1,100

That the elitist salijet Is one which slnipild be closely ciai,4111,11e,l
lip iv: ,11.ttliti I"

Ity the CuitilnieStotter of Education to onto:bier this proltloot io ,o%.rat
aspects 81141 to bring about a fuller understanding of II on lilt% part of the people
of the country.

That the component parts of tills ommittee should represent the 'Bureau
of Education. the Bureau of Public ltoaels, the Wur Ilepartwent. the Staa
highway departments. the a mono irk tt ii,hlsteit . ihe tiro mill rubber io.his.
tries. higher Ptlucatittliml Institution, a. gnaws hest isitilim t,. furnish
the technIcollinforniation feded and to work out these great !albite questions.

1:stN It. I ..1.1N.
I1 S. Vtio
I' %I.! I1. SiAttt.t.NT.

o I SCVAIII.
I'll 5141.1, S. sloe. -tom

TIM PERM NI.NT ettM M 'ITC.

in harmony with the foregoing resolutions the followiltg etni
mittice.tyr 'highway and highway tran,:port educatlon was named:

P. P. laxton. Commissioner of Eilneation.
Thos. 11. Mart)tuntlil. Chief of the Bureau of Public 'Roads
Paul R. Sargent, chief highway engineer of Maine. and presi-

dent .ktnericati.Assoeiat ion of State Ilighlvay
t'ol. Mason NI. Patrick. Corps of Engioeers. United States

Army. War Department.
'v D. Chopin: vice president NatiAnal Automobile Chamber
nf Commerce., w

Ii. S. Firestone. ofirsident Firesttilie Tire & ltubbea Co.. relirc-
smithy; the Rubber Association of America.

F. L. Bishop, dean of the School of Engineering. llniversitv of
Pittsburgh. and secretary the S'ociety for the Promotion-of
Engineering Education.

At.a recent meeting of the permanent committee on highway and
highway transport education, Prof: ('. .1. S. 13...M. A., pi.o-
fe-lsor of engineering mechanics at Yale University. was eletted to
direct the edtKational program of the eomittee. the t tie-tee:4 of Yale

versity having consented to release Prof. Tilden until tieptember
:23; 1921.

-
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Harvard i'niverslty. curriculum of civil engineering. 413.
Hatt, W. K., on higliaay engineering curriculum,
High sehools, business education. 131.
Highway engineering, research work. 44t. 121-131.
Highway engineers. duties, 58-59; education, 66 75; salaries. III 65.
Highway eNpeniliturek. 30.
Highway organizations, needs id personnel, 7i3-5,S; relation to eolltzes and lad

Versities. 75-78.
Highway transport engineers, in highway departments, 85; qualifications,is; 99,
Highway transport esp. rts. preparation, 4N -49.

.13ighwa,v jransportinion engineering rarrienlii. 'it; 91.
Highway transportation work, isitication. 99-100.,
Jennings, ('y1,1,.. II Mir-1110'k fleet 'inatirligers. 09.
John. .W. C., The curricula in highway engineering and transportation 41 ifs
List of those attending the efinferenee.19-22.
MacDonald. T. IL, The widening field for engineers in highway improvement

their training for the field. C-16.
Maryland State Agricultural College, road const tan-lion. 47.
Mectianies, educal ion, 97.-90
Mileages, total, built by Slate IlighWay departnietiLs under engineering

. .39-31.
Motor-truck fleet managers, 84, 09.
Motor-truck operatives. S4-8.5. iff
National Research Council. and researeh In highway engineering. 48.
Ofilee work anti Mistiness administration. 84.

.

°nasal State Agricultural l'fillege, course in civil engineering. 4(.
Postgraduate course In highway envineering.
Preliminary eonference, condensed report. 9 17: delegates, S; repOrt of coin

mit tee on resolutions.
Preliminary Investigations, 7.

'Railroad transportation. maims in colleges and universities, 40.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. history and activities, 27-28.
Research work, highway engineering, 124-131.
Resolutions. Conference iamtiiiitifs on highway entrineeriug, 79 Al; ffinfcr rice

elimmit tee on higlinay transportation eduention, 103 104; Conference coin
inittee on business education and highway euginecring told technical rocati'll,
131-132.

Road building. money nvallable. 33.
Rfiad construction. courses, 47.
Road material, laboratories for !eking, 48,
Road surfitees, effect of Impact of trucks, 127-129.
Robinson, 1.. L., Koluention for highway tratisportatiop work. 99 100.
limal motor expreas. ilmelopment. 102-103.
Safely measures On highways, 100.
Salaries, engineering services, 32-63; highway engineers. 64-65.
Salest.engineers, 84. 95-NI.
Service departments. preparathm of Meth 91-94.

men, need for better. 36-40 ; SIMPlYing demand, 31-33.
liTqlvensity of Oporgla. "good Tads department." 47.
UnlYersity of Tennessee, road conntruetion course. 47.
rtihersItivonf Wefat Virginia. road construction course.
War, motor-truck cOliVoys, 36.
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